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Abstract
In this thesis, we study the growth of Sobolev norms of global solutions of solutions
to nonlinear Schr6dinger type equations which we can't bound from above by energy
conservation. The growth of such norms gives a quantitative estimate on the low-to-
high frequency cascade which can occur due to the nonlinear evolution. In our work,
we present two possible frequency decomposition methods which allow us to obtain
polynomial bounds on the high Sobolev norms of the solutions to the equations we are
considering. The first method is a high regularity version of the I-method previously
used by Colliander, Keel, Staffilani, Takaoka, and Tao and it allows us to treat a wide
range of equations, including the power type NLS equation and the Hartree equation
with sufficiently regular convolution potential, as well as the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
for dipolar quantum gases in the physically relevant 3D setting. The other method
is based on a rough cut-off in frequency and it allows us to bound the growth of
fractional Sobolev norms of the completely integrable defocusing cubic NLS on the
real line.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General setup
Nonlinear Dispersive Partial Differential Equations model nonlinear wave phenomena
which arise in various physical systems, such as the limiting dynamics of large Bose
systems [92, 103], shallow water waves [79], and geometric optics [103]. These are non-
linear evolution equations whose solutions spread out as waves in the spatial domain
if no boundary conditions are imposed. The most famous examples of nonlinear dis-
persive PDE are the Nonlinear Schrbdinger equation (NLS), the Korteweg-de Vries
equation (KdV), and the Nonlinear wave equation (NLW). A key feature of these
equations is that they are Hamiltonian, and hence they possess an energy functional
which is formally conserved under their evolution.
The tools used to study nonlinear dispersive PDE come from harmonic analysis
and from Fourier analysis. If one studies the equations on periodic domains, one also
has to apply techniques from analytic number theory, as was first done in the work
of Bourgain [9]. All of these tools are primarily used in order to understand the dis-
persive properties of the linear part of the equation. These dispersive properties are
manifested through an appropriate class of spacetime estimates known as Strichartz
estimates, as we will recall below. A family of Strichartz estimates in the non-periodic
setting was first proved in the work of Strichartz [98], and the endpoint case was re-
solved by Keel-Tao [69]. In the work of Bourgain [9], Strichartz estimates were proved
in the periodic setting. An appropriate use of Strichartz estimates and a fixed point ar-
gument allows one to obtain local well-posedness in the critical or sub-critical regime'.
In sub-critical regime, if one also has an a priori bound coming from conservation of
an energy functional, one can easily obtain global well-posedness. Key contribu-
tions to the study of the Cauchy problem for nonlinear dispersive PDE were made
by Ginibre-Velo [50, 51], Lin-Strauss [81], Kato [67], Hayashi-Nakamitsu-Tsutsumi
[62], Cazenave-Weissler [29], Kenig-Ponce-Vega [72], and Bourgain [9]. These results
mostly concern the subcritical regime. There has also been a substantial amount of
work done in the critical regime. Global existence results were proved in the energy-
critical regime, by Struwe [102], Grillakis [57, 58], Shatah-Struwe [94], Kapitanski
[66], Bahouri-Shatah [3], Bahouri-Gerard [2], Bourgain [16], Nakanishi [88, 89], Tao
[105], Kenig-Merle [70], Ryckman-Visan [91], Visan [109], Colliander-Keel-Staffilani-
Takaoka-Tao [37], and in the mass-critical regime by Tao-Visan-Zhang [107], Killip-
Visan-Zhang [76], Killip-Tao-Visan [74], Dodson [43, 44, 43].
Our work has focused on studying the qualitative properties of global solutions
in the case of the NLS equation. The property that we want to understand is the
transfer of energy from low to high frequencies. More precisely, we want to start
out with initial data which are localized in frequency, and we want to see how fast
a substantial part of the frequency support can flow to the high frequencies under
the evolution of the NLS. As we will see below, one way to quantify this frequency
cascade is through the growth in time of the high Sobolev norms of a solution u.
1.2 Statement of the problem
1.2.1 The NLS Cauchy problem
Given s > 1, we will consider the following general NLS Cauchy problem:
'The criticality of the equation is determined by scaling.
ist + Au = K(u),x c Xt E R
(1.1)
u(x, 0) = 4(x) E Hs(X).
Here, U = u(x, t), X is a spatial domain, t is the time variable, K is a nonlinearity,
and HS(X) is the Sobolev space of index s on X. We will not study the general
problem (1.1), but we will specialize to two possibilities in the spatial domain:
(i) X Td (Periodic setting).
(ii) X Rd (Non-periodic setting).
We will restrict our attention to d ; 3. For the nonlinearity K(u), we will typically
consider two main types:
(i) K(u) I uI2ku, for some k E N (Defocusing algebraic nonlinearity of degree
2k + 1).
(ii) K(u) = (V * |1 2 )u, for some function V : X -+ R (Hartree nonlinearity).
Here * denotes convolution in the x-variable: f * g(x) = fX f(y)g(x - y)dy. We note
that the first nonlinearity is local, i.e its value at a point x depends only on the value
of u at x, whereas the second nonlinearity is non-local. Some K(u) we will consider
will be combinations and modifications of the algebraic and Hartree nonlinearities.
1.2.2 Conserved quantities
All the models we will consider will have conserved mass given by:
M(u(t)) = Iu(x,t)|2dx. (1.2)
and conserved energy given by:
E(u(t)) = j IVu(x, t)|2 dX + j P(u(x, t))dx. (1.3)2 X x
The part P(u(x, t)) depends on the nonlinearity. We note that P(u) =-+ 2U| 2 k+2 for
the algebraic nonlinearity of degree 2k + 1 and P(u) = (V * 1u12) 1 2 for the Hartree
nonlinearity. The first term in E(u(t)) is called the kinetic energy and the second
term is called the potential energy. In all of the models that we will be studying, the
potential energy will be non-negative. We call this type of problem defocusing. One
can also study the focusing in which the nonlinearity K(u) = -luI2k-1U. For such
problems, energy is non longer necessarily a non-negative quantity. In this work, we
will restrict our attention to the defocusing problem though.
The fact that mass and energy are conserved can be formally checked by differen-
tiating under the integral sign. A rigorous justification requires a density argument
which uses the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem. An overview of these ideas is
given in [106].
1.2.3 Global existence and a uniform bound
Existence of solutions to (1.1) locally in time can be shown by using a fixed point
argument [50, 81]. Since the initial data lies in H 1, one can use the conservation of
mass and energy, as well as the fact that the potential energy is non-negative, one can
deduce the existence of global solutions From the conservation of mass and energy
and the non-negativity of the potential energy, it follows that the H' norm of a global
solution is uniformly bounded in time [50, 51, 29, 9]. Namely, the following bound
holds:
Ilu(t)IIHi < C(<b). (1.4)
1.2.4 Low-to-high frequency cascade
We will be interested in obtaining bounds on the Hs norm of a solution. We recall
that:
||u(t)||H8 , 2 (1.5)
Here denotes the Fourier transform on X, and the domain of integration is Rd when
X = Rd and it is Zd when X = Td. If we combine Plancherel's Theorem and the
conservation of mass (1.2), it follows that the quantity:
(f ( t)12d(9. (1.6)
is constant in t. Hence, the area under the graph of the function U - | t) 2 is
the same for all times t. By (1.5) and (1.6), it follows that the growth of |Iu(t)||Hs
for s >> 1 gives us a quantitative estimate how much of the frequency support of u,
i.e. support of ( -+ G(, t), has shifted to the high frequencies, i.e to the set where
|| > 1. The latter phenomenon is called the low-to-high frequency cascade or forward
cascade. We must note that it is not possible for the whole frequency support of u to
transfer to the high frequencies by (1.4). Hence, the growth of high Sobolev norms
effectively estimates how much a only a part of the frequency support of a has moved
to the high frequencies. We note that this problem sometimes also goes under the
name of weak turbulence or wave turbulence and it has been studied since the 1960s
in the physics literature [60, 82, 117], and in the mathematical literature [6, 7]. The
latter two papers were based on methods from probability theory. In the 1990s, the
problem was also studied numerically [83]. The aim of all of the mentioned works
is to obtain a statistical description of the forward cascade mechanism in weakly
interacting dispersive wave models.
1.3 Previously known results
Suppose that u is a solution of (1.1). One can immediately obtain exponential bounds
on the growth of Sobolev norms by iterating the local-in-time bounds coming from
the local well-posedness of the equation. The main reason is that the increment time
coming from local well-posedness is determined by the conserved quantities of the
equation. More precisely, one recalls from [9, 15, 106] that there exist 6 > 0 and
C > 1 depending only on the initial data such that for all times to:
||u(to + J)||H CUo)Hs 1.- )
We iterate (1.7) to obtain the exponential bound:
||u(t)|H s, <b, eAt (1.8)
It is, however, possible to obtain polynomial bounds. This was achieved for other
nonlinear Schradinger equations in [12, 27, 98, 99, 118]. The main idea in these papers
was to modify (1.7) to obtain an improved iteration bound by which there exists a
constant r E (0, 1) depending on k, s and 6, C > 0 depending also on the initial data
such that for all times to:
||u(to + 6)|12 . < ||(to)||2. + C||U(to)||1-,. (1.9)
In [12], (1.9)
bound is proved
was in the use of
approach, based
in [27, 118].
is proved by the Fourier multiplier method, whereas in [98, 99], this
by using fine multilinear estimates. The key to the latter approach
smoothing estimates similar to those used in [73]. A slightly different
on the analysis from [22], is used to obtain the same iteration bound
One can show that (1.9) implies:
||u(t)||Hs s4,, (1 + t|)1.1 (1.10)
A slightly different approach to bounding |Iu(t)IIH- is given in [13]. In this work, one
considers the defocusing cubic NLS on R3 and by an appropriate use of Strichartz
estimates, it is shown that, given 4 E H1 (R3), one obtains the following uniform
bound on the localized Sobolev norms for the solution u:
||u(t)||H ,",,(R3) < C(4) (1.11)
Here If||H",, (R3 ) := SupICR3,Iis a unit cube 11fIH (I, where || - IHx(I) denotes the
( -7
corresponding restriction norm. However, the local bound (1.11) can be improved to
a global one by using the results from [35] below, as we will see.
For certain NLS equations, one can deduce uniform bounds on |ju(t)IHs from
scattering results. We recall that in the context of the NLS equation, the equation
(1.1) is said to scatter in H5 if, for all <b c HS, there exist ua E H' such that:
lim ||u(t) - S(t)UI|Hs = 0. (1.12)
t-+koo
where S(t) denotes the free Schrddinger evolution operator. By unitarity of S(-) on
HS, it follows that (1.12) implies that |Iu(t)IIH is uniformly bounded. Several H8 '-
scattering results have been shown NLS-type equations in [35, 37, 42, 43, 44, 75].
From H8 -scattering, one can deduce H8 -scattering if the initial data lies in H', for
any s > si. This persistence of regularity result for scattering is sketched in Chapter
4.
Let us note that all of the mentioned scattering results hold on non-periodic
domains. It is not expected to be possible to obtain scattering results on periodic
domains due to weaker dispersion. This fact that L2 scattering doesn't hold was
precisely verified for the defocusing cubic NLS on T2 in [39].
Another special situation occurs when the NLS equation is completely integrable.
For our purposes, this means that there exist infinitely many conservation laws, which
in turn give bounds on all Sobolev norms of degree a positive integer. More precisely,
if (1.1) is completely integrable, k E N, and <D E H', then Iu(t)IIH is uniformly
bounded in time. The most famous NLS equation which is completely is the cubic
NLS on R and on S1 T [84]. Another completely integrable model is the derivative
nonlinear Schr6dinger equation (DNLS), which is defined on R as the spatial domain
with the nonlinearity K(u) = i6(|u|2u) [68]. We note that complete integrability
doesn't immediately imply that IIu(t)IIH is uniformly bounded when s is not an
integer, and the only assumption that we have on the initial data is that it belongs
to H'.
1.3.1 The linear Schr-dinger equation with potential
The growth of high Sobolev norms also been studied for the linear Schr6dinger equa-
tion with potential, namely for a real function V = V(x, t), one considers the following
linear PDE:
iut + Au = Vu. (1.13)
The growth of high Sobolev norms for (1.13) has been studied in [18, 17, 41, 111].
Under rather restrictive smoothness assumptions on V (for instance, in [18], V is
taken to be jointly smooth in x and t with uniformly bounded partial derivatives
with respect to both of the variables), it is shown that solutions to (1.13) satisfy for
all e > 0 and all t E R:
||U(t)I|H s (1 ± t (1.14)
in [18], and, for some r > 0
|n(t)I|HS s,<k log(1 + tI)r. (1.15)
in [17, 111]. The latter result requires even stronger assumptions on V.
The idea of the proof of (1.14),(1.15) is to reduce the problem to one that is
periodic in time and then to use localization of eigenfunctions of a certain linear
differential operator together with separation properties of the eigenvalues of the
Laplace operator on S1 . These separation properties can be deduced by elementary
means on S'. In [18], the bound (1.14) is also proved on S', for d > 2. In this
case, the separation properties are proved by a more sophisticated number theoretic
argument.
A different proof of (1.14) was later given in [41]. The argument given in [41] is
based on an iterative change of variable. In addition to recovering the result (1.14)
on any d-dimensional torus, the same bound is proved for the linear Schr6dinger
equation on any Zoll manifold, i.e. on any compact manifold whose geodesic flow is
periodic. Moreover, in [110], it was shown that one can even obtain uniform bounds
on ||u(t)|Hs if one assumes certain spectral properties related to the potential V.
These properties can be checked for the special potential V(x, t) = 6 cos x cos t when
6 < 1 is sufficiently small.
It would be an interesting project to obtain bounds of the type (1.14) for an NLS
equation evolving from smooth initial data. Here, we have to restrict to an NLS
equation for which H8 -scattering is not known. Namely, as we noted above, H8 -
scattering implies uniform bounds on |Iu(t)|IH.- Since one is considering initial data,
one should also consider an NLS equation which is not completely integrable. Hence,
a good model to consider would be the defocusing quintic NLS equation on S'. A
possible approach to deduce (1.14) to substitute V =J12k into (1.13) and bootstrap
polynomial bounds on |Iu(t)IIHS by applying the technique from [18] to obtain better
bounds. However, there doesn't seem to be a simple way to implement this approach.
The reason is that the reduction to the problem which is periodic in time doesn't
work as soon as one has some growth in time of a fixed finite number of Sobolev
norms.
The problem of Sobolev norm growth was also recently studied in [39], but in
the sense of bounding the growth from below. In this paper, the authors exhibit the
existence of smooth solutions of the cubic defocusing nonlinear Schr6dinger equation
on T2 whose HS norm is arbitrarily small at time zero and is arbitrarily large at some
large finite time. The work [39] is related to work of Kuksin [80] in which the author
considers the case of small dispersion. By an appropriate rescaling, this can be shown
to be equivalent to studying the same problem as in [39] with large initial data.
Furthermore, if one starts from a specific initial data containing only five frequen-
cies, an analysis of which Fourier modes become excited has recently been studied in
[25] by different methods. One should note that both papers study the behavior of
the high Sobolev norms at a large finite time and that behavior at infinity is still an
open problem.
Let us remark that in the mentioned works it is not clear if the constructed solution
u satisfies limsupt,±. |Iu(t)IIHs = o for s > 1. The only known constructions of
solutions to nonlinear dispersive PDEs with divergent high Sobolev norms are due
to Bourgain [10, 11, 12]. In these papers, the KdV, NLS, and nonlinear Wave-type
equation are studied respectively. However, one has to modify the original equations
to look at a spectrally defined Laplacian or nonlinearity. The result in [12] gives a
powerlike lower bound on the growth. The techniques are based on perturbation from
the linear equations. It is not clear how to modify these methods to use them for
the standard dispersive models. Furthermore, we note that if one considers a linear
Schr5dinger equation with an appropriate random potential, the H' norm grows at
least like a power of t almost surely [18].
A different way of modifying the NLS equation leads to the cubic Szeg6 equation:
iUt = 1l(Jul 2 u), x e S', E R (1.16)
u (x, 0) = <b (x) E L' (S').
Here, L2 (S1) is the closed subspace of L2 (S1) of functions having Fourier coefficients
with only non-negative indices, i.e. of the form ZkENo fkeikx and H1: L2 (Si) -+ L (SI)
is the projection operator:
U(E aeikx) : S aeik
keZ kENo
The operator H is called the Szegd projection.
The analogous instability result to the one obtained in [39] for the equation (1.16)
was recently obtained by Gerard and Grellier in [47] by using methods from complex
analysis. It is also shown that (1.16) is completely integrable. On the other hand,
there is no dispersive term in the equation, so the instability result is not unexpected.
1.4 Main ideas of our proofs
The main step in all of our proofs is to obtain a good iteration bound, based on an
appropriate frequency decomposition. The iteration bounds we will use will usually
not be as dependent on the structure of the nonlinearity as the iteration bound (1.9).
As we will see, there will be essentially two different iteration bounds we will use,
one with a smooth frequency cut-off, and one with a rough frequency cut-off. We
always use the smooth frequency cut-off in the periodic setting, as the smoothness
allows us to compensate for the lack of many dispersive estimates. In the non-periodic
setting, we can use both types of frequency cut-offs, but in practice the rough cut-off
is more useful only in the case of estimating the growth of fractional Sobolev norms
of solutions to completely integrable equations such as the Cubic NLS on R.
1.4.1 The smooth cut-off; the upside-down I-method
We will use the idea, used in [18, 17, 111], of estimating the high-frequency part of the
solution. Let El denote an operator which, after an appropriate rescaling, essentially
adds the square L2 norm of the low frequency part and the square Hs norm of the high
frequency part of a function. The threshold between the low and high frequencies is
the parameter N > 1. With this definition, we want to show that there exist # > 0,
depending on the nonlinearity and spatial domain and J, C > 0 depending only on <b
such that for all times to:
CEl(u(to + 3)) < (1 + N )El(u(to)). (1.17)
One observes that (1.17) is more similar to (1.7) than to (1.9). The key fact to
observe is that, due to the present decay factor, iteration of (1.17) O(N-) times
doesn't cause exponential growth in E1 (u(t)), as it did for ||u(t)||Hs in (1.8). We note
that it is more difficult to obtain the decay factor in the periodic setting, than in the
non-periodic setting.
We take:
Elf = |f|L2. (1.18)
Here D is an appropriate Fourier multiplier. In this paper, we take the D-operator
to be an upside-down I-operator, corresponding to high regularities. We construct D
in such a way that:
||Df|JL2 "- 11f |H. , N'1|Df||IL2. (1.19)
The operator D is the opposite from the standard I-operator, which was first developed
in the work of Colliander-Keel-Staffilani-Takaoka-Tao (I-Team) [31, 32, 33, 34, 36].The
idea of using an upside-down I-operator first appeared in [33], but in the low regularity
context. The purpose of such an operator is to control the evolution of a Sobolev
norm which is higher than the norm associated to a particular conserved quantity.
We then want to estimate:
Dut )|2dt. (1.20)
over an appropriate time interval I whose length depends only on the initial data.
Similarly as in the papers by the I-Team, the multiplier 0 corresponding to the
operator D is not a rough cut-off. Hence, in frequency regimes where certain cancela-
tion occurs, we can symmetrize the expression and see how the cancelation manifests
itself in terms of 0, as in [33]. If there is no cancelation in the symmetrized expres-
sion, we need to look at the spacetime Fourier transform. Arguing as in [22, 118],
we decompose our solution into components whose spacetime Fourier transform is
localized in the parabolic region (r + I |2) - L. In each of the cases, we obtain a
satisfactory decay factor. The mentioned symmetrizations and localizations allow us
to compensate for the absence of an improved Strichartz estimate when working in
the periodic setting. The localization to parabolic regions is particularly useful in the
case of quintic and higher order NLS on S'.
In certain cases, we can add a multilinear correction to the quantity E 1 (u(t)), as
defined in (1.18) to obtain a quantity E 2 (u(t)) which is equivalent to E'(u(t)), but is
even more slowly varying, i.e. for which 3 in (1.17) is even larger. The idea is to choose
the correction to be such that jE 2 (u(t)) contains the same number of x derivatives
as djE'(u(t)), but that these derivatives are distributed over more factors of u, thus
making E 2 (u(t)) even more slowly varying. Heuristically, we can view this is a way of
artificially adding more dispersion to the problem. This method is called the method
of higher modified energies, and was previously in the context of a modification of the
I-method in [32, 33]. The method of higher modified energies comes from the general
principle is reminiscent of the method of Birkhoff normal forms [4, 112] used in KAM
theory. We apply the mentioned method in one and two-dimensional problems, both
in the periodic and in the non-periodic setting. The two-dimensional setting is more
subtle due to orthogonality issues that arise in studying the resonant frequencies.
1.4.2 The rough cut-off
We again start with a threshold N between the low and the high frequencies. Here,
we take the rough projection Q defined by:
Qf() := X(>I Nf(()- (1.21)
The main idea of the method is to look at the high and low-frequency part of the
solution u similarly as in [18], and, in addition, to use the bound on the integral
Sobolev norms that one obtains from the complete integrability. Namely, for k E N:
||U(t)||Hk < B ((D (1.22)
From (1.22), we can deduce that for all times t:
|(I - Q)u(t)IIH. < C(<h)No. (1.23)
where a := s - [s] E [0, 1) is the fractional part of s. We note that the power of N
is then in [0, 1) and is not s, as in (1.19). We use the estimate (1.23) to bound the
low-frequency part of the solution.
The key is then bound IIQu(t)I|HS. This is the point at which we have to find the
appropriate iteration bound. We want to show there exists # > 0 depending on the
equation, an increment 6 > 0, and C > 0, both depending only on the initial data
such that for all to c R, one has:
||Qu(to + 6)||2 < ( N )IQu(to)|12. + B1. (1.24)
Here, B1 = O(NT, for some 7 > 0 independent of s. The idea now is to iterate (1.24)
for times to = 0, 6,..., n, where n E N is an integer such that n < N,- and to
telescope to obtain bounds on | Qu(t) |Ha-
This approach has been used to give bounds on the growth of fractional Sobolev
norms for the defocusing cubic NLS on R. We have been able to derive only on R and
not on S'. Our proof relies heavily on the fact that we are working on a non-periodic
domain since we have to use improved bilinear Strichartz estimates, which are known
not to hold in the periodic setting.
1.5 Some notation and conventions
We denote by A < B an estimate of the form A < CB, for some C > 0.
on d, we write A <d B. We also write the latter condition as C = C(d).
number r, we denote by r+ the number r + E, where we take 0 < E < 1.
r- is defined analogously as r - E. For 1 < p < oo, we define:
If C depends
Given a real
The number
||f||ILP(X) :=(if(x)|Pdx)P.JX
and we write:
|f |ILoo(X) := ess supxEXf (x)|.
Furthermore, given 1 < q, r < oc, we write:
|1W||L qLr(X xR) ', 111 i)h q L(X) I L[R)
If q = r, we observe that this is the norm || - |ILq,(XxR)- We usually write the norms
as || -|LP or || - |ILqLr when there is no confusion. Given 1 < p < o, we define its
Hdlder conjugate exponent 1 < p' < oo by the formula: 1 + - = 1.
p
The Fourier transform
Given X = Rd or X - Td , and f C L2(X), we define the spatial Fourier transform
by:
f() := (1.25)
When X - Rd, the Fourier transform is defined on Rd, and when X - Td , it is
defined on Zd. In this case, we will usually denote the ( by n. (-, .) is defined to be
the L 2-inner product on Rd, and Zd, when X = Rd and X = Td respectively. A key
fact is Plancherel's Theorem:
IfIL2 ~ IfI||2
Given w E L 2(X x R), we also define the spacetime Fourier transform by:
IX JR
(1.26)
(1.27)
Sobolev spaces
Let us take the following convention for the Japanese bracket (-)
() := V1 + |x| 2. (1.28)
Let us recall that we are working in Sobolev Spaces H* = H"(X) on the the domain
X, whose norms are defined for s E R by:
If IIH = (J (1.29)
where f : X -+ C. Let us define H'(X) := (~),>Q Hs(X).
f (x)e-(2, dx.
u(x, t)e -it -Edidx.
IW12<21
Free Schr6dinger propagator
We let S(t) denote the free Schr6dinger propagator. Namely, given 4 E L 2(X), the
solution to:
it + Au =0, x E X, t R (1.30)
u(x, 0) = O(X).
is denoted by u(x, t) = (S(t)4)(x). By using the Fourier transform in x, one can
check that:
(S(t)4)(O) = e-"G (0). (1.31)
From Plancherel's Theorem (1.26), it follows that S(t) acts unitarily on L 2-based
Sobolev spaces.
XS'b spaces
An important tool in our work will also be Xsb spaces. These spaces come from the
norm defined for s, b c R:
||U|IX.,b := (J(o 2s(_ + I22i( T) ~ 2drd()2. (1.32)
where u : X x R -+ C. The X5' spaces can be defined for general dispersive equations
and are sometimes also called Dispersive Sobolev spaces. These spaces were first
used in their present form in the work of Bourgain [9]. A similar type of space was
previously used in the study of the one-dimensional wave equation by Beals [5] and
Rauch-Reed [90]. Implicitly, X3,' spaces also appeared in the context of spacetime
estimates for null-forms in the work of Klainerman and Machedon [78].
The Xsb spaces obey the structure of the linear Schr6dinger equation. If S(t) de-
notes the linear Schr6dinger propagator as above, then one can check that (S(t)4)~((, T)
is supported on the paraboloid r+ |I2 = 0. Hence, the Xsb norm heuristically speak-
ing measures how far the function u is from being a solution to the free Schr6dinger
equation. Furthermore, we can write the Xs,b norm as: ||II|X,b = IS(-t)U|HbHs. If
there is possibility of confusion, we write X,b as Xs'b(X x R) to emphasize that we
are working on the spacetime domain X x R.
Littlewood-Paley decomposition
Given a function v E L2(X x R), and a dyadic integer N, we define the function
VN as the function obtained from v by restricting its spacetime Fourier Transform
to the region |(| ~ N. We refer to this procedure as a dyadic decomposition or
Littlewood-Paley decomposition. In particular, we can write each function as a sum
of such dyadically localized components:
V~ VN-
dyadic N
Multilinear expressions
We give some useful notation for multilinear expressions, which was first used in [31].
Let us first explain the notation when X - Td.
For k > 2, an even integer, we define the hyperplane:
k := f(ni,... ,nk) C (Zd)k : ni - - - - + n = 0},
endowed with the measure 6(ni + - - +nk). Given a function Mk = Mk(n1,..., nk)
on 1 k, i.e. a k-multiplier, one defines the k-linear functional Ak(Mk; fi,..., fk) by:
k
Ak(Mk; fi , f) := Mk(nl,..., n) 7 f^ (n).
As in [31], we adopt the notation:
Ak(Mk; f) := Ak(Mk;f,f,. . , f,f). (1.33)
We will also sometimes write nij for ni + nj , and nik for ni + n3 + nk, etc.
When X - Rd, we analogously define:
1Fk := 61 .... , 4k) E (R2 )k : (1 -+ -. - - - ( = 0}.
In this case, the measure on 1Pk is induced from Lebesgue measure d(1 ... d$k_ 1 on
(R 2 )k-1 by pushing forward under the map:
(6 1,...,( 4_1) 4 (6 1,...,( 1,41 -- -- - - - -01)
1.6 General facts from harmonic analysis
Strichartz estimates in the non-periodic setting
As was mentioned above, a fundamental tool we will have to use will be the Strichartz
estimates
Theorem 1.6.1. (Strichartz estimates for the Schr5dinger equation) We consider
the domain Rd, and we say that a pair (q, r) is admissible if 2 < q, r oo, (q, r, d) z
(2, oo, 2), and if the following relation is satisfied: 2 + = . If (q,r) and (q1,r 1 ) are
admissible exponents, then the following homogeneous Strichartz estimate holds:
||SMt)#|L qLr(RdxR) r5dAq,r 101ILL (Rd)- -1.3)
In addition, one has the inhomogeneous Strichartz estimate:
|| S(t - o-)F(o-)do-|jLLr(RdXR) 0d,q,r,qi,r |F. (1.35)
The non-endpoint case, i.e. when q, qi = 2 was first proved in [53, 114] and was
based on the work of Strichartz [101]. The latter, in turn, was motivated by ear-
lier harmonic analysis results in [93, 108]. The endpoint case q, qi = 2 was resolved
in [69]. The reason why the endpoint case is so difficult is that the endpoint ver-
sion of the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality that one would like to use doesn't
hold. The authors of [69] get around this difficulty by using an appropriate dyadic
decomposition.
In the mentioned papers, the key to prove Theorem 1.6.1 is to use the dispersive
estimate:
1
||S(t)4||1Lo(Rdy II-- IILI(Rd)- (1-36)
t 2
and combine it with an appropriate TT* argument. The bound (1.36) is shown as a
consequence of the convolution representation of S(t)4 and Young's inequality.
Strichartz estimates in the periodic setting
Strichartz estimates are more difficult to prove on compact domains due to weaker
dispersion. We observe that on a compact domain, the dispersive estimate (1.36)
can't hold, since we can't have decay of the L' norm and conservation of the L 2
norm. The local-in-time periodic analogue of (1.34), which is:
||S(t)4|| 242> |' | |kIL2( ra) (1.37)
11W 1 L (Td X[0, 1])
is known not to hold. In [9], it is shown that, when d 1 and N E N, one has:
N
||.e" IL(Tx[0,1]) > (log N) N .
n=1
Hence (1.37) can't hold in general. However, some positive results are known. They
either require q to be smaller than 2(d+2) or that the function 4 be localized in fre-d
quency. In the latter case, one obtains a loss of derivative on the right-hand side of
the inequality. More precisely, the bounds that one could expect are:
2(d + 2)
||SWt)4||L qxd[0,1) < ||4||L2Tdtrywhen q < d .(1.38)
d di2 2(d +2) 1||SMt)||L q:' [o') < N , when q > d ' supp q C B(0, N). (1.39)
The first work dealing with these questions was that of Bourgain [9] in which (1.38)
was proved in the special case q = 4, and (1.39) was proved in the cases d = 1, and
d = 2. When d = 3, (1.39) was proved under the additional assumption that q > 4.
Appropriate global-in-time versions were later proved in [58]. In both works, the key
tool was to use lattice point counting techniques related to the work of Bombieri and
Pila [8]. Let us note that some partial results on Strichartz estimates on the irrational
torus have been proved in [20, 27]
Link between X5,' spaces and the Schr6dinger equation
The Xs,b spaces are well suited to the Schradinger equation. Let us briefly explain
how one can see the connection. All of the facts we will mention now hold equally on
Rd and on Td. They were already used in [9] and other works which first used Xsb
space methods.
Given a Schwartz cut-off function in time q C S(R), the following localization
estimate holds:
||(t)S(t)#|xs,b < fIHs. (1.40)
The following useful fact links Xsb spaces and Strichartz estimates:
Proposition 1.6.2. (c.f. Lemma 2.9 from [106]) Suppose that Y is a Banach space
of functions with the property that:
||e*07-S(t)$ljy < |||||H
for all f G HS and all 7-0 G R. Then, for all b > 1, it holds that:2'
As a consequence, we can deduce that for all pairs (q, r) for which the Strichartz
estimate in the || - ||L L norm holds, one has the following estimate:
1||U||L qL IXUIIXoa , whenever b> (1.41)
Improved bilinear Strichartz estimates
Strichartz estimates, and in particular the estimate (1.41) allow us to deduce mul-
tilinear estimates by using H6lder's inequality. For example, if we consider u, v E
L2X(R x R), we can deduce that:
||UV||L ,,(RxR) I o,+(R xR)I Xoi+(R xR)(
However, if we have further assumptions on the support of the Fourier transform
of u(-, t) and v(-, t) in the space variable, it is possible to deduce an improved estimate.
This key observation was first made by Bourgain in [14]. Later, a simplified proof
was given in [31]. The improved bilinear estimate is:
Proposition 1.6.3. (Improved bilinear Strichartz estimate in the non-periodic set-
ting) Suppose N1, N2 > 0, with N1 >> N2, and suppose that f, g E Xo, + (Rd x R) are
such that for all t E R:
supp f (t) C {|{|~- N1}, supp y(t) C {|f ~ N2}-
Then, the following bound holds:
d-1
11fg1L <N2 2 (.3||fg||L,(RdxR) 
-o,+(RdxR) NXOI+(RdxR)
In particular, if d 1, we obtain a decay factor of - which is an improvement
over the bound in (1.42).
Let us remark that the analogue of the Improved bilinear Strichartz estimate with
a decay factor doesn't hold in the periodic setting. The following result is also due
to Bourgain [9], in the case d = 2.
Proposition 1.6.4. (Improved bilinear Strichartz estimate for free evolution in the
periodic setting) Suppose N 1, N2 > 0, with N1 > N2, and suppose that f,g C
Xoi F+qa x R) are such that for all t G R:
supp f(t) C {In N1}, supp A(t) C {|nl ~ N2}.
Suppose that I C R is a compact time-interval. Then, given the following bound holds:
d-1
N 2
IX(t)fgIIL2 (72XI) < N2 2 IINIfIo, (.4||~~g|jT'x) .1IX0,1i+(T2xR)111Xo,I+(Tr2xR)' (1'44)
As a consequence of Proposition 1.6.4, the following bound follows:
Proposition 1.6.5. (Improved bilinear Strichartz estimate in the periodic setting)
Suppose N 1, N2 > 0, with N1 > N2, and suppose that f, g C Xoi+( x R) are such
that for all t G R:
supp f (t) C {| | ~ N1}, supp y(t) 9 {|(I ~ N2}.
Suppose that I C R is a compact time-interval. Then, the following bound holds:
||fg||L2,(T2 XI) $ N+4 f1 XO,+(T2xR) XO,1+(T2xR). (1.45)
The idea to prove Proposition 1.6.5 from Proposition 1.6.4 is to use the Fourier
inversion formula to write:
U(X, t) ~I e' S (t).F(S(- t) u)(x , r) d
and similarly for v and then use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the parabolic
variable together with the assumption that b = !+ > 1. These ideas are explained
in more detail in [22, 106]. We note that, when N1 > N2 , the estimate (1.45) indeed
gives us an improvement of the the bound we would otherwise obtain directly from
(1.39). The power of N20+ comes from a lattice point counting argument and as such
can't be less than 1. A comprehensive survey about bilinear improved Strichartz
estimates on the torus can be found in [48, 100]. We note that improved Bilinear
Strichartz estimates have recently been studied in the case of compact Riemannian
manifolds in [22, 23, 59].
In our proofs, we will use the bilinear improved Strichartz estimate to obtain a
decay factor in the iteration bound. From the preceding discussion, we note that
this estimate will be useful to this end only when we are working in the non-periodic
setting. As a result, we will obtain better bounds on non-periodic domains. This is
consistent with the heuristic that dispersion is stronger in the non-periodic setting.
1.7 Organization of the Chapters
In Chapter 2, we study the problem on S'. Here, we consider the defocusing power-
type NLS and the Hartree equation, as well as other modifications of the defocusing
cubic NLS. In Chapter 3, we study the problem on R. In this chapter, we find
bounds on the growth of fractional Sobolev norms of solutions the defocusing cubic
NLS. In addition to the cubic NLS, we also consider the Hartree equation. Chapter
4 is devoted to the study of the problem on two-dimensional domains. We consider
the problem both on T 2 and on R2. Results from Chapters 2 through 4 will be
published in [97, 96, 95]. In Chapter 5, we study the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for
dipolar quantum gases on R3 , which is the physically the most relevant case. The
results from Chapter 5 are the first step in a joint work with Kay Kirkpatrick and
Gigliola Staffilani in which we plan to study the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for dipolar
quantum gases in more detail [77].
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Chapter 2
Bounds on S1
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we first study the 1D defocusing periodic nonlinear Schr5dinger equa-
tion. Namely, given k E N and s E R with s > 1, we will first consider the initial
value problem:
iUt + Au = IUI2ku, x E S1 ,t E R
(2.1)
u(x, 0) = <D(x) c Hs(S').
The mass and energy are given by:
M(u(t)) := Iu(x,t)|2dX (Mass). (2.2)
and
E(u(t)) := |Vu(x, t)I2dx + 2 2 j1u(x, t) 2k+2 (Energy). (2.3)
As was noted in [46, 84], the equation (2.1) is completely integrable when k = 1.
Hence, if we start from smooth initial data, all the Sobolev norms of a solution will
be uniformly bounded in time. We consider several modifications of the cubic NLS in
which we break the complete integrability. The first modification we consider is the
Hartree equation on Sl:
iUt + Au = (V *U 2)u, x E S',t E R
u(x, 0) = <b(x) E Hs(S').
(2.4)
The assumptions that we have on V are:
(i) V E L1(S').
(ii) V > 0.
(iii) V is even.
We can also break the integrability by adding an external potential on the right-
hand side of the equation to obtain:
=|uU2U + Au, x G S,t E R (2.5)
0) = 4(x) C HS(Sl).
Here, we are assuming:
(i) A E co (Si).-
(ii) A is real-valued.
Finally, we can add an inhomogeneity factor A into the nonlinearity, and obtain:
iUt + Au= AU2u, x E S1, t E R
u(x, 0) = <>(x) E Hs(Sl).
(2.6)
Here, the inhomogeneity A = A(x) satisfies:
(i) A E C (S)
(ii) A > 0.
2.1.1 Statement of the main results
The results that we prove are:
Theorem 2.1.1. Let k > 2 be an integer and let s > 1 be a real number. Let u be
a global solution to (2.1). Then, there exists a continuous function C, depending on
(s, k, E(<b), M(<b)) such that, for all t E R:
||u(t)||H- < C(s, k, E(<b), M(<b))(1 + It|) 2s+||<b||Hs. (2.7)
For the modifications of the cubic NLS, we can prove the following results:
Theorem 2.1.2. Let s > 1 and let u be a global solution of (2.4). Then, there exists
a function C as above, such that for all t E R:
||u(t)I|Ha < C(1 + tI)sI'II HS. (2.8)
Furthermore, we prove:
Theorem 2.1.3. Let s > 1 and let u be a global solution of (2.5). Then, there exists
a function C as above, such that for all t E R :
|Iu(t)IIH- C(1 ± Itl)s+IKIH8. (2.9)
Theorem 2.1.4. Let s > 1 and let u be a global solution of (2.6). Then, there exists
a function C as above, such that for all t C6 R :
|Iu(t)IIH. < C(1 + It|) 2s+||4<b|H 8. (2.10)
It makes sense to consider the case k = 1 in Theorem 2.1.1, as long as we are
taking s which is not an integer, and if we are assuming only 4 E H"(S1 ). It turns
out that we can get a better bound, which is the same as the one obtained for (2.4):
Corollary 2.1.5. Let s > 1 be a real number and let u be a global solution of (2.4).
Then, there exists a function C as above, such that for all t E R :
int + Au = lJ2 u, X StR (2.11)
u(x, 0) = <b(x) E Hs(Sl).
Corollary 2.1.5 will be a consequence of the proof of Theorem 2.1.2. The obtained,
however, doesn't allow us to recover the uniform bounds on the integral Sobolev norms
of a solution, as we observed, up to a loss of to+ in the non-periodic case, which we
will see in the following chapter. The question of bounding the growth of fractional
Sobolev norms of solutions to the ID periodic and non-periodic cubic NLS was posed
on [113].
Analogous results hold for focusing-type equations, except that then we need to
consider initial data which is sufficiently small in an appropriate norm. As we will
see in the proof, the only reason why we are looking at defocusing equations is that
we have global existence in H', and the a priori bound on the H' norm.
We can obtain the same conclusion for the defocusing variant of (2.1) if II4bIIH1 is
sufficiently small. On the other hand, in the case of the Hartree equation (2.4), we
can change the second assumption on V to just assume that V is real-valued, as long
as we suppose that ||<b||L2 is sufficiently small. For such initial data, the conclusion
of Theorem 2.1.2 will still hold. Under an analogous L 2-smallness assumption on the
initial data, we can consider (2.5) with focusing nonlinearity, and (2.6) with A which
is assumed to be real-valued, but not necessarily non-negative. The conclusions of
Theorem 2.1.3 and Theorem 2.1.4 will still hold then. We will henceforth consider
only the defocusing-type equations.
2.1.2 Previously known results
The techniques previously used in [12, 27, 98, 99, 118] can be adapted to (2.1).
Namely, one can show that there exists a constant r E (0, 1) depending on k, s and
J, C > 0 depending also on the initial data such that for all times to:
Iu(to + 6)1|2 r.u(t) ± + Iu(toH7- 2'12
which can, in turn, be shown to imply:
||U(t)||H- f"'s,4 ( + t)- (2-13)
If one uses (2.12), the bounds one obtains become progressively worse as we increase
k since r can be shown to become smaller as k grows. In this way, we see that the
iteration bound is dependent on the structure of the nonlinearity. When k = 2, we
can show that (2.12) holds for r =1_1)-, from where we deduce the bound:
||u(t)IH' s,<(1--(. 18(s-1)14)
This is a worse bound than the one obtained by Theorem 2.1.1 . If one tries to apply
(2.12) for higher order nonlinearities, one gets an even weaker bound.
It should be noted that a better bound for the quintic equation than the one given
by Theorem 5.1.1 was observed by Bourgain in the appendix of [19]. The techniques
sketched out in this paper are completely different and come from dynamical systems.
In [19], the author uses an appropriate normal form which reduces the nonlinearity
to its essential part, i.e. to the frequency configurations which are close to being
resonant. The result in [19] is mentioned only for the quintic equation. As we will
note, due to the fact that it uses Besov-type spaces, which don't embed into L', we
can't seem to modify this method to apply it to (1.1) with k > 2.
Let us finally remark that after the publication of our result, the techniques that
we will present were combined with the techniques from [19] in [40] to obtain a slightly
improved bound than Theorem 2.1.1 when k > 2, and Corollary 2.1.5. We note that
the method used in [40] is not sufficient to improve the bound for k = 2 obtained in
[19].
2.1.3 Main ideas of the proofs
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 is to obtain a good iteration bound. We
will use the idea, used in [18, 17, 111], of estimating the high-frequency part of the
solution. Let E' denote an operator which, after an appropriate rescaling, essentially
adds the square L2 norm of the low frequency part and the square HS norm of the high
frequency part of a function. The threshold between the low and high frequencies
is the parameter N > 1. With this definition, we show that there exist 6, C > 0
depending only on 4 such that for all times to:
C
El(u(to + J)) < (1 + N )E 1 (u(to)). (2.15)
N2
The key fact to observe is that, due to the present decay factor, iteration of (2.15)
O(N-) times doesn't cause exponential growth in E 1(u(t)).
The crucial point hence is to obtain the decay factor in (2.15). The reason why
this is difficult is that we are working in the periodic setting in which we don't have
the improved bilinear Strichartz estimates proved in [14, 31]. In [34], one could fix this
problem by rescaling the circle to add more dispersion and reproving the estimates
in the rescaled setting. Finally, one could scale back to the original circle, keeping in
mind the relationship between the scaling parameter, the time interval on which one
is working, and the threshold between the "high" and the "low" frequencies. This
approach is unsuccessful in our setting since it is impossible to scale back, because the
time on which we can obtain nontrivial bounds tends to zero as the rescaling factor
tends to infinity 1.
We take:
E1(f) := ||DfI|2. (2.16)
Here D is an appropriate Fourier multiplier. In this paper, we take the D-operator
to be an upside-down I-operator, corresponding to high regularities. The idea of using
an upside-down I-operator first appeared in [33], but in the low regularity context.
The purpose of such an operator is to control the evolution of a Sobolev norm which
'We note that this is not the same phenomenon that occurs for super-critical equations. The
reason why the rescaling here doesn't give the result is that there are too many constraints on all of
the parameters.
is higher than the norm associated to a particular conserved quantity. This is the
opposite from the standard I-operator, which was first developed in [31, 32, 33, 34, 36].
We then want to estimate:
Du L|2 dt. (2.17)
over an appropriate time interval I whose length depends only on the initial data.
Similarly as in the papers by the I-Team, the multiplier 0 corresponding to the
operator D is not a rough cut-off. Hence, in frequency regimes where certain cancela-
tion occurs, we can symmetrize the expression and see how the cancelation manifests
itself in terms of 0, as in [33]. If there is no cancelation in the symmetrized expres-
sion, we need to look at the spacetime Fourier transform. Arguing as in [22, 118],
we decompose our solution into components whose spacetime Fourier transform is
localized in the parabolic region (r + n2 ) ~ L. In each of the cases, we obtain a
satisfactory decay factor. The mentioned symmetrizations and localizations allow us
to compensate for the absence of an improved Strichartz estimate.
The proofs of Theorems 2.1.2, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4 are based on similar techniques.
For (2.4), and (2.5), we can use the method of higher modified energies as in [32, 33],
i.e. we can find an approximation E 2 (u) 2, that varies in time slower than
E'(u). E2 (u) is obtained as a multilinear correction of E(u). We deduce better
iteration bounds than the one in (2.15), from which the results in Theorem 2.1.2
and Theorem 2.1.3 follow. The technique of higher modified energies doesn't seem
to work for (2.6). Heuristically, this means that adding an inhomogeneity as in (2.6)
breaks the integrability of the cubic NLS more than adding the convolution potential
in (2.4), or adding the external potential in (2.5). Let us note that the techniques
sketched in [19] could in principle be applied to (2.4) to obtain the same result. The
techniques from [19] don't seem to apply to (2.5) and (2.6).
2.2 Facts from harmonic analysis
There are some key facts one should note about Xs'b(R x Sl) spaces: By Plancherel's
Theorem, one has:
(2.18)
Using Sobolev embedding, one obtains:
(2.19)
and:
(2.20)IJUJI~t-Lx 'III O
Interpolating between (2.18) and (2.20), it follows that:
Il'UllL4L2 < lJull O1,.t x e%_ x' : (2.21)
Two more key Xsb space estimates are the two following Strichartz inequalities:
(2.22)
(2.23)
For the proof of (2.22), one should consult Proposition 2.13. in [106]. A proof of
(2.23) can be found in [58]. It is crucial to observe that both estimates are global in
time.
Throughout the paper, we will need to consider quantities such as ||x,d(t)f||xs,b.
We will show the following bound:
Lemma 2.2.1. If b E (0, 1) and s E R, then, for c, d E R such that c < d, one has:
||U1L2l2t ~ ||a|xo,o.
IJUJILt-LX- r<%O IIUIIX'1,,l,
11 1L < ||0|| e,g .
|6| < ||allye,,p.
(2.24)
where the implicit constant doesn't depend on c, d.
A similar fact was proved in [36], but in slightly different spaces. Furthermore, let
us mention that a stronger statement was mentioned in a remark after Proposition
32 in [24]. For completeness, we present the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 in Appendix A of
this chapter.
From Lemma 2.2.1, we deduce that in particular:
Corollary 2.2.2. For c, d as above, one has:
(2.25)
This fact will be used later on.
2.3 Quintic and Higher Order NLS
In this section, we will define the upside-down I-operator D. In order
operator effectively, we need to prove appropriate local-in-time bounds.
use symmetrization to get good estimates on the growth of I||u(t)||1 .
to use this
Finally, we
Throughout the first three parts of the section, we will prove the claim in the case
k = 2, for simplicity of notation. Generalizations to higher nonlinearities are given in
the fourth part of this section.
2.3.1 Definition of the D operator
Suppose N > 1 is given. Let 0: Z -+ R be given by:
0(n) := ( if Inl > N
1 if Inl < N
(2.26)
||x[c,ay(t)U||X.,b(Rxsi) 1_ |tx-+(Rxsi)
||X[c,ajUllXo,g3 ||allyIIo,g3
Then, if f : S' -+ C, we define Df by:
Df(n) := 0(n)f(n). (2.27)
We observe that:
||Df tL2 s ||f||H. <, N"||Df| |. (2.28)
Our goal is to then estimate |IDu(t)1L2 , from which we can estimate ||U(t)||H. by
(2.28).
2.3.2 A local-in-time estimate and an approximation lemma
From our proof, we will note the key role of good local-in-time and associated ap-
proximation results. Here, we collect the statements of these results, whose proofs
we give in Appendix B of this chapter. The first result we want to show is that there
exist 6 = J(s, E(4), M(<b)), C = C(s, E(<b), M(<b)) > 0, such that for all to C R,
there exists a globally defined function v : S' x R -+ C such that:
Vto,to+] = tlio,to+65. (2.29)
|1v||,,jy < C(s, E(<b), M(<b)) (2.30)
||Dvjoll, < C(s, E(<b), M(<b))||jDU(to)||y. (2.31)
Moreover, J and C can be chosen to depend continuously on the energy and mass.
Proposition 2.3.1. Given to G R, there exists a globally defined functionv : S1 xR -+
C satisfying the properties (2.29),(2.30),(2.31).
In the proof of Proposition 2.3.1, we need to use a "persistence of regularity"
argument, which relies on the following fact:
Proposition 2.3.2. Let R > 0, s > 1, B := {v : IviX.,b < R}. Then (Bd) is
complete as a metric space if we take:
d(v, w) := ||o - W||X1,b. (2.32)
A related technical fact that we will need to use in the proof of the Theorem 2.1.1,
and later, in the proofs of the other Theorems is the following:
Proposition 2.3.3. (Approximation Lemma)
If u satisfies:
iut + Au = |u|2kU(
(2.33)
u(x, 0) - 4(x).
and if the sequence (u(")) satisfies:
in") + AU(n) - Iu(n) 2kU(n),
Uf")(X, 0) = <bn(x). (2.34)
Hs
where 4b G C (S') and <bn - <>, then, one has for all t:
u)(t) " U (t).
The mentioned approximation Lemma allows us to work with smooth solutions
and pass to the limit in the end. Namely, we note that if we take initial data <b" as
earlier, then u(")(t) will belong to H (S) for all t. On the other hand, by continuity
of mass, energy, and the H" norm on Hs, it follows that:
M(<bn) -+ M (<b), E (<bn) --+ E (<b), ||b7 g 1 IIH--41 ||1 HS..
Suppose that we knew that Theorem 2.1.1 were true in the case of smooth solu-
tions. Then, it would follow that for all t E R:
Iu(")(t)IIH. < C(s, k, E(4b), iM(4b))(1 + t|) 2s+IIDnIIHS,
The claim for a would now follow by applying the continuity properties of C and
the approximation Lemma.
We will henceforth work with 4) E C (S). This implies that u(t) E H"(Sl) for
all t. The claimed result is then deduced from this special case by the approximation
procedure given earlier. As we will see, the analogue of Proposition 2.3.1 holds for
(2.4),(2.5), and for (2.6). A similar argument shows that for these equations, it suffices
to consider the case when <} E C". The advantage of working with smooth solutions
is that all the formal calculations will then be well-defined.
2.3.3 Control on the increment of |'u(t)||12
For t E [to, to+6], we can work with Dv(t) instead of with Du(t), where v is the object
we had constructed earlier. By our smoothness assumption, we know v (t) E H (S').
Now, for t E [to, to + J], one has 2:
d
-I|Dv(t) 1||2 = 2Re (DvtDv) = 2Re (iDAv - i -(vvvvv ), D )
Since Re (iDAv, Dv) = 0, this expression equals:
= -2Re (iD(vfvvv), Dv).
After an appropriate symmetrization, by using notation as in Section 2 and arguing
as in [33], we get that this expression equals:
i- A 6 n 1 )) - (9(r2))2 + (+)(()2 )2 _ 2; V(t)).3
Let us take:
2We are using the fact that v(t) E H* (S') in order to deduce that this quantity is finite!
M6 (ni, n 2, n3, n4, n5, n6) := (O(n)) 2 --(O(n2))2+(O(n3 ))2 - (O(n4 ))2+(O(ns))2 -(O(n 6)) 2.
We now analyze:
I|Du(to + 6)|12 - IDu(to)||j 2 =|IDv(to + 6)|12 - |Dv(to)||12
to
d Dv(t}||L2dt=
nl+n2+n3+n4+n5+n=0 to
M6 (ni, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6 )(n)(n 2)(n3 (n4)(n)b(n 6)dt)
ni-n2+n3-n4+n5 -6=0
I to+6to (2.35)
We want to prove an appropriate decay bound on the increment. The bound that
we will prove is:
Lemma 2.3.4. (Iteration Bound) For all to G R, one has:
1
IIv(to + 6)|12 - ||Dv(to)|12| 1 N IDv(to)||12 .
N2-
From the proof, it will follow that the implied constant depends only on s, Energy,
and Mass, and hence is uniform in time. We call this constant C = C(s, Energy, Mass) >
0. In fact, by construction, it will follow that all the implied constants we obtain will
depend continuously on energy and mass, and hence will be continuous functions of <D
w.r.t to the H 1 norm. For brevity, we will suppress this fact in our further arguments.
v(n3)'(n4)'(n5) .'(n6)dt) -:IM6(ni, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6)'v(nl)v^(n2)
Let us first observe how Lemma 2.3.4 implies Theorem 2.1.1 for k = 2.
Lemma 2.3.4, and for the C constructed earlier, it follows that:
C|lDu(6)|12 < (1+ _ ) 2.
N 2
The same C satisfies:
CVto E R, IIDu(to + )1122 < (1 + 1 )|IDu(to)112.
N 2
Using (2.36) iteratively, we obtain that 3 VT> 1:
||Du(T)1L2 < (1 1 )+ 1 D 4bL 2.N 2
i.e. there exists a =- a (s, Energy, Mass) > 0 s-t. for all T > 1, one has:
C||Du(T) 1122 < (1 + 
N2-
For Al, A2 > 0, we know:
lim 1 + 
X 4+00o A1x
= eAl < oo. (2.38)
(2.39)
Hence:
(2.40)
Recalling (2.28), and using (2.40), (2.39), and the fact that T > 1, we obtain:
N'||Du(T) 1|L2 < N||Db||L2 ' N'IIIHs
3Strictly speaking, we are using (2.31) to deduce that we can get
and not just those which are a multiple of 6.
the bound for all such times,
From
(2.36)
(2.37)
By using (2.37) and (2.38), we can take:
T~N-
)" LDb|2.
|JDu(T)||IL2 < ||DEh ilL2.
||u(T)||H. <r1-
r T2s+||<D|HJ H (1 ±T)2s+ 4IIHS. 
Since for times t E [0,11], we get the bound of Theorem 2.1.1 just by iterating the
local well-posedness construction, the claim for these times follows immediately. Com-
bining this observation, (2.41), recalling the approximation result, and using time-
reversibility, we obtain that for all s > 1, there exists C = C(s, Energy, Mass) such
that for all t E R:
||u(t)|Hs K C(1 ± It) 2s+ Hu(0)iHs. (2.42)
Moreover, C depends continuously on energy and mass. This proves Theorem 2.1.1
when k = 2. OI
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 2.3.4.
Proof. Let us consider WLOG the case when to = 0. The general case follows by
time translation and by the fact that all of our implied constants are independent
of time. The idea is to localize the factors of v into dyadic annuli in frequency dual
to x, i.e. to perform the Littlewood-Paley decomposition. Namely, for each j such
that n3 / 0, we find a dyadic integer Nj such that In ~I N. If nj = 0, we take the
corresponding Nj to be equal to 1.
We let vN denote the function obtained from v by localizing in frequency to the
dyadic annulus Inl ~ N. Let nI, Inl denote the largest two elements of the set
{|In1|,|n2|, ln3|,|Jn4|,|Jns|,|n6|}.
In our analysis of (2.35), we have to consider two Big Cases:
OBig Case 1: In the expression for M6 , (O(na)) 2 and (0(nb)) 2 appear with the
opposite sign.
Big Case 2: In the expression for M6 , (O(na)) 2 and (0(nb)) 2 appear with the
same sign.
As we will see, the ways in which we bound the contributions to (2.35) coming
(2.41)
from the two Big Cases are quite different.
Let P) denote the contribution coming to I (as defined in (2.35)) from Big Case
1, and let I(2) denote the contribution coming from Big Case 2.
Big Case 1: We can assume WLOG that Inal = Inil, and |nb| = |n21. In the
proof of Big Case 1, we will see that the order of the other four frequencies in absolute
value doesn't matter. Namely, the order of the four lower frequencies won't affect any
of the multiplier bounds (which depend only on In1 and In221), and the estimates that
we will use on the factors of v corresponding to these four frequencies will not depend
on complex conjugates. Hence, it suffices to consider WLOG the case when:
Inil In2| > In3 >: In41 > |n5l > In61. (2.43)
We observe that, in this contribution, the Nj satisfy:
N1 > N2 > N3 > N4 > N5 > N6. (2.44)
By definition of 0, we observe that
M(ni, n 2, n3, n4, n5, n6 ) 0 if In1|,1|n2|, I3l, In4|, Indl, Ind1 < N.
Hence, by construction of |nil, one has 1nil > N so we obtain the additional
localization:
Ni > N. (2.45)
Finally, since ni - n2 +n3 -n4+n5 - n = 0, (2.43) and the triangle inequality imply
that Inil ~ In2-
From this fact, we can deduce the localization:
Ni ~ N2. (2.46)
The expression we wish to estimate is:
'N1,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4 ,N 5 ,N6
z6
Let I denote the contribution to I, as defined in (2.35), coming from (2.43). Then
I satisfies:
E1 I IN 1 ,N 2 ,N 3 ,N4 ,N 5 ,N 6 I-
N satisfying (2.44),(2.45),(2.46)
Within Big Case 1, we consider two cases:
1
oCase 1:N 3, N4 , N5, N6 < N1.
1
oCase 2:N 3 > NJ.
Case 1:
The key step in this case is the following bound on M6 , which comes from cance-
lation.
1
M6 = O(N1~20( N1)9(N2)). (2.47)
Before we prove (2.47), let us see how it gives us a good bound. Assuming (2.47) for
the moment, we observe that:
IIN1,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4 ,N 5,N =
M6 (X[0,UN1 )(r1)v(N2)(2VN3 (n3)N4 (n4)N 5 (n5) l (n6)
n1-n2+ns-n4+n5-n6=0;|n1| I... jn6|
M6V$(n1)UN2(n2)N3 (n3)N4(n4) N5(n5) N (n6)dt-
|Il 3
n-n2 +73 -n4+n-n=0;\n1>--n6\ 11-12+1-3 -14+-1-6=0
)- 1i, T1)6N2(n2 , T2)6N3 (n3, T-3)6N4 (n4 , T4)UN5 (n5, T5)UN6 , T6 l)d~M6(X[0,6IVNi
,NJ 0(N 1 )O(N2) s
n 1 - n2+ n 3- n 4+n 5 -n6=O0;I1n 1 I Il
((Xio,,sjUvN1)(i -r1,71UN2(n2,T72)1 iN3(n3,7-3)1 UN4(n4,7r4)1UN;(n5,7r5 liN6(n6,761 dTj
Since the integrand is non-negative, we can eliminate the restriction in the sum
that Inil > ... In6|, so the expression is:
< N1 (N 1 )O(N 2) fT2 + 1 - 3-74
ni-n2+n3 n4+nd-ni=0 2 -:-6=0
{(X[0,61 UN1)(1, 71i I N2 (n2, T2 1i N3( 03, -r31 I N4 (n4, -r41 IUN5( (5, -r5)1 iN. (n6, T6 I}Tj-
Let us define:
(2.48)
For j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, we let:
(2.49)F (x, t) :=
nEf
We now recall a fact from Fourier analysis. For simplicity, let us suppose that
f1,... ,f6 are functions on R. Let us suppose that all fj are real-valued.
Then one has:
I ff 2f 3f 4f 5f 6dx
(2.50)
1ri-2+73-74+75-76=0
F1 (x, t) := E I(X 0,6juN1)(j r1, I1 e i(nx+t-r)dT
|U N, (n, T) Iei(nx+tr)d
= 11- 2+ 3- 4+65- 6=0
f^1(61)f^2(62)f3(6)/4(WA(6)5(5)(6)d<j.
Using the analogue of (2.50) for the spacetime Fourier transform on S1 x R, to-
gether with (2.48) and (2.49), and the previous bound we obtained on IIN1,N,N,N 4 ,N,N 6 1I
we deduce that:
IN1,N 2,N3 ,N4 ,N5 ,N6 | I N 20(AN 1)O(N 2)
-N1 20(N1)O(N2) F1
F1F2 F3 4 F5F6dxdt -
JR JS1
F2 F3F4 F5F6dxdt I
Which by Hlder's inequality is:
K N1 2 6(N 1)O(N 2)||F 1 ||IL~ iLF'IL ||F 3 || |||| ||Ii4 F5 ||L~F IL.
1=N 20(N1}(N2)||F1||L |2| |a| |s| |o| |F0 L
By using (2.22) and (2.19), this is:
< NJ2 6(N1 )9(N 2)||F 1 ||,o,g||F2 oIg||Fs||xo,g||F 4 ||,o,g||F5 ||,g+ F6I
= N1  0(N 1)6(N 2) ||X[O,]lVNi 11Xo,} 3 VjN 2 0Xo,3 IVN3 1Xo,j IIVN4,0Io V 5 "xNPAX+,i+IIVN6 hIX+,i+
By using (2.25) to bound the first factor, this expression is:
$ N 2(N 1)O(N 2) |I|VNj 0go,VN2 IIXO,{ IIVN3 IV XO,{ IIVN 4 1hXo,{ IIVN 5 IX+,1+11VN 6 11X+,l+ <
< NJ 20(N 1 )O(N2)|II| VJ IXOl+ jVN 2 IXO,1+ 1VN 3 IIX1,+ 11VN 4 IIX1,j+ VN5 IIX1,J+ jjVN 6 IXl,+ $5
5NJ 2|IDvN1 "gXo,+ IILVN 2 0oi+ 0,i+ N i4D||2 j~v||U||+
(2.51)
In the last two inequalities, we used Proposition 2.3.1 , followed by the uniform
bound on the H' norm of the solution to our equation given by the conservation of
energy and mass.
This is the bound that we can obtain from (2.47). We now prove (2.47).
We must consider three possible subcases:
Subcase 1: In2| < N.
Subcase 2: In2| > N and In3| <
Subcase 3: In3 > N.
Subcase 1:
Here, we have:
N1 > N,N 2 - In2 < N, N1 N2 .
So, one obtains:
N1 ~ N2 ~ N.
Also, we know:
ni - n2 + n3 - n4 + n5 - n6 =0, and n3, n 4, n5 , n6 -
Consequently:
Inil = N + r1, In2= N - r2, where r1 , r 2 > 0, and ri, r 2 = O(N2).
- (Q(n4))2 + (9(n5))2 _ (())2. (6(ni))2 - (6(n2))2 + (9(n3))2
1 1
O (Nj) =- O(N -!).
1 12 NJ 2 D(p 11NJ 2 2 11(p114 <11D4'11L H1 L2-
i 2 1 s- N2s
-~~~~~ 1 25
(N + O(N2))2. - N 2s
N 2s
IN 2,-\
= K(N2s) SO(N-2) - 0(N
2 ) = O(Ni 0(N 1 )0(N2)).
In the last inequality, we used the fact that 0(N 1 ), 0(N 2 ) > 1.
Subcase 2:
Here: n2 = ni + (n3 - n4 + n5 - n 6 ), from where it follows that:
1
n2= ni + O(Inil1)
We observe:
(0(n3))2 - (0(n4))2 ± (0(n5))2 - (0(n ))2 1 - 1+ 1 1 = 0.
So:
M6 = (0(n1))2 - (0(n2))2 _ i 1 2sN 2s
0 (Ini-
In2 12
N 2s
N2s
in I -I, _ 0(iniI")I2s
N 2s
= o(Ni (N1 )O(N2)).
Here, we used the fact that: 0(N1),(N 2) ~ 9
Subcase 3:
In this subcase, we can no longer use the cancelation coming from
(0(n3))2 - ((n4))2 + (0(n5))2 - (9(n))2
The way one gets around this problem is as follows:
We first note that:
(0(ni))2 -- ((n2))2 = 0 (.
Also In3 = O(InI), so:
=0 NJ 2(N 1
N 2s
)6(N2)), as before.
- O(I7~1 )
( 2-1
1N2
Hence, by monotonicity properties of 0, we deduce:
(C(n3))2, (t(n4))2, ((n))2, (p(nr o2 N 2
Combining the previous estimates, we obtain:
M6(=O 12 =0(N (N1 )O(N2))-
The estimate (2.47) now follows.
Case 2:
1
We recall that in this case, one has N3 ;> N?. Here, we don't expect to get
cancelation coming from M6, so we just bound:
|M61 = I(6(ni))2 - (6(n2))2 + (6(n3))2 - ((n4))2 + (0(n))2 - (6(n5))21
( ((n 1))2 < (6(N1))2 , 6(N1)6(N2). (2.52)
With notation as in Case 1, we use (2.52) and arguments analogous to those used
to derive (2.51) to deduce:
|IN1,N2,N3,N4,N5,N6 r.
$ 6(N1)0(N 2)IIvN111,0,1+1IN211Xo+1IINsVpj 0,, Xo,+ 4IXo,1+IIVN5 "1+,i+IIVN6 gi +,+ <
|Dv IIVN1IIX0o,+ IIvVN2 1IXO,i+( 1 IlVN 3 , II , N4IIXO,'±II+N5 1 i+,i+ N6II+N, ,i + <
< NJ I IIDI| l 3S N4 IDJb|| 2I. (2.53)
The last bound follows from Proposition 2.3.1. We note that this is the same bound
(6(n3) )2 = ~
we obtained in (2.51). Combining (2.51) and (2.53), and recalling that I(1) denotes
the contribution of I from Big Case 1, it follows that:
|(l)| 1 N ~ |D1 1E b|2 1 2
Nj satisfying (2.44),(2.45),(2.46)
N1 + + + +N K+N6 1+|D4b||2
Nj satisfying (2.44),(2.45),(2.46)
< ||Db| 2  (2.54)N2- WH 4"I2-.4
By construction, the implied constant depends only on (s, Energy, Mass), and is
continuous in energy and mass.
Big Case 2:
We recall that in this Big Case, in the expression for M6 , (O(na))2 and (0(nb)) 2
appear with the same sign. Arguing as in Big Case 1, we observe that the order of
the four lower frequencies doesn't matter. Let us reorder the variables so that the
hyperplane over which we are summing becomes ni + n 2 + n3 - n 4 - n5 - n6 - 0. It
suffices to consider the case when:
Inil In2| 2 In3 > In4| > In51 > Inld.
The expression we want to bound is:
nl1+n2+n 3 --n4-n 5 -n=O,Ilhj |n2l:n 3Il n3 l n4 12|n 5 |>jn 6 I
eMr e( (n3)a(n4)e (n)n(n)dt}.
Here, we are taking:
M (ni, n2, na,n4, no, n) := (6(ni ))2+ (6(n2) )2+ (6(n3 ))2- (6(n4) )2- (6(n5) )2- (6(n6))2.
As before, we dyadically localize the factors of v in the Fourier domain.
In this Big Case, we want to estimate:
JN 1 ,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4 ,N 5 ,N 6 E
n1+n 2±n 3-n4-n5-n6=,n In 2 J1n3 I!n3 1!n4 I 1fl5 I IJn6I
J0
One has the additional localizations on the Nj's:
(2.55)
(2.56)
N1 > N. (2.57)
In this Big Case, we don't necessarily obtain any cancelation in M', so we just
write:
JM6j I< (0(ni))2 < (9(N 1 ))2 , 9(N 1 )6(N 2). (2.58)
Let us now estimate JN 1 ,N2 ,N3 ,N4 ,N5 ,N6.
Our analysis of this contribution will use techniques similar to those used in [22,
118]. As we will see, when one can't deduce decay estimates just from looking at the
Fourier transform in x, one can look at the Fourier transform in t.
We consider two cases:
1
o Case 1: N 3, N4, N5, N6 < N12.
We observe that:
JN 1 ,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4 ,N 5 ,N 6
nl+n2+n3-n4-n5-n6=0,|n-l-I-|nfl6
M v6N,(n1)vN2(n2)v'N3(n3)v' (n4) v' (n.5) v (n6)dt}.
N1 > N2> N3 > N4 ;> N5 ;> N6.
{M6(x[o,j] v (n1))v' (n2 ) v'N(n3)vN4(n4) vi (n5)vi(E)d=
> 1 i 1 + T ± T 3 - 4 - T 5 T6N
nl+n2+n3-n4-n5 -n=O,Ifll--.2nd l +72+73 -T4-75 -T6=0
M(Xo,s]VN1 ) (n1, T1)vN 2 (n2 , T2) vN3 (n 3 , T3) vN 4 (n 4 , T4) vNi (n 5 , T5 ) UN6 (n6 , T6)dTj.
Now, as in [22, 118], we localize in parabolic regions determined by (T + n 2).
Namely, given a dyadic integer L 1 , we let (X[o,,]vN 1 )Li (X[o,6]v)N 1 ,L1 denote
the function obtained from X[O,,SVN i - (X[o,s]v)Ni by restricting its spacetime Fourier
transform to the region where (T + n 2) ~ L 1 .
Likewise, for j ;> 2, and for Lj a dyadic integer, we denote by VNj,L the function
obtained from vN by localizing its spacetime Fourier transform to (- + n 2) ~ Lj.
So, now, we want to estimate:
JLR :=
n1 +n2+n3 -n4-n5 -n6 =0,n 1|...|n 6 1 T1+2+73-T 4 - 5 -7 6 =0
MI (xto,6o)NL1(n 1 , T1)vN2,L2 (n 2 , T2)vN3,Ls (n3, T3)VN4 ,L 4 (f4, T4 ) VN 5 ,L5 (n 5, T5) VNF,L6 (n 6 , T6)dTj-
We have to consider two subcases w.r.t. the -r:
Subcase 1: |T3|, |T4I, r51, T6l < N2 .
Subcase 2: max {I3|,IT4 |,IT51,IT 6 } ,> N2.
Subcase 1:
Let us denote by J the contribution to JL,N coming from this subcase.
Take
(n 1, 7 1) E sUpp (X[o,6]v)N 1 ,L1 ,
and:
(n2 ,72) C SUPPVN 2,L2 .
keeping in mind the assumptions of the subcase.
We then obtain:
L 1 + L2 ,> |71 + n|+|+T2 + n2 | > I| + T2 + n + n| 21 In2 + n| - |r1 + 21
= ni + n|I - r3 - r -T61 T - 2 1 - 6|1 _F|1|2I T 6| > NJ
In the last inequality, we used the fact that:
Inil > N1, |31, 1r41, 51, 1 6 < N1.
In the calculation, we observe the crucial role of the inequality:
n, + n2| > lnil2
Since L 1, L2 > 1, the previous calculation gives us that:
L1 L2 > NJ.
We now note that:
|J LI
z
fll+f 2 +f 3 f4fl5fl60,fl 1 ! ..- _ 1l61 fl+2+Tr3-74-5 -76=0;1T3 1,14|,1IT5| ,T6|<<N1
{ lM||(Xo,6 v)N1,LL(n1, 71) VN 2,L2(n2,(2N 3 ,L3 (n3,73)1
(2.59)
IVN4,L4 (n4, r4)| VN5L5 (n5, )1VN 6,L (n6, T6)}dTj <
lin2+n3-n4-n5--n6 TO1 +72+73 -T4-75-6=0
{~ ~~~( IA7(~,1)N 1(rlr)H I (n2, T2)Hi717(n3, T)1I{|M 1(x oi)NiNl 12 2 V N3, 73 )
IVN4 L4 (n4, T4)|I VN5,L5 (n5, vN6,L6 (n6, T6)}dT.
Similarly as in Big Case 1, let us define:
Gi (x, t) := einx+itr I iL
For j = 2, ... , 6, we let:
Gj(x,t) Je inx+!t V (n, r) |dr.
n
Arguing as in Big Case 1, using H6lder's inequality and (2.58), we get 4:
JL | I- 0 (N1 0 (N2)||G1||LgL2||G2||LgL2||G3||Lg ||IG4||LLA|G ||L- ||G6 L-
which is by Sobolev embedding:
< O(N1)O(N2)IIG1IIL4L2 |IG2|1LL2|IG3||L4H 1+||G4|11LH +||Gs||,4+I|G6iiX+,4+
Since supp G3 9 {-cN 3 , ... IcN 3},supp G4 {-cN4 ,.. cN 4 }, this expression is:
4 Strictly speaking, we should be truncating G3 , G4 , G5 , and G6 to Ir < N2 , but we ignore this
for simplicity of notation since we will later reduce to estimating these factors in X,b norms, which
don't increase if we localize the spacetime Fourier transform.
< 8(N1)6(N2)||G 1||LgL||G2||1LgL2 (N3 +|G3||LgL2)(N4 + G4||1LggL2)||JG5||,p+,p 1IG10,}+,}+
which is furthermore by using (2.21):
< O(N1)O(N 2)N +N + 1G1||,ol||G2|l|o,l+ 1G3||,o,+ IG4||,o,+ IG5|,1, |G+ I G61,+, =
=O(N 1)O(N2)Nl N+ |xosN1LXo,{+IIN2 ,L2 Xoi
11VN 3,L3lXo,l+1VN 4,L4IXO,i+N11VNs,Ls 1,i+,xIiVN 6,L6IXi+,i+ A
< N32 N42 |1(D(X[o,-6]U))N1,L1 11,o7i+ 11 (VN2,L2 X1 0, +
IVN3,L3 1Xo,1+ 1lVN4,L4 11X,+ IIVN5 ,L5 jXj+,}+ IIVN6,L6 1X+,'+
1+ +1
< N+N + (D(xlo,v1U))N,L 1 0 ,-- II (DV)N27L2 1XO,2+
Li L2
1 1 jVN 3,L3
N3L3
IX11,}+ 1 VNL 1 1_ I IVN,L 1,i+ 1 1 IVN6,L6 X1,i+
NLf L + N6 L
By (2.24) and the definition of the localizations w.r.t. Nj, Lj, this quantity is:
(- 3 + 4 1 1 1 1 1~ 1,
< N2+ 12N3 N4 3 ~ 4 ~LI L NL N4L N52 L + L+
oJV1 ,1+ XI21, +<
1 1 _11E V112 1
o L1 ) n P Nr ~ N Lo+Lp+LsLtoL2+L.+| ths V | i
From (2.59) and Proposition 2.3.1, this is:
<1
,0+ O+ 1 1 11 1||D;b
N12 N32 N4 N52~N6~ -L +L +L 3 L+L+
<1 1
N1 1 1 1 N6 1 || D3 3b|
In order to deduce the last bound, we used the fact that: Ni - N 2 and |<|i 1 1.
Subcase 2:
We recall that in this subcase, one has:
max{|r3|, IT4 ,51, 1rT6,|} > N 2 .
Let us consider the case: |T3j - maxjTr3j, jr4 j, Irs|, Ir6|}. We can analogously consider
the other cases, but we have to group the factors in H6lder's Inequality then '. Let
us localize as in the previous subcase, and let us denote by J g the contribution to
JL,g coming from this subcase.
Suppose now that (73, n 3 ) E supp VN3,L3 , keeping in mind the assumptions of the
subcase. Then:
1
|n3| -N 3 < N?,1| 3 |1 Nj -> |r3 +l nI ? N- N1 & N.
Consequently:
L3 N. (2.61)
Arguing analogously as in the previous subcase, we obtain:
5 We take the L'L2 norm of
(2.60)
the factor with highest |-rl.
|12||<b||14 1 <
|J,| < 0(N1)0 (N2) +N +
II(X[0,,5]V)N1,Li o,i+ UN2,L21,0 X, i+ UN3,L31 Xo,l+ UN4,L4 1 o,i+ UN5,Ls iX+,}+ UN6,L6 X i+,i+
5 N|+NZ+ DNi.,Li 0 o,i+ 1 0DUN2,L2 11 go,}
L1 L2
1
1 IIVN 3,L3 I
N 3L3
1
X1,1+ I1N 4Li
SIVN 4 ,L 4 11 1,i+
1
1 _ VN5,L5 II
5 5
1K
X1N, + 1 1 UN6,L6 1,i+
N L+
L~ 1IIDVII2 Qr1±IIVI14 , +
which by (2.61) is:
<1
N1 1 1 1 6 i L+L1IIDVII IIVI +
< 1$ |D4,12L2
1
N3 > N|. Let us recall that we want to estimate:
JN1,N 2 ,N3,N 4 ,N 5 ,N6
s
fll+f 2 + 3 -n4fl5-n6=,njj!. I n6I
Let us note that:
IM| = |((ni2))2 )2 + (9(n))2 - (6(n))2 - (9(n))2 - (9(n6))21 < (N 1)O(N2).
< Case 2:
(2.62)
r -d 1 ~ 1 1 -
No N2+N N Ns+N60+ LO L L-+Li L"+
M6 (x[o,,51U'(n1))U' (n2)UV'N3(n3)UN (n4) U' (n5) 'N (n6) dt -
We note that this Case is analogous to Case 2 of Big Case 1. Hence, arguing exactly
as we did in this Case, we obtain:
12| JN 1,N2 ,N3 ,N4 ,N5,N6 I 1 IID TIIL2. (2.63)
N12 (N 2N3 N4NN 6)0 +
We combine (2.60),(2.62),(2.63) and sum in Nj, Lj to deduce that the contribution
to I from Big Case 2, which we denoted by j(2) has the property that:
1(2)1 < ||Db||2 2 . (2.64)
N2-
This gives us a good bound in Big Case 2. Combining (2.54) and (2.64), we finally
obtain:
I II | u(6)|2 - ||Du( j ||<DO)|2| 11,12.N 2-
By construction, the implied constant here depends only on (s, Energy, Mass). Let
us denote it by C = C(s, Energy, Mass). We use Proposition 2.3.1 and the fact that
the H1 norm can be bounded by a continuous function of energy and mass to deduce
that C is continuous in energy and mass. Lemma 2.3.4 now follows.
0
2.3.4 Proof of Theorem 2.1.1 for k > 3
We finally note that for k > 3, we can bound the increment of ||Du(t) 1122 in an
analogous way as we did for k = 2. Namely, we observe that all the estimates on
M6 , M6 we used depended only on the two highest frequencies and not on how many
more frequencies there were. Furthermore, in the later estimates, when we had to use
Hlder's inequality, we just estimate the k - 2 extra factors in L', and use the fact
that X2+,i 2-+ L'. At the end, this only results in a "0+ loss" in the dyadic decay
factor, and we get the same increment bound (2.36) as before.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.1 for k > 2. L
2.3.5 Remarks on the result of Bourgain
As was mentioned in Section 1.3., in the appendix of [19], Bourgain gives a sketch
of how one should be able to deduce a better bound in the case k - 2 though. The
methods he indicates there don't seem to apply to the higher nonlinearities k > 2.
The problem lies in the fact that the inductive procedure from [19] is linked to the
quintic structure of the nonlinearity.
Bourgain starts by defining the following Besov-type norms:
IIfO,, := (j( |E(j, j2 + )|2) d-)
This space is similar to the Xs,' space we are using, but X,b spaces were not used
in [19]. The estimate one starts from is the following Strichartz Estimate: Assuming
that supp {-N,..., N}, one has:
||S(t)pL < N +II4IL. (2.65)
Suppose now that q = q(x, t) has the property that supp q(t) C {-N,... , N}. By
writing u as a superposition of modulated free solutions (c.f. Lemma 2.9 in [106]),
(2.65) implies:
gjqllL6 < No+||qllo,i. (2.66)
By using H6lder's inequality, one then deduces:
| q(x,t)I6 dxdt <I q||16 < No |qj|, 1. (2.67)
The estimate (2.67) is used as the base of the induction in the paper. At each step,
the Hamiltonian is modified using a symplectic transformation of the phase space
12(Z) in such a way that the nonlinearity is reduced to its essential part. In each
iteration, it is shown inductively that the analogue of (2.67) holds for the modified
Hamiltonian.
The reason why one doesn't seem to be able to apply these methods to the case
k > 2 is that the Besov-type norms introduced earlier don't allow us to control the
spacetime L' norm in a satisfactory way. On the other hand, we recall that for Xsb
spaces, we used the bound: I|IIL < ||u||,p,+. It appears that the only estimate,
one can use for the spacetime L norm is obtained as follows:
Suppose q q(x,t) satisfies supp q(t) ; {-N,... )N}.
Then:
lq||L L H + < Nki+||q||q-L $ N1+|jqjo,1. (2.68)
Here, in the first step, we used Sobolev embedding and in the last step, we used the
triangle inequality.
From H6lder's inequality, (2.66), and (2.68) we can deduce that for k > 3, one
has:
t)|~x |2k+2dxdt < ||q|6 2k4fR fS lx ~
3 N 0+||q, 1 N + -2k2 4 11q2k- 4 < N(k- 2 )+ jjq12+ 2 . (2.69)
We observe that this no longer gives us a NO+ factor on the right hand side, which
was crucial in the proof in [19].
2.4 Modifications of the Cubic NLS
2.4.1 Modification 1: Hartree Equation
Let us now consider the Hartree equation on S', i.e. the equation (2.4). The equation
(2.4) has the following conserved quantities:
M(u(t)) = |u(x,t)| 2dx (Mass)
and
E(u(t)) = JVu(x, t)I2dx + (V * ul2) (x, t)Iu(x, t)I2dx (Energy)
The fact that the mass is conserved follows from the fact that V is real-valued.
The fact that the energy is conserved can be checked by using the equation and
integrating by parts. The calculation crucially relies on the fact that V is even, see
[28]. Furthermore, since V > 0, we immediately obtain uniform bounds on lIu(t)| H1 -
M is clearly continuous on H 1 . By using Young's inequality, H5lder's inequality and
Sobolev embedding, it follows that E is also continuous on H 1 .
Local-in-time estimates for the Hartree Equation
Let u denote a global solution of (2.4). Recalling the definition of the operator D in
(2.27), we have:
Proposition 2.4.1. Given to E R, there exists a globally defined function v : S1 xR 
C satisfying the properties:
v|(t,t+6] = u lito,to+61. (2.70)
||ovll ll C(s, E(4), M(,)) (2.71)
| Dv 1o 1 < C(s, E(D), M(R)) IDu(to)IIL2. (2.72)
Moreover, 6 and C can be chosen to depend continuously on the energy and mass.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.4.1 is analogous to the Proof of Proposition 2.3.1
(see Appendix B of this chapter). The only modification we have to make is to note
that V C L1 (S') implies that V c L (S1 ). Instead of estimating an expression of the
form Iv6I2v| as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we have to estimate: |(V * v612 )vs1.
However,
(V * |v3| 2)v3 | =i| dryV(ni + n2)V3(ni, T1) V(n 2 , 2 )&(n 3 , T 3)1
nltn2+n3=n f71472+73=7
fl1±fl2+ 3f 7 1 +~+ dr lIV(ni + n2)||5(ni, 71)||v6(n 2 , 72 )||6S(n3 , 7 3 )| eSld
niln2+f3=n T1 +712+T3=T
< ~~d-rj16 (ni,7 r1|s(n2, T2)||95(ns3, 73) .
n1&n2+n3=n 71472+73=7
This is the same expression that we obtain in the proof of Proposition 3.1. The
existence part (i.e. the analogue of properties (2.30) and (2.31)) now follows in the
same way as in the mentioned Proposition. On the other hand, for the uniqueness
part (i.e. the analogue of (2.29)), let v(t),w(t) solve (2.4) with the same initial data
on the time interval [0, J]. We also suppose that ||v(t)I|H1, Iw(t)IH1 are uniformly
bounded on this interval . By Minkowski's inequality, and by unitarity of the Linear
Schr6dinger propagator, we obtain, for all 0 < t < 6:
|Iv(t) - w(t)IL2 ||S(t - t')((V * Iv|2)v(t') - (V * |w12)w(t'))||L2dt' =
- J|I(V * |v12)v(t') - (V * Iw|2)w(t')||L2dt'
If we combine Hdlder's inequality, Young's inequality and Sobolev embedding, we
deduce:
|I(V * (uiu2))u3IL2 < ||VIIL||U1U2||L-||U3|L2 < ||u1||H1 1U211H1 jU311L2-
Similarly:
I(V * (U1U2))U3|1L2 ||V1IL1j1u1U2l11L2|U3|L- ;$ 11L2 IIU2IIH1 1u311H1-
Hence:
t ft
|v(t )-w(t )||y ,< o(||v (t' )|H1 11W-|- H1 )211 f iWt) U L2 dt'< t v i -W(tl L2 dtf.
Uniqueness now follows from Gronwall's inequality. L
We will now use the method of higher modified energies as in [34, 32]. The key is
to obtain a better approximation to ||u(t)|2H, than jDU(t)||2, by using a multilinear
correction term.
Introduction of the Higher Modified Energy
Before we define the multilinear correction to E1(u) := |Du(t)| 2 , let us first find
||D1EU(t)||12
d
n1+n2=0
Du(n,)Di^(n 2)) =
(6(n1)(inu-i(V*|u|2)u)^(ni)6(n2)U (n2)+6(n1)u'(ni)(-iAnj+i(V*|n|2)ii)^(2)()=
n1+n2=0
- i((6(n1))2 n2 - (O(n2 )) 2 n2) u(ni)I(n2 )
n1rn2r0
-i ((6(n2) )2(( * 2)U)^(ni(n2) - (6(n1) )2 U()(V* 12)jj)^(n2))) =
1 i2
E ((6(n 2 ))2 V(n 3 + n4)U(ni)U(2)U(i)U(n4)
n1&n2+n3-in4=0
-(6(ni)) 2 V(na ± n)U( n)U(n2)U(n3)U(fn4)) --
((6(ni))2 V(n3 + n4) + (O(n3))2 V(ni + n2)
nl+n 2 +n3+n4=0
-(6(n 2))2V(n 3 + n4) - (0(n4)) 2 V(n1 + n2))(ni)u u2) (n4)
dIU (t)||12
Since V is even, so is V. Hence, when ni+n 2 +n 3+n 4 = 0, we have that: P(n1+n 2)
V(n 3 + n 4 ). So, we deduce that:
'iIDu(t)||2 = i
fll+fl2+f3+ 4=0
((6(ni))2 
- (6(n2))2 + (9(n3))2 
- (9(n4))2)
V(n 3 + n4)'U(nll)U(hn2)Uf(n3)U(n4), (2.73)
where c is a real constant.
Recalling the notation from Section 2, we consider the following higher modified
energy
E2 (u) := E'(u) + A4(M4 ; u). (2.74)
The quantity M 4 will be determined soon.
The modified energy E2 comes as a "multilinear correction" of the modified energy
El considered earlier:
In order to find AE 2(u), we need to find X 4 (M4 ; u). Thus, if we fix a multiplier
M 4 , we obtain:
d
-A 4 (M4 ; U)
d
-
n1 +fl2±fl3 +f4 =
-iA(M4(n 
- n2 + n2 - n2); U)
S
fll +72+fl3+f4+fl5+fl 6 =
[M4 (n123, n4 , n5 , n6)V(n, + n2)
M4(ni, n2, n3, n4)u (n 1)'U(n2)U(ns)'iU-(n4))=
-M 4 (ni, n 234 , no, n6)V(n 2 + n3 ) + M 4(ni, n 2, n 345, n6)V(n 3 + n4)
-M 4 (ni, n 2 , n 3 , n 4 5 6 )V(n 4 + n 5 ) U(niu u uu2 ) (n3) 4 )u(s))
From (2.73), (2.75), it follows that if we take:
M4 := ny
where IF is defined by:
c ((O(n))2-(O(n2 ))2+(On3 )2 -(O(n4 ))2 )n3+n4), i _ n + n2 - n/ 0
4 := "1 2 3 4
0, otherwise.
for an appropriate real constant c. One then has:
-- E2(U) = -iA6 (M6; U).dt
(2.78)
where:
M6(ni,n2, n3 , n 4,ns, n6 ) := M4 (n 123, n 4, ns,n6)V(n1 + n 2 )
-M 4 (ni, n 234 , n5 , n 6)V(n 2 ± n3) + M4 (ni, n 2 , n 345 , n6)V(n 3 + n 4)
-M4(ni,n 2, n 3 , n 456 )V(n 4 + n5)
Heuristically, we expect this expression to be smaller than tE (u) since the deriva-
(2.75)
(2.76)
(2.77)
(2.79)
tives are distributed over six factors of u and ii, whereas before we only had four
factors. The key to continue our study of E 2 (u) is to deduce bounds on T.
Pointwise bounds on the multiplier T
As in the previous section, we dyadically localize the frequencies as In| ~- Nj. We
then order the Nj's in decreasing order, to obtain N* N2* N3* N*. Let us show
that the following result holds:
Lemma 2.4.2. Under the previous assumptions, one has:
1( = ( (N*)6(N*)N*N*).(N;*)2 2 34 (2.80)
Proof. From the triangle inequality and from the definition of 0, it follows that we
need to consider only:
N* ~ N* > N. (2.81)
Furthermore, by construction of 4', we just need to prove the bound when ni -
n2+n2 - ni 2 0.
We recall that:
(2.82)
Hence, the factor of V(n 3 + n4) will not affect the estimate.
In the proof of Lemma 2.4.2, it is crucial to observe that, for (ni, n2 , n3, n 4) E 174:
2n -n+n -n2 = (n1-n 2)(n1+n 2)+(n3 -n 4)(n 3+n4 ) = (ni-n 2)(n1+n 2)-(na-n4 )(n 1 +n2 ) =
= (ni + n 2)(ni - n 2 - n3 + n 4 ) = 2(n1 + n 2)(n 1 + n4 ) (2.83)
In particular, when n2 - n2+ n2 - n 2 :0, one has: ni + n 2,ni +n 4 / 0.
We must consider several cases:
OCase 1: N2* > N3.
OCase 2: N2* ~ N3*.
Case 1: Let's suppose WLOG that: Inil > In3|, |n2| > In4|, and |nil ~ N*.
One needs to consider two Subcases:
oSubcase 1: In2 | ~ N2*.
oSubcase 2: In3l ~ N2*.
Subcase 1:
Since ni + n2 + n3 + n 4 = 0, lni, In 2 | > In3|, n4 |, it follows that ni and n2 have
the opposite sign.
Consequently:
ini + n21 = ||nil - |n2|I-
However, Ini + n2l In3 + n4| so:
||nil - In2||= In3 + n4|.
From (2.83), one obtains:
n2 -± n - n4 | = 21(ni + n2)(ni + n4)| ~ N*In3 + n4 |. (2.84)
In the last estimate, we used the fact that In1 > In4 | and ni + n2 |= In3 + n4|.
Let us now analyze the numerator. We start by observing that 6:
I(0(ni))2 - (0(n2)) 2 1 <
< (nI 2s - In2 |25)< 1 § nil 2-1||lni - In2|| = I n 12s-iln3+ n4.
We now have to consider (0(n 3))2 - (0(n 4))2.
One must consider three possibilities:
6We are considering In1 I In2I, In1 I > N; it's possible that In2I < N, but this is accounted for
by the " ".
(2.85)
Sub-subcase 1: In3 , n4 | < N.
Sub-subcase 2: jn4| < N < n3J or In3 < N < jn4|.
Sub-subcase 3: In3|,|n4| > N.
Sub-subcase 1: In this sub-subcase, one has:(0(n3))2 - (0(n 4 )) 2 = 0.
Sub-subcase 2: Let's consider WLOG the case when |n4| < N < Ins. The case
In3 < N < in4I is analogous.
We obtain:
|(0(n3))2 - (0(n4))21 = |In3| 2s - N 2sI < |n3 2s
= ||n3|2s _ 2 | 3 1n 3 |2 s-1n 3 + n4I.
V2- II 13 I '4 ~dN2sin n nj
We note that the first inequality follows from the assumptions of the sub-subcase.
Sub-subcase 3:
We note:
((n3))2 _ (( 2 N 2 , |n3|2s _ 42l
Arguing as in the previous sub-subcase, we obtain:
|(0(n3))2 - (0(n4))21 N2<|n|3 n3 + n4|.
So, we obtain that in Subcase 1, one has the bound:
|(0(n3))2 
- (9(n4))2| < In 3|2s-1|n 3 +n4| < (N1*) 2s-1| + n4I.
"N 2s %..# N~ n+nj
Combining (2.85) and (2.86), one obtains:
|(0(ni))2 - (6(n2))2 + (9(n3))2 - (0(n4))21 < (Nf*21|n3 + 4|.
_ 4 I _
(2.86)
(2.87)
From (2.82), (2.84), and (2.87), it follows that in Subcase 1:
(N*)2
(N*)2) N*)O(N2))- (2.88)
Subcase 2:
Here one has In31~ N2*. In this Subcase, we don't expect to obtain any cancelation
in the numerator or in the denominator. We get:
|(0(ni))2 - (o(n2))2 + (0 (n3))2 - (6(n4))2
ni n2+ n3 n4 (N*) 2
So, again using (2.82), we deduce:
1 J I =(2(N*) 2s-2) 1
-0 O (1)2(N*)6(N2)-
We first consider the subcase when: Nj* ~ N2* ~ N > N4*.
Let us assume WLOG that In4| -N4*
Then, by (2.83), one has:
Iini12 - |n2| 2 + In32 2 I =4 21 21(n1 + n 2)(ni + n 4)I ? N;. (2.90)
Here, we also used the fact that ni + n4I ~ N* and Ini + n2| ;> 1. The latter
observation follows from the fact that the problem is periodic.
We bound the numerator by:
.2- N (N*)2s)
Case 2:
Subcase 1:
(2.89)
T = O( 1(. = O( 260(
|(0(ni)) - (9(n2))2 + ((n3))2 (()2 (0(n1)) (N*) (2.91)
It follows from (2.90), (2.91), and (2.82) that:
=(Nl*)2s
1j N 2 s
-0 (1 2-0
0( 1 Nl* "N*)=
N (N*) 2 N*)
Nfl O(N)N*)
Subcase 2:
In this case, all the Njs are equivalent:
N* ~ N* N* ~ N*.
By using (2.83), and the fact that In1 + n2| > 1,|Ini + n4| ;> 1, it follows that:
|in 1 |2 - |n2 12 + In312 _ 114121 = 2|(ni + n 2)(ni + n4)| > 1.
As before:
I(6(n1))2 - (O(n2))2 + (6(n3))2 - (0(na))21 < (<(n1))2
(2.82), (2.94), and (2.93) now imply:
I=((2 ) = 26(N*)o(N*)(N*) 2 )N 2 s U(N)22
1
= O( * (N*)(N*)N*N).
(N ) 2
Lemma 2.4.2 now follows from (2.88),(2.89),(2.92), and (2.95).
(2.92)
(2.93)
1 N1*2s
"'-N 2 s (2.94)
(2.95)
0
An approximation result for the higher modified energies
Let us now show that E2(u) is a good approximation of El(u) in a certain precise
sense. The result that we prove is:
Lemma 2.4.3. If we take N to be sufficiently large, then:
E 2(U) ~ El(u),
where the implied constant no longer depends on N, but depends continuously on
energy and mass.
Proof. By construction, we have that: |E2(u(t)) - El(u(t)) =A 4 (M4 ; u(t))|, where
M4 has been defined in (2.76).Let us WLOG consider the contribution to A4 (M4 ; u(t))
in which In1 I In2| In3| > In4j. The other contributions are bounded analogously.
With notation from before, we obtain the following localization:
Nj* > N* > N3* > N4*; N* > N. (2.96)
Using Lemma 2.4.2 we note that the corresponding contribution to |E 2 (u) - E1 (u)I
is:
nl+n2+n3+n4=0,Inl I>...2|n41 N, satisfying (2.96)
(N*)2 6(N*)6(N*)N3*N4*|Ii7(n1)|l (n2)|I|N I (n3)IIu'(n4)|-
By taking inverse Fourier transforms, using an L2, L2, L', L' H6lder inequality, the
H+-+ L' Sobolev embedding and the fact that ||-| IIg,||-| are invariant under
change of sign in the Fourier transform, we obtain that the previous quantity is:
Nj satisfying (2.96)
1 1 1
(N*)1-|Io(N*)UN* 11 L2 |0(N2*)uN2 11L2 || (N*) 2uN3 H{+ 4* ) uNO H7+ {
1: (N*)i- 11)1L JJH1
N; satisfying (2.96)
< 11-D11
5 ~ L NV TE(u).
The other contributions are bounded in an analogous way. Hence,
|E2(u) - E1(u)I I Ni- El(u).
Thus, if we take N sufficiently large, we get for the fixed time t:
E 2(u(t)) ~E 1 (u(t)).
The implied constant above doesn't depend on N as long as we choose N to be
sufficiently large. It also doesn't depend on t. We see that it depends on the uniform
bound on ||u(t)IIH1, hence it depends continuously on energy and mass.
Hence, in order to bound E'(u), it suffices to bound E2 (U).
Estimate on the increment of E2 (u) and proof of Theorem 2.1.2
For to E R,we now want to estimate the increment:
E 2 (u(to + j)) - E 2(u(to)).
The bound that we will prove is:
Lemma 2.4.4. For all to c R, one has:
|E2(u(to + j)) - E2(u(to))| $ 12 E2((to)).
Let us observe how Lemma 2.4.4 implies Theorem 2.1.2:
(2.97)
Proof. (of Theorem 2.1.2 assuming Lemma 2.4.4) We argue similarly as in the proof
of Theorem 2.1.1. Namely, from Lemma 2.4.4, together with (2.28) and Lemma 2.4.3,
we deduce that:
E2 (u(T)) < E2 (4) < E1(4) = |D4||2  2 S, (2.98)
whenever T < N 2-
So, for such T, one has, from (2.28), Lemma 2.4.3, and (2.98):
Iju(T)I|Hs < N'VE1(u(T)) < Ns"E 2 (u(T)) < Ns I| IIHS. (2.99)
Since T ,< N2 ~, we can take N = T2+. Substituting this into (2.99), we obtain:
Iu(T)|IH. < TIs+II4IIHs. (2.100)
Here the implied constants depend only on (s, Energy, Mass), and they depend con-
tinuously on energy and mass.
Using (2.100), and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1, we obtain that, for
s > 1, there exists C = C(s, Energy, Mass), depending continuously on energy and
mass such that for all t G R:
Iu(t)IIHs 0(1 + ItI)2s+11(11HS. (2.101)
We now prove Lemma 2.4.4:
Proof. (of Lemma 2.4.4) From Proposition 2.4.1, given to, we can construct a global
function v which agrees with u on {to, to + J] and which satisfies appropriate X",b
bounds. Let's WLOG suppose that to = 0. We note that all the constants depend
only on conserved quantities of the equation, and hence will be independent of to.
From Lemma 2.4.3, one obtains for t E [0, 6]:
E 2 (v) - E"(v).
Furthermore, from (2.78) and the construction of v, we recall for t c [0,6J]:
d
We want to estimate fo' jE 2 (v)(t)dt. In order to do this, we just consider the con-
tribution:
60 E M 4 (n 23 ,n 4 , n 5, n 6)V(ni + n2)
nl+n2+n3+n4+n5+n=0
V(n 1) (n2)U(ns)'(n4)'(n.)-(n6)dt =: K (2.102)
By symmetry, the other contributions are bounded in an analogous way, since as we
will see, our argument won't depend on which factor comes with a complex conjugate,
and which factor doesn't.
Let us now dyadically localize in frequency, with the following localizations:
Ini + n2 + n3 - N 1, In4 - N2 , In5| - N3, |n6 | ~N 4.
As before, we introduce the dyadic integers N*, N2*, N3*, N*. It is then the case that:
N1* > N2* > N3* > N4*, N1* ,> N. (2.103)
The latter fact follows from the fact that the only nonzero contribution comes from
the case where (0(ni + n 2 + n3 ))2 - (0(n 4 ))2 + (0(n 5 )) 2 - (0(n6))2 74 0. Let's fix an
admissible configuration (N1 , N2, N3, N4) and let's denote its contribution to K by:
KN 1,N2,N3 ,N4 f n1+n2+n3+n
4 +n 5 +n 6 =0
M 4 (ni + n 2 + n3, n4, n5, n6 )
(vfiv)Nl(n, + n 2 + n3)FN2-(n2)VN3 (n5) 4
We must consider several cases:
OCase 1: N 1 = N* or N1 = N2*-
OCase 2: N 1 = N3* or N1 = N*.
Case 1:
By symmetry, we consider the case N1 = N*. We will also consider the case when
N2  N*, N3 = N3*, N4  N*. The other cases are bounded in a similar way (we just
group the terms differently). We obtain:
R nl+n2+n3+n4+n5+n6=0
IKN1,N 2 ,N3 ,N4 I
r1+72+r3+±'4+T5+r6=0 nl+n2+n3+n4+n5+n6=0
M 4 (ni + n 2 +n 3,n 4, n 5, n 6)
(vv)Ni (n1 + n2 + n3, T1 + T2 + T3 ) (X[0,]N 2 ( n4,T4)N 3 (n5, 5) N4 (n 6, T6) di
Using the triangle inequality, Lemma 2.4.2, and (2.82), this expression is:
120O(N*)6(N*)N*N*
<1~+72+73+4+T5+T6=0 n1+n2+n3+n4+n5+n6=0 (Nf*)
(vvv)Ni(n1 + n 2 + n3, 71 + r2 + T3) (X[0,6N 2 ) 4,T4) IVN3 (n5, 5)11 N4(n6, 6) dTj
Since O(N*) - O(ni + n2 + n 3), by localization, and since I(V)V)NI < IvVI by
restriction, this expression is:
2(ni + n 2 + n3 )O(N2)N 3N 4
< l+'T02 +73+4+T5+r6=O nl+n2+n3+n4+ns+n=0(N*
M 4 (ni + n2 + na3,Th4,fn5,fn)(VV)Ni(n1 + n2 + n3)(X[o,6]vN 2 n46)3 (5 -
|v'V(ni + n2 + n3, T1 + T2 + T3)l(X[o,31vN 2 ) 34,T4)I~s(n5, 5 n6, 6)ITj
20(ni + n2 + n 3)0(N 2)N 3N 4I 19)i1+72+3+4+75+T6=0nl+n2+n3+n
4 +ns 5 n=0
|E (ni, 71)||Wf(n2, -r2)|| E(ns, -F3) 1|(X[-oalN n4T4) viNs ( 5) 15 J n6, 7 ~
Since one has the "Fractional Leibniz Rule": 0(n 1 + n2 + n 3) < 0(ni) + 0(n 2)+ 6(n 3 ),
we bound this expression by:
<~~~ (6(n1)+6(n2)+6(n3))|IEU(ni1, T1i)|| -V(n2, T2)|Ii[(n3, T3)
i+2T34+T5+T6= n1+n2+n3+n4+ns+ne=O
(O(N2)I(Xro,6vN2 fn4, T4))(N3|v (n5,7 5)|)(N UN4 (n6,T 6)|)dTj.
By symmetry, it suffices to consider:
irn2+3+T4+T5+T6= nl+n2+n3+n 4 +n 5 +n=O
( 1 I (n1, T1 )IIv(n 2 , T2) II(n3, T3)j
(0(N2)I([o 2 n4,T4))(N3|Iv3(n 5, r5)j)(N4|: (n6 , T6 ))dTj =
We now use an Li, L L 4 , 7L , LO, L' H6lder's inequality, and argue as in
previous sections to deduce that this term is:
K1,N2,N3,N4
< III)VIIXO, 1+ JIVII2
X,+','jjDVjjXO'1+jjVjj2j'j+(N,*)2 7 7 X 7 -
1< I -jDvjj 0,,+Hvjj 1 +
-(N*)2|l2 ,g||v|7+
which by the X,b bounds on v is:
1 1
(N*) (N*) 2
One gets the same bound for the other contributions to KNi,N 2 ,N3 ,N4 in this Case by
symmetry.
Case 2: We recall that here N1 = N3* or Ni = N4*. By symmetry, we consider
the case N1 = N3*.
Arguing analogously as in the previous Case, we get the same bound as before.
The only difference is that now, in the appropriate bound for M4, we replace N* by
(n1 + n2 + n3) and we then use the inequality:
(ni + n2 + n 3 ) $(ni) + (n 2 ) + (n 3 )
as the "Fractional Leibniz Rule". So, in any case, we may conclude that:
IKN1 ,N2,N3,N41 2 12
-1(N*) (2.104)
The implied constant depends only on (s, Energy, Mass). Using (2.104),(2.103) and
summing, it follows that:
J1< < 1 111)4 2
'K ) N2- L N2- E1(<).
By using Lemma 2.4.3, it follows that:
IK < 1|K| N2_ 2<)
In an analogous way, we show that the other three terms in E 2(u(6)) - E 2(4) satisfy
this same bound. The same bound holds for arbitrary to. 0
A note on Corollary 2.1.5
The same bound that we obtain for the Hartree Equation holds also for the Defocusing
Cubic NLS on S' with the same proof. We formally take V = 6. The cubic NLS is,
however, completely integrable [84], so we see that the obtained bound is far from
optimal. If we consider the defocusing cubic NLS on the real line, in Chapter 3, we
show bounds which allow us to recover uniform bounds on the integral Sobolev norms
of a solution, up to a loss of (1 + |tI)+. The proof of this result relies on the improved
Strichartz estimate and is at the moment possible only on the real line.
Further remarks
Remark 2.4.5. The equation (2.4) possesses solutions all of whose Sobolev norms
are uniformly bounded in time. Namely, if we take n G Z, and a C, then:
u(x, t) := ae-i(0) 2tei(nxn 2t)
is a solution to (2.4). Since our assumptions on V imply that V(O) = fV(x)dx is
real, it follows that for all s, t c R:
||U(t)||H* JU O IH*--
A similar ansatz was used to show instability of the cubic NLS on S1 in Sobolev spaces
of negative index in [21].
Remark 2.4.6. We could try to construct a third modified energy E3 , in hope of
obtaining a better bound. The algebra, however becomes quite complicated so we have
not pursued this approach. Several iterations of the higher modified energies were
previously used in [34].
Remark 2.4.7. The method of higher modified energies doesn't work for the equations
we considered in Theorem 2.1.1, i.e. if the nonlinearity is |ulk for k > 2. The reason
why this is so is that the analogue of the multiplier 9 on 172k, which we again call IF,
is not pointwise bounded. Namely, if we consider the case k = 2, we should take:
(O(n1)) 2 s - (O(n 2 )) 2 9 + (O(n 3 ))28 - (O(n 4 )) 2s + (0(n 5 )) 2 5 _ ((n 2
n,12 - In212 + In3 2 - in412 + |n 512 - In612
Let us assume that s is such that:
628 - 228 + 528 - 328 ± 12- _ 728 o.
Then, we know that:
(ni, n2 ,n 3,n 4 , n5 , n6) - (6N,-2N, 5N, -3N, N,-7N) E I'6 .
For this frequency configuration, we have:
(O(n1)) 2 , - (O(n2)) 2 s + (O(n 3)) 2 , - (O(n4)) 2 , + (0(n5))2, - (6(n6)2_
628 - 22 s 528 - 328 + 12s _ 72s /
and
|n1l2 -|n 212+|n312  n412+|n 512 -|n612 36N 2 -4N 2+25N 2 -9N 2 + N2 -49N 2 = 0.
Hence, Q(n1,n 2,n 3,n 4, n5 , n6) is not well-defined. In particular, in this case, we
can no longer prove a pointwise multiplier bound as in Lemma 2.4.2. A similar
construction can be adapted to the case k > 2, if we just take the remaining 2k-4
frequencies to be equal to zero. We note that the phenomenon that the multiplier p is
unbounded in the case of the quintic and higher order nonlinearities is linked to the
fact that the factorization property (2.83) no longer holds in this context.
2.4.2 Modification 2: Defocusing Cubic NLS with a potential
Let us now consider the equation (2.5).The equation (2.5) has conserved mass as
before, since |U12 + A is real-valued. On the other hand, by integrating by parts, one
can check that the quantity:
J|Vu(x, t)I2 dx + 4 Ju(, A(x) u(x, t) 2 dx
is conserved in time. E(u(t)) is the conserved energy. By using H6lder's inequality
and Sobolev embedding, it follows that E is continuous on H1 .
We note that E is not necessarily non-negative and that it doesn't give an a priori
bound on ||u(t)J|i. However, since A is bounded from below, we obtain:
||u(t)||2 1< E(u(t)) + M(u(t)).
Hence Iu(t)I|H1 is uniformly bounded.
Local-in-time estimates for (2.5)
Let u be a global solution of (2.5).
Proposition 2.4.8. Given to c R, there exists a globally defined function v : S1 xR --
C satisfying the properties:
VI[to,to+S = UI[to,to+6. (2.105)
(2.106)
(2.107)
||v jll,1, 5 C(s, E(<), M(<b) L
||'Dollxo,y+ < C(sE(<b), M(<b))||DU(to)|| .
Moreover, J and C can be chosen to depend continuously on the energy and mass.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3.1 and Proposition 2.4.1.
For the existence part, we argue by a fixed-point method. Let us take J E (0, 1), and
let f G CO (R) be such that f = 1 on [0, 1]. Let p(x, t) := f(t)A(x).
E(u(t)) := t)|14dz + 1
With notation as in Appendix B of this chapter, we consider:
Lv := xs(t)S(t)(b - iX6 (t) j S(t - t')(|v6I2vs + pus)(t')dt'.
So:
|iLv||xs,b < j 1c22b k H. + c5 v 2 X.,b-1 + c2b p11 1X.,1-1 .
The new term that we have to estimate now is IpV6|x.,b-1. We argue by duality; let
c = c(n, r) be such that:
EZJ drc(n,-)I2 <)|
By using the Fractional Leibniz Rule:
d-r(n)" (r + n2)b-1 (p v(n, T)c(n, r)| I
n
S( dr ( Sdr c(n r)_ ( i)| 2)
elo n n1- n2= +T T _ T+ n )IbRl,9I n n O1
I' ~ d c(n, 7-)l
+( dr (Tnc)n Ir| nT)I(n2)|v 6s(n 2, 2 ) -: I1 - 12
n ni-|n2= n '+P2T
Using Parseval's identity, an L , L, L ' H6lder inequality, and (2.22), arguing as
in the proof of Proposition 2.3.1, it follows that:
I1, n |||| || | ,,|9 -,og 3 ' ||v||XO,b - o' v X.s,
for some ro > 0. Here, we also used the smoothness of pz to deduce that IIIIX, 3 1.
An analogous argument gives the same bound for 12. The existence part of the proof
now follows as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.1.
For the uniqueness part, suppose that v,w are two solutions of (2.5) on the time
interval [0, 6] with the same initial data and whose H1 norms are uniformly bounded
on this interval. By using Minkowski's inequality and unitarity of the Schr6dinger
operator, we deduce that, for all t c [0, 6] :
Iv(t) - w(t)|L2 < ||Iv|2v - |w|2w)(t')IL2 + || (Av - Aw)(t')||L2)dt'
< ±vH IWIIH1)2 + IAL)IV - wIL2dt'
rli< j IIv(t') - w(t')|jL2dt'.
Uniqueness now follows from Gronwall's inequality. E
Definition of E2 (u) for (2.5)
As in the case of the Hartree Equation, we will use higher modified energies. Let:
E1 (u) := ||DuI2 , E 2 (u) := El(u) + A4(M 4 ; U)
As before, we have to determine the multiplier M4 , so that we cancel the quadrilinear
terms in gE2 (u(t)). We note:
dE (u(t))
= iA4((O(n1)) 22
d
Du(ni)DUh(n 2))
nl+n2=0
(O(n2))2 + (9(n3))2 - (9(n4))2;U)
(2.108)+i (6(ni)2 - (6n))2)U(ni)'Ui(n2)I(n3)
n1+n2+n3=0
On the other hand, we compute that:
d
dA 4 (M 4; u) = iA4 (M 4 (-n2 + n2 - n2 + ni); u) - iA6(M 6 ; u)
M4 ((Au)^(ni)U(n 2)U(n3) (n4) - U(ni)(Ai)n2)U(n3)n4
nl+n2+n3+f4=0
(2.109)
Here:
M 6(ni, n2, n3, n4) := M 4 (n 123 , n4 , n5 , n6) - M4 (ni, n 234 , n5, n 6 )
+M 4 (ni, n2, n345 , n6 ) - M4 (ni, n2, n3 , n456 ).
From (2.108) and (2.109), it follows that we have to choose:
M 4 :=Q2-
(2.110)
(2.111)
where T2 is defined by:
Q2 : F4 -+ R
I2 (O(n)) 2 -(O(n2 )) 2 +(O(n3)) 2-(O(n4)) 2 if n2 - n2 + - n 2 0
0, otherwise.
for an appropriate real constant c.
Hence, for such a choice of M4 , we obtain:
(2.112)
dE2(u) = ci EZ ((9(ni))2 - (O(n2))2)U(ni)U(n2)I(n3)
n1+n2+n3=0
-iA6 (M6 ; u)-i 1
fll +fl2 -n3 +f4=O
M4[ (Au)^(n1)U(n2u'(n3)U4-U(ni)(AU)^(n2)U(n3) 4)
+U~n)U~2) (U)^n3)(n4) - (n1j)U(n2)U(ns) (AL)^(n4))
+U(ni)u(n2)(Au)^(n 3 )((n 4 ) - U (n1)U(n2)U(n3)(AU)^(n 4 )] (2.113)
We dyadically localize the frequencies as jnl - Nj. As before, we define: N* >
N2* 2 N3* > N*. The proof of Lemma 2.4.2 gives us that:
1
M4=O(N1*)2 6( )(2)3N*. (2.114)
As we saw earlier, (2.114) implies:
E2(u) ~ El(u). (2.115)
Estimate on the increment of E2 (u) for (2.5) and proof of Theorem 2.1.3.
We want to estimate E 2 (u(to + 6)) - E2 (U (to)) - E 2 (v(to + 6)) - E 2 (v(to)). The
bound that we will prove is:
Lemma 2.4.9. For all to E R, one has:
|E 2(u(to + 6)) - E 2 (u(to))| < 1 E 2 (u(to)).
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.2, Theorem 2.1.3 will then follow imme-
diately from Lemma 2.4.9. We now prove Lemma 2.4.9.
Proof. As before, it suffices to consider to = 0. We have to consider three possible
types of terms that come from integrating over [0,5] the right hand side of (2.113).
1) By a slight modification of our work on the Hartree Equation, we have:
iJA6(M 6;u)dt| I3 1E2(<) (2.116)
2) In order to estimate the time integral of the quadrilinear term on the right
hand side of (2.113), it suffices to estimate:
o nl1+n2+n3+n4=o
M4(ni, n2, n3, n4)(Au)^(ni)'U(n2)U(n3)'U'(n4)dt|
Here M4 is the multiplier we defined in (2.111). Let v be as in Proposition 2.4.8, and
let [t(x, t) = f(t)A(x) be as in the proof of Proposition 2.4.8. Let x =x(t) = x [0, (t).
Then, we want to estimate:
R nl+n 2 +n3+n4=0
Let N1 , N2 , N3, N4 be dyadic integers. We define:
IR nl+n2+n3+n4=0
~
n n ri, +-r2+73 +T4 dr4=0
nl~n2+11+142
{M 4 (ni, n 2 , n3 , n 4 )(Xpv)N, (nlTl)jN 2((n2, -2) UNs (n3, T3)N 4(n4, T4)}1
< (r+27-+-= dTr
nl+n2+n3+n40 11+72+13+r4=0
{ IM4(ni, n2, n3, n4)I(XPV) N (n1, -r1) IIN2(n2, T2) IUN3 (n3, T3) I N4(n4, T4)I
We define the dyadic integers Nj as before. By using the fact that we are summing
over the set where n1 + n2+ n3+ n4 = 0, and by using the definition of M4, we know
that:
N* > N, N* ~ N2* (2.117)
We will consider the case when:
v v v-(n4)dtM4(ni, n2, n3, n4) (Xyv)(nj)"-(n2)'(n3): !'
M4(ni, n2, ns, n4)---N1 (n1) N(n2) N3 (n3) 'N4'(n4)dtl
N1 = N*, N2= N2, N3 = N, N 4 = N.
The other cases are similar. Namely, in the other cases, we use the Fractional Leibniz
Rule differently, as we did in order to bound the term K occurring in (2.102).
From (2.114), it follows that:
IN 1,N2 ,N3 ,N4 n
fll+l2+fl3+ 4 =0
I- N 2 6(N*)O(N2*)N3*N4*I(N*)
n
nO +fl~f2+fl3 +f4=
d-ij - 1T)26(no + n1)6(N2*)N3*N4*1NIi0+71+T2 +23+T4=0
I(XP) (no, To)| i T1)| |N2 (n2, T2) IUN3 (n3 , 73) f)N4 (n4, T4)
no+nl+n2+n3+n4=0 J7+71 +P 2 +7 3 +T 4 =0
1((N*)+ I(D)N 2 (n2, T2)(N2O
7N 2 - (6(no) + 9(ni))(N*) n
(N*)o+| vNs (n3, TO73 (N*)o0+ IVVN4 (n4 , T4)1)
^o IN1 ,N2,N3,N4 + I1l,N2,N3 ,N4
Here:
I: dTj 1
no+nl+n2+n3+n4=0 Jro+r1+T2 +r 3 +r 4 =O (N*)2-
1 1
N*)o+ 1(D)N 2(n2, 72) N3*) + IvN 3(n3, T3) )(N*o+ 1N4(n4, T4)
(Xp) (no,
71+T2 + T3 +T4= 0
( XAV)N1 (n1, 71i N2(n2, -r2) IIN3(n3, 731 IvN4(n4, 741
Tro)|| (ni1, T1i
Ii,N2, N3, N4
(XP) (no, Tro)||'Dv(ni, 1i)|(
no+n1+n 2 +n 3 +n 4 =0O±+1+T2+T3+74=
(XDt) (no, To)|IU((ni, Tri)I((N2*N 2 (n2, 2) )0+ 1 IvN3 (n3, T3)
We estimate N1,N2 ,N3 ,N4 - The expression I 1 ,N2 ,N3 ,N4 is estimated analogously.
Suppose F : j= 0,1,2, 3, 4 are such that:
F0 = |(xp),F1 = |Dol, F2~ =I|(TN 2 , F3 VvN3 , F4 = |VVN4
By Parseval's identity, and then by Hlder's inequality, we deduce:
N1,N2,N3,N4 N -N++N< 2+ F0F1 2 F3 F4dxdt
1
< N N20+NO+N+ |F| |F| || || |F|
By using (2.22), (2.23), and the construction of the functions F, this expression is:
1
< N -N + Na+ |F0||X,, ||F1||X,,3 ||F2||1,0+'+,y||F3 || X+, 1 ||F4| 0+,y+
N>IXILIIXo,3 Jj~jX' jN± DvN2 'jXo',f N0 IjVVN3 11XO, +)( I jVVN4 IlXO+,'±)
1 2 3 1
Using Lemma 2.2.1, and Proposition 2.4.8, we deduce that this expression is:
Nt- X | sotn|of[|tiiy
By the smoothness of p, this is:
and:
dT1
(N1 2-
(N*)o+ VVN4 (n4, T4)I)
j N _ - L2 =N?~ El(<D)
By (2.115), we obtain that the above term is:
<1
< NI E2 (<b).
An analogous argument shows that IV,N2 ,N3,N4 is bounded by the same quantity.
Hence:
1
IN1,N2,N3,N4 < NI E 2(p))Wu N
We sum in the Nj and use (2.117) to deduce that:
J 6 M4 ((Au)(n1)$(n 2)U(n 3)$(n4 ) - U(nI)(AU)(n2)'(ns)
0 nl1+n2+n3+n4=0
+U(ni)$(n2)(Au)^(n3)i(n4) -(Au)^(ni)$(n 2 )u(n3)(At)^(n 4))dt|
< E2 (<b).1I0 2 (2.118)
3) We now estimate the time integral of the bilinear term on the right hand side
of (2.113). Namely, we bound:
j( 2(n1)2 - (6(n 2 ))2)U(ni)$(n 2 )A(n3 )dt =
0 nl1+n2+n3=0
(((ni))2 - (9(n2 ))2)(xv)(nb)(n 2)P(n 3)dt~
nl1+n2+n3=0
~d-rj (( (ni1)) 2 - (6(n2) )2) (Xv)~(ni, -r1)-(n2, -2)P(n3, 7F3)|
n1 +n2 +n3= 1+T2 +73= 0
Given dyadic integers N 1, N2, N3, we define:
JN1,N 2 ,N 3
4- 0fnhg 1+T2+73=0
Let's order the frequencies as before to obtain:
N* ;> N* ;> N*-
By construction of 0, and by the fact that we are integrating over n1 + n 2 + n3 = 0,
we again have that:
N* > N, N* ~ N2* (2.119)
We now consider two cases, depending on the relationship between N* and N3 .
Case 1: N* ~ N 3.
In this case, one has:
(6(n1))2 - (9(n2))2 = O((6(N3))2)
We find G1, G2, G3 such that:
1 =(xv) Ni , G2
So:
JN 1 ,N2,N3
fz I dTI(XV)Ni (nl,) v N2(n2, T2)|(9(N3))2 pN3 (n3, T3 1
nl1n2+n3= T172+T3=0
d j 1 n) )2_(g(n2) )21 (vN1 (n1,71) N(n2,-21I iN3 (n3, T31
1 2 3
=|'UN2, G 3 = |(ID2t) N3'
nl+n2+n3=0 r1+V2+73=0
~JJ G1
d-I(xV)Ni (n1, T1 N2 (n2, T21 2N3 (n3, 73)
2G3dxdt < ||1| ||G2|| ||L G3 11L2
J IG1 ,o,| IG2 || o, H|G3 |Xo,o |I (Xv)Ni Xo 1N2 1 X 3 1 (D 2 )N3 IXo,o
|||X0'+3 2 XM-0 (N*) M x .7
The previous bound holds for all M > 0, by the smoothness properties of t. From
(2.115), we have that the contribution from Case 1 is, in particular:
(2.120)
Case 2: N1* > N3.
Subcase 1: N3 K (N*)* (E > 0 is small).
We recall from (2.85) that:
I(9(x))2 - (O(y)) 2 1 1NIIXI2s - -yI2sI.
Now, in this subcase:
Ini ~ In2| - N*, ||nil - In211= O((Nl*)')
So, by the Mean Value Theorem:
||n1|2s - |n2| I (N*)2s-1(N*) C.
Consequently:
< Ni E2 (<b).
|((n1))2- ( (Nf)-e O(N1)O(N2).
With notation as in Case 1, we obtain that:
JN 1 ,N 2 ,N 3 .
+
fll+f2+3=0 il+d2+ T3=O (N ,*)l (xDv) N1 (n1, 1)V E N2 (n2,T2) 
N 3 (m3,3
We now argue, using an L L , H6lder inequality as in Case 1, to deduce:
JN1,N2,N3 " (N*)1-E |Dyl !
1 (2.121)
Subease 2: N3 > (N*)(for the same c > 0 as before).
In this subcase, we estimate |(0(n 1))2 - (0(n2))2 1 < 0(N1 )6(N 2), and hence:
JN,N 2 ,N3 0
ol +l2 fl3 LdT I(D v) N ( 1, 1 I N2 (n 2, T2) N 3 (n 
3, T 3)
n1+n2+n3=0 ,1+ 2+T3=0
We now argue similarly as in Case 1 to deduce that for all M > 0:
7 1
N1NN ( *)EM ,
Hence, if we choose M sufficiently large so that eM > 1, we obtain:
JN1,N 2,N3 < 1E2(<p)
r'dN*
(2.122)
Combining (2.120), (2.121), (2.122), and summing in the Nj, we obtain that:
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(O(n2)) 2 ) i(n1) (n2)A(ns)dt| < 1 E 2 (<b). (2.123)
ni +n 2 +n3=0
Lemma 2.4.9 now follows from (2.116), (2.118), and (2.123).
Further remarks
Remark 2.4.10. If A is a constant function, then u e-iAtv, where v is a solution
to the cubic NLS. Since I|v(t)|IHs is then uniformly bounded in time, the same holds
for ju(t)||IHe. If A depends on x, one can't argue in this way.
Remark 2.4.11. Heuristically, the reason why we get a weaker bound for (2.5) than
we did for (2.4) is the fact that we have bilinear terms which occur in d E 2(u). Hence,
the derivatives have to be distributed among fewer factors of u and U than there were
before.
2.4.3 Modification 3: Defocusing Cubic NLS with an inho-
mogeneous nonlinearity
We now consider the equation (2.6). The equation (2.6) has conserved mass. By
integration by parts, one can check that energy:
E (u (t)) := |V(X, t)|12 dz+ JA(x)|u(x, t)|j4dz
is conserved in time. Both quantities are continuous on H1 . Since A > 0, conservation
of mass and energy gives us uniform bounds on ||u(t) 1-1.
Local-in-time estimates for (2.6)
Let u be a global solution to (2.6). Let us observe the following fact:
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Proposition 2.4.12. Given to C R, there exists a globally defined function v : S' x
R -+ C satisfying the properties:
VI[to,to+] = ulgo,to+6]. (2.124)
||,l1,p 5 C(s, E(<b), M(<b)) (2.125)
IDvjlo,+ < C(s, E(<b), M(<b))|IDu(to)I|L2. (2.126)
Moreover, 6 and C can be chosen to depend continuously on the energy and mass.
The proof of Proposition 2.4.12 is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3.1, so
we omit the details.
Estimate on the increment of El(u) for (2.6) and proof of Theorem 2.1.4
The presence of the inhomogeneity A in the nonlinearity makes it impossible to use
E2, as in the case of the previous two equations. The difficulty lies in the fact that the
numerators we obtain in the correction terms no longer factorize, so we can't obtain
bounds such as (2.80). This is analogous to the situation that occurs for the quintic
and higher order NLS. For details, see Remark 2.4.7. Hence, we have to work with
E1 . Theorem 2.1.4 will follow if we prove that:
Lemma 2.4.13. For all to E R, one has:
1
E1 (u(to + 6)) - E'(to)| ;< 1E(<)
N2
Proof. As before, it suffices to consider the case to 0. Arguing as in previous
sections, we obtain:
(u) ci ((6(n))2- (6(n 2 )) 2 +(6(n 3 )) 2 -(9(n 4 ))2 )I(no) (n 1 )U(n 2 )U(n 3 )U(n 4 )
no+nil+ -+n4=0
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Let No, N1,..., N4 be dyadic integers. We define #t(x, t) := f(t)A(x) as in the proof
of Proposition 2.4.8. The expression we want to estimate is:
INo,N,N 2,N3,N4
0 no+nl1+---+n4=0
((1(ni))2 
_ (6(n))2 (O(n3))2 
- (O(n))2)
[No(nOiN 1o(n1)N 2 (n2)N 3 (n3)bN4 (r 4 )dt
If x = x(t) = X[O,] (t), then INo,N1 ,N2 ,N3 ,N4 is:
no+n1+---+n4=0 70+1+---74=0
drj ((6(ni1))2 - (O(n2))2 + (9(n3))2 _ 2
iNo (no, 70)(XV) Ni (1, -r1) VN 2 (2, T2)Ns (n3, T3) VN 4 (n4,T4)1
We define Nj for j = 1,.. .5 to be the ordering of {NO, N1 ,N 2,N 3 ,N 4}.
notation, we have the following bounds:
N* > N, N* ~ N2*
With this
(2.127)
We consider two cases:
Case 1: No > (N*) (Here E > 0 is small.)
We use the fact that the multiplier is O((O(N*)) 2 ), and an L', L 4 L 4 L 4, L4
H6lder's inequality to deduce that:
INo,N1 ,N2,N3,N4 % (9(Nf*)2  N 0 I +,i+ 1VNil Io,I+ +IVN 2 X o,II VN3 1 Xo,l+1VN4 0o,l+-
Considering separately the cases when No ~ N* and when No < N*, this expression
is:
< |IDPINo IlX+,,±IIDVII,0o,I+ o~II + I IINo j +, ' I 0EI U + 0,}+ II ,
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$ (IDANoIXJ+,i+ ±IIfLNo lXx+,}+ o,l+ o,i+
For M > 0, this quantity is:
(N<)M (I1ANo IXM+i+,i+ + I tNoIlXM+i+,}+)IIDv 1o,+II 2 ,}
1 1
D<D|| =2 E (b)(N*)eIM (N*)EM
In particular, if we choose M sufficiently large so that eM > , we get:
1
INo,NiN 2 ,N3 ,N4 < El(<b). (2.128)(N*)2
Case 2: No < (N*)' (for the same e as before)
If we take c < , we note that the same arguments we used to prove Theorem
2.1.1 allow us to deduce that in Case 2:
1
INo,N1 ,N2 ,N 3 ,N 4 < E'(<). (2.129)
(N*)2
More precisely, we recall the proof of Lemma 2.3.4. The only place in which one can't
immediately adapt the proof of Lemma 2.3.4 to (2.6) is in Case 1 of Big Case 1. If
one has the additional assumption that No < (N*) 2, the proof then follows as before.
Using (2.128), (2.129), and summing in the Nj, the Lemma follows. O
Further remarks
Remark 2.4.14. If A is constant, we can obtain (2.6) by rescaling the cubic NLS, so
Theorem 2.1.4 can be improved in this case.
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2.4.4 Comments on (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6)
The reason why we considered the three equations in this section was because they
were obtained from the cubic NLS by breaking the complete integrability. Different
ways of breaking the complete integrability of the cubic NLS manifested themselves
in the bounds we obtained, and the methods we could use to obtain them. As we
saw, the least drastic change happened when we added the convolution potential in
the case of the Hartree Equation, whereas the most drastic change happened when
we multiplied the nonlinearity with the inhomogeneity in (2.6).
2.5 Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 2.2.1
Proof. We argue by duality. Let us consider v s.t.|v||X-s,-b < 1. We want to prove
that:
j u(x, t)v(x, t)dxdt| 3 ||u||Xs,b 1V 11 X-,-b. (2.130)
We observe:
- sign(t - c) - sign(t - d)2
By symmetry, we just need to get the bound:
sign(t - c)u(x, t)v(x, t)dxdtl < IIUIXsb+ IVIX-.,-b. (2.131)
Let us first prove, the claim when c = 0, i.e.
sign(t)u(x, t)v(x, t)dxdt| < |JuI|xs,b+IvIx-.,-b. (2.132)
The key to prove (2.132) is to use the Hilbert transform in the time variable.
We recall that the Hilbert transform on the real line is defined by:
1
Hf := cf * (p.v.-). (2.133)X
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The constant c is chosen so that H is an isometry on L2 . It can be shown [45], that
one then has the identity:
Hf(a)n~ -isign()f). 
From Parseval's identity and from (2.133),(2.134), we obtain:
IJ fsign(t) u(x,t)v(x,t)dxdt ~ (n, T-r') dr')dr : J.
Let us consider three cases:
Case 1: (T+ n 2 ) (7' + n2 ).
Case 2: (r + n 2 ) > (r'±+ n2 ).
Case 3: (T+ n 2 ) < ('±+ n 2 ).
Let J1, J2, J3 denote the contributions to J coming from the three cases respec-
tively. We estimate these contributions separately.
Case 1: In this case, we perform a dyadic decomposition. Let ik,ijk respectively
denote the localizations of ii, iY to (T + n 2) - (-r-' + n2) ~2 k. Then, since in this case
Ij - kj = 0(1), we get:
|j-k=O(1)
ij(n,r)(p.v. jz7(n , 7') 1 dT')dr|~
(2.134)
|j-kl=O(1) nii(n, T) H, (n, T)dr
< (nI iInr) (n) -"H,=(n, -r)d-r.
|j-k|=O(1) n
Here, we denoted by H,(.) the Hilbert transform in the r variable. We then use the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in (n, r) to see that the previous expression is:
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jrEi(n, r) (p. v.
< |(n)"figij1g ||2 1(n)-"H-r ||112 .
li-kl=0(1)
We then recall that the Hilbert transform is bounded on L 2 by (2.134) to deduce that:
|J1| < 11|(n)"fig||1 L2g||(n)~"o ||12 L
jj-k=0(1)
Since lj - kl = 0(1), and by definition of Uj, Vk, this is:
S ( |(n)"('r +n2)b ~L + 2 )-
|j-k=O(1)
We use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the sum of j, k to bound this by:
5 | IVoIIXsrb IU-.,-b < I,0X.,b+ IV IX-.,-b.
Case 2: Since in this case (r +n 2 ) >> (-' + n 2 ), we have that:
1r- T'I (T + n2) > (r' + n 2).
It follows that for all 0 E [0, 1], one has:
1r-T'I ~ (T+ n 2 )0 (T' + n 2)1-0*
We deduce that:
IJ2I < r(n ,r) ||i(nT')|(T + n
n
= ( |l(n, T) I (T+n2)+- o(rTn2--- (n)"dr)(
n JR
Here, J > 0 was arbitrary.
2 )0 (T'+ n 2 )1-Odrdr
JR
Now, we first use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality inTr T,
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2)-l-,5 
-sdU(n, -r') I (-r+n') " +45- (1-0) (7-/ +n (n) -r'
together with the fact that:
2)-1-111
and
II(T' ~ 11 ± 2- I6r2 $
followed by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in n to deduce that:
IJ2| $ ||lU I, s+-,0| _VI.I , _6_(1 .)
Let us take 6 > 0 sufficiently small so that b + 6 < -. We then take: 0 := - b - 6,
which is positive, and b+ := b + 26. With such a choice, we get that:
|J21 < ||UIlXs,b+ IIVIx-.,-b.
Case 3:
In this case, we again have: Ir - r'| > (rT +n 2), (T'+ n2), and we argue to get the
same bound as in the previous case.
The bound (2.132) now follows.
Let us now observe that the bound (2.132) implies (2.131).
Let Ma denote the modulation operator
Maf (x) - e'af(x).
Then, one obtains that:
(MaHM-af)^(() ~ -isign(( - a)f().
Let <}1 (-) denote the inverse spacetime Fourier transform. Then, by Parseval's Iden-
tity, we obtain:
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J j sign(t - c)u(x, t)v(x, t)dxdt ~
j (<b-1 u)(n, r)McHM-c(<b-1v)(n,Tr)dr
~f <-u(, ~-o~. ei- m'(<D v) (n, T') d-r')dr
n
~ s, r) ei~p.v.( e- -'~(n, T') dr')dr.
In the last step, we use the Fourier inversion formula which gives us that:
<b-1o(n, T) ~ @B(-n, -- r).
Multiplication by the unimodular factors ei , e"' doesn't change the rest of the
argument used to derive (2.132). Hence, the proof of (2.131) follows as before.
0
Remark 2.5.1. We deduce from the proof that none of the implied constants depend
on c and d.
2.6 Appendix B: Proofs of Propositions 2.3.1, 2.3.2,
and 2.3.3
In order to prove Proposition 2.3.1, we recall several facts. One of the key ingredients
of the proof is the following set of localization estimates in X,b spaces. We start
with f E C (R), c > 0 arbitrary, and we assume that b > .1 Let S(t) denote the
linear Schr6dinger propagator. Then, there exists a constant C > 0 depending only
on f, s, b such that:
If( j)S(t)< b <(CD ||<b||H-' - (2.135)
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||f (-)h||xsb < CJ 22 |h|xs,b. (2.136)
||f( ) S(t - t')w(t')dt'||x,b < Co'22  IIWIIXs,b-1. (2.137)
The analogous fact is proved for the Xsb spaces corresponding to the Korteweg-
de Vries equation in [71] in the non-periodic case. However, all the bounds for the
periodic Schradinger equation follow in the same way, because we are estimating the
integral in the variable dual to time. These bounds for general dispersive equations
can be found in [106]. We also note that in (2.137), we can translate time so that our
initial time is arbitrary to and not necessarily 0.
If, on the other hand b' < },one has:
If( )wIIx,b' $I Iwly.,g (2.138)
We observe that the implied constant is independent of J > 0.
For the proof of the inequality (2.138), one should consult Lemma 1.2. in [58].
We note that the proof from the paper holds if b = b' in the given notation. One can
also refer to Lemma 2.11 in [106]
Proof. (of Proposition 2.3.1)
Let us WLOG assume that to = 0 for simplicity of notation. Later, we will see
that the J we obtain is indeed independent of time. Throughout the proof, we take
J > 0 small which we will determine later. Let b = !+= j+ E for E sufficiently small
which we also determine later.
Let us start by taking X, 4, E Co (R), with 0 < x, 4, ? < 1, such that:
X= 1 on [-1, 1] , = 0 outside [-2, 2]. (2.139)
= 1 on [-2,2] ,4 = 0 on [-4,4]. (2.140)
= 1 on [-4,4] ,4@ = 0 on [-8,8]. (2.141)
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We let:
(2.142)xj :=- xYg, #,5 := #(Y, OS := @(-).
Then:
Xj= 1 on [-6, 6] ,5 = 0 outside [-26,2].
# =- 1 on [-26, 26] , #- 0 outside [-4J, 46].
O = 1 on [-46, 4] , @s =0 outside [-86, 86].
For v : SI x R i-+ C, we define:
Lv := X5(t )S(t )4 - ix(t) S(t - t')Iv14v(t')dt'.
By (2.143) and (2.144), and denoting #jv by vs,we obtain:
Lv = xs(t)S(t)(b - iX5(t) j S(t - t')|vI1 4V6(t')dt.'
Using (2.135) and (2.137), we obtain:
ILv|xs,b < c6W | ,H. + C6 |V6|VIs|,-1.
We estimate the quantity |v614v6||x.,b-1 by duality. Let us take:
c: Z x R -+ C, such that Ezf
Let us consider the quantity:
dT(1 + InI)s (1 + 1 ±n 21)b-1 (K6Ij 4v)(n, r) c(n, T) =: I
Since we know:
(Iv3Iv)(n, r)= 1
nl-fl2+3-l4+fl5=f 11 7 3- 5= dTri(n 1, 1 ) 6(n2 , r 2)9v(n 3, T3 )V(n 4 , r4 )F(n 5 , T5)
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(2.143)
(2.144)
(2.145)
(2.146)
dric(n,_r)12 1
EzJ (2.147)
it follows that:
d-ri{(1 + InI)"(1 + IT + n 21-1|c(n, T)I
n n-n2--n3-n4-n5=n ri1-72+r3-T4+-5=r
1| (ni, rj1||6(n2, r2) 11v6 (n3 , 73)I Fj (n4, 74)||9,5(n5, 7)|}-.
Since n = ni - n2 + n3 - n4 ± n5, it follows that:
In|" ,< max{|n 1I, In2 |', In3|, |n4 |", lnI5 }-
By symmetry, it suffices to bound the expression:
I1 : E
n nl-n2+n3--n4+n5=nf Tn-2+T3-T4+T5=sT
d{ 1 + n2)1-b
(1 + In1|)"|s(ni, r1|5(n2, 72)||96(n3, 73)||9,(n4, 74)||95(n5, TO)|} =
n n1+ n 2 +n3+n 4 +n5=n f +2+r3+r4+Ts=r
dT dT{ Ic(n, r)|(1 +IT + n2)1-b
(1 + In1I)"I5(ni,T71)|II(-n2, --r2)|I|9j (n3,-3)IIi(--n4, -74)11s(n5, T5)|}-
Let us now define the following functions:
F(x, t) dT{ Ic(n, T)I-e inx+itr(1 ± IT-+ f2j)b}
G(x, t) := EjdT{(1 + |n|)"IE(n,r)Ieinx+i tr}
n
H(x,t) :-= S dK 1(n, ) Ieinx+it-r}
n2
Consequently, by using Parseval's identity, one obtains:
Jf FGH H dxdt JJ FGHHHftdxdtI,
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(2.148)
(2.149)
(2.150)
which by H6lder's inequality is:
(2.151)
Recalling (2.22), and using the fact that b +, we have 7:
(2.152)
||G||L, < |IG|Io,3 = ( +InI)"|'6(n, r)|(1 + |r + n112 L2L -
= |IV61| 8,g . ||VI|xS| , I VIIxs,b. (2.153)
The implied constant in the above inequality is independent of J by (2.138). Also:
We interpolate between X 0',0 and X,b for an appropriate 0 E (0, 1) to deduce that
this is:
We estimate ||vS||xo,o by:
||V6||xO,O = IIVIILX~
which by the support properties of 0,5 is:
IiV64'6HIL2, jI0,1/6L1IVAI4L2
= 1 V 's| I ,,+ 6 1 X LL
$ oilv| $~ 6 oj lloj||o,b.
Here, we have used (2.21).
Hence:
||H ||L4 < (1jV jXO,b) jv,6jjXO,b)
7In the following calculation, and later on, we crucially use the fact that one doesn't change the
Xsb norm of a function when one takes absolute values in its Spacetime Fourier Transform.
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< JIF11 L4 x JjG11L4 11H 112 4 11H 112L LOOtx tx tx
jjF11L4 < JIFIIXO, 3 < JIFIIXOI-b IICI112
tX rl-; 
L2
k r
1-0
r%..O11V611'OO11Vb11XOb-
= i lo|xob 1-2b Xobxo21.4
In the last step, we used (2.136).
Furthermore, by Sobolev embedding:
(2.155)
We calculate 0:
We know:
= 0-0 + b - (1 - 0)
8
b - 1 +8E
b 4+8E (2.156)
Combining (2.151) - (2.155), it follows that:
|||v'3|'V6||xs,b-1 4 2,( O o 2 (J 22 V x1, 2
(2.157)
Here:
(2.158)0 1+8E
2 8 + 16c
Hence, from (2.146) and (2.157),we obtain:
(2.159)||LvI|x.,b co~ ||<b-H2 + c16 80o+(1-2b) X1,IIX4,I -
Here c, ci > 0 depend on s.
If we take c, ci possibly even smaller, and if we repeat the previous argument in
the special case s = 1, it follows that:
||LolIx1,b coL1 IH, + C16 Oo+(1-2b) X1,b)5 (2.160)
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So:
(2.154)
< o +2(1-2b) (IIVjX1,b6 jjX.,b.-
1-2b
IIHIIL- < llffllXl+,l+ - JIV,511XI+,l+ < JIV61IX1,b < J 2 JIVIIX1,b-tx r"', 7 7 7 7 r".j
Now, we estimate ||Lv - Lwlx1,b. In order to do this, we note that:
Iv14v - |w14w = Sum of quintic terms, each of which contains at least one factor
of v - w or v - w. By the above proof, since the estimates (2.159) depended only on
bounds on spacetime norms in x, t, we can put complex conjugates in the appropriate
factors (so if v - w comes with a conjugate, it doesn't matter). Furthermore, by
the triangle inequality, we know: |IV - WIIx1,b < Iv x1,b + IJwIx1,b. Thus, arguing as
before, we can obtain, for some c2 > 0 :
l|Ly - Lwl|x1,b c26 60+i(1-2b)(|v||X1,b + IIWIJX1,b)' fV - WIyx1,b. (2.161)
Let
F := {v : |IVIIX.,b < 2cb 2 ||4DJHs IIVIX1,b K 2c6 2IIDIIH1}- (2.162)
Let us give F the metric d(v, w) := |IV - wIIx1,b. Then, by Proposition 2.3.2, (F, d) is
a Banach space.
From (2.159), we have for all v E F
ILv||xs,b < cJ2b |IIIHs + C1 6+{2b)(2c6|2|||H') 2 c6H s
- coV||<b||Hs (1 + 32c2c4b 6o+(1-2b) II1 ). (2.163)
Analogously, from (2.160) :
||Lvlx1,b < CJ2b ||||H1 (1 + 32cic46 60+J(2b) Hi- (2.164)
Finally, if v, w c F, (2.161) implies that:
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|ILv - Lw|lxl,b c2< Co+(1-2 )(4c6 || 14IH1) 4 UV - W1 Xlb
< 256c 2c46 9o+i(1-2b) H4i jv - WIx1,b. (2.165)
We recall that 00 = 1+(:, b 1 + E. We observe that for E > 0 sufficiently small,
one has
1 + 86
1816 - 9E > 0
8 + 16e
(2.166)
From now, let us fix c to satisfy the condition (2.166). In other words, we have:
0 + -(1 - 2b) > 0. (2.167)
Hence, we can choose 6 > 0 sufficiently small such that:
(2.168)32cjic46 ooi2) H1
25cc6Oo+2(1-2b) IpI4 .
-2
(2.169)
From (2.168), (2.169), the preceding bounds and the fact that (F, d) is a Banach
Space, it follows that L has a fixed point v G F.
By construction of L, for this v, we know:
" v(to)=<b.
* iVt +Av = Ivlv for t E [to -6, to + 6], and hence by uniqueness (which is proved
by an application of Gronwall's inequality), it follows that:
v = u for t E [to - 6,to +6].
SIv|Ix.,b 2c6'|b|IIH = 2c6 22uo Hs-.
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It just remains to address the issue of choosing 6 uniformly in to. However, from
(2.168), (2.169), it follows that we just want 6 to satisfy:
(2.170)
By the fact that:
Ch IlH1 $Mass(u),Energy(u) 1
it follows that we can choose
6 ~Mass(u),Energy(u) 1
which is uniform in time, so the previous procedure can be iterated with fixed incre-
ment 6.
This proves (2.29) and (2.30). We now have to prove (2.31).
Let us recall that the function v that we have constructed satisfies:
|vIIX1,b < C 2 ||II||H1-
|vI|xs,b < 00.
and
Lv = xs(t)S(t)(b - ix6(t) j S(t - t')|vb| 4vS(t')dt'.
We take D's in the previous equation, and since D acts only on the spatial variables
(as a Fourier multiplier), we obtain:
Dv = x6 (t)S(t)D41b - ix6(t) S(t - t')D(|v'6I4v(t'))dt'.
We know that:
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(2.171)
(2.172)
j60-1-(1-2b)1J( < 1-.
Vm, n E Z, 0(m + n) <, 0(m) + 0(n).
From this "Fractional Leibniz Rule", we deduce that for n = ni - n2 + n3 - n 4 + n 5 ,
one has:
0(n) <, max{0(ni), 0(n 2),0(n 3 ),0(n 4),0(n 5 )}.
So, arguing analogously as earlier (c.f. (2.146)), we obtain:
IIDv|xo,b < c16l 122b I.'I1L2 + c6 12b jD (v 6I4v6)HXo,b-1 <
1-2 ± J00+ 5(1-2b) IIV I
< cio2 |ID(p||L2 + Ca X1,b MDV sob.
By using (2.171), we get:
IIDvIIxo,b < C 1 2 sDtL2 + C4600+ 9(1 22b) I 1 |H'1 XIIVIIXO,b.
By using (2.167), we can choose 6 > 0 (possibly smaller than the one chosen
before), such that:
c40o+2(1-2b) jI41 < 12 2 (2.173)
Observe that then 6 = (s, Energy, Mass). Also, we note that choosing J to be even
smaller than the one chosen in the proof of (2.29),(2.30), yet still depending only on
(s, Energy, Mass) doesn't create problems with the estimates on |v IIx1,b, IVIIX.,b we
had earlier.
Note that:
IIDVIIxo,b < JIVIIs,b < 00.
where in the last inequality, we were using (2.172).
Hence:
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1-2b I||DV||xo,b -< c16 2 IIDI) L2 + -IDV IO,b.
implies:
||Dv||xo,b < 2c1| 4|DIL2.
In other words, we obtain:
||DollXo4+ "- ||D'b||L2.
with the explicit constant depending only on (s, Energy, Mass).
We may now conclude that (2.31) holds.
It remains to see the continuity of 6, C in the energy and mass. We recall from
the construction of J (c.f. (2.170),(2.173)) that we want, for some - > 0:
6o ||II|-.
Since ||<b1| | < M(<b) + E(<b), we take:
6 (M(4) + E(<b))~I (2.174)
Such a 6 depends continuously on the energy and mass. We notice that the C is
obtained as a continuous function of 6, and the bounds on the H 1 norm of a solution,
so it also depends continuously on energy and mass.
This proves Proposition 2.3.1 in the case k = 2.
If we are considering the general case k > 2, we have to modify the previous proof
to consider the map:
Lv := xb(t)S(t)(b - iX6 (t)
Arguing as in (2.146), we deduce:
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I0 tS(t - ti)Iv| 2kv(t')dt'.
IILv|Ixs,b < c6 | + c21  2 5v2 kvSI1X
One then estimates the quantity |v I 2 kvs||xs,b-1 by duality.
The extra k - 2 terms that are obtained here are estimated in || - after an
application of H6lder's inequality and we again use the fact that: X+ 2 -+ L .
The proof then follows similarly as in the case k = 2. We omit the details.
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We now present the proof of Proposition 2.3.2, by which we can iterate our con-
struction without changing the size of the increment:
Proof. (of Proposition 2.3.2)
The proof of this remarkable fact uses the special structure of the X,,b spaces.
The main ingredient is the following fact, taken from [28]:
Theorem 1.2.5. "Consider two Banach spaces X <-+ Y and 1 < p, q oo and
an open interval I C R (which can equal R). Let (f,),>0 be a bounded sequence in
L (I,Y), and let f : I - Y be such that: fn(t) - f(t) in Y as n -+ oc for a.e.
t G I. If (fn)n>o is bounded in IP(I, X) and if X is reflexive, then f c LP(I, X) and
f|IILP(I,X) K liminf IIfnIIu(I,X)-"
We now work on the Fourier transform side. For o- > 0, we define:
h' := {(bn)nEz : (Z(1 + n|)2"Ibn|2); < }
IIbIIh- :-z (1(l + InI )2, IbnI12).
n
In this way, we get a Hilbert space, which is in particular a reflexive Banach space.
The set B := {v : IIVIIX.,b < R} is identified with the set:
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dT(1 + IT + n 2)2b( + Inl1) 2s i3(n T)12 < R2 1.,
with the metric given by:
d(3, C) := (E J dT(1 +IT+ n 21)2b(1 + I1) 2 ,5j3(n T) - z- (n, T)I2
We will now apply Theorem 1.2.5 from [28] with:
SX = h", Y = h' ,p = q = 2, I = R.
Let us now start with (u,)ro a sequence in B such that: u, -+ u as r -+ o in
X1,' and we want to argue that u E B.
Let us take:
fr(n, ) := (1 +|r + n2)b~lr(nT).
Then:
||fr|L2 hs < R.
The claim we want to prove is:
If I|L2h < R where f(n, r) := (1 + IT + n21)v(n, T).
We know that:
||Ur - UIIX1,b -+ 0.
Thus:
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E := {i5: Z x R C : E
||||fr(r) - f(r)||h 11L2 -+ 0.
Hence:
||f,(T) - f(T)||hi - 0 in measure as a function of T.
Thus, we can pass to a subsequence of (f,),>o which we again call (fr) such that:
IIf,(T) - f(T)I|hl -± 0 pointwise almost everywhere as a function of r.
In particular:
f,(T) -+ f(T) in h' = Y, for almost every T.
So:
f,(7) - f(r) in h' = Y, for almost every T.
Now, Theorem 1.2.5 from [28] implies that:
|If ||Lhi liminf fIIL2 h R. (2.175)
We now prove the Approximation Lemma.
Proof. (of Proposition 2.3.3)
With notation as in the statement of the Proposition, we consider n sufficiently
large so that:
M (<b) ~ M (<b), E(<b)- ~E(<b),| |<bn|H- ~ 111HS-
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Let us denote N(f) := If|2kf
With notation as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.1, we define:
S(t - t')N(v)(t')dt'.Lv := x6(t )S(t)<k - ix6(t)
Lv(") :=- x(t)S(t)4 - ix'(t)
I t
0~ lNv~)(fdl
From our earlier arguments, we can choose 6 = 6(s, E(4), M(<b)) > 0 sufficiently
small so that L has a fixed point v that coincides with u for t E [0, J], and which
satisfies:
1-2b'1
~IIXS,bI 5 C(s, E(4)), M(1 ))J 2 114)11,,, b' -2 (2.176)
Let us fix T > J. By just iterating the local well-posedness bound, we get that
for all t E [0, T]:
|Iu(t)|I|. < C(s, E(<b), M(<)) I|IHseC1(sE(<b),M(<b))T -. C (2.177)
Hence C2 = C2(s, E(<b), M(<b), ||bIIH-,T) > 0.
We can repeat the same for L, to obtain a fixed point v(*) which coincides with
U(") for t E [to, to + 6]. The J and C2 will remain equivalent to the ones chosen earlier.
Then:
liv - v(n)IX.,b = |iLv - Lnv"()I|X,w <
||xb(t)S(t)(b - x6(t)S(t)(kn||x., + IX6(t) j
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S(t - t')(N(v) - Nv")('dt|., <
c6b1 - <n||Hs + c3T0(P(IlVJl I) + P(*V~)IIX.,br))IIV - V ( I X.,b' .
Here, c > 0 is a universal constant, P is a polynomial of fixed degree such that
P(0)= 0, and ro > 0 is fixed (independent of b').
Hence, by (2.176), it follows that:
1-2b' 1-2b_ 1-2b||v-v(")||xsy < c ~ 2 J|-4|H.+cor0 (P(6 2 2H)+P(61  n IH IXS,b'
c1 |2b +-n|Hs ± a6P(61-2b' 
-_ 6 2 I( D IH 2 (n)I) (2.178)
The last inequality was obtained by combining (2.176) and (2.177).
We now choose J even smaller such that:
Zrp61-2b' 16OP(6 2 C 2 ) < -.
By choosing 6 even smaller, the previous estimate (2.176), and all the subsequent
estimates will remain otherwise unchanged. The new 6 = J(s, E(<), M(<), C2) > 0
now also depends on C2.
We obtain:
1-2b'
1v - Vt")|lx.y' < 2c5 2 |14| - <n|IH*-
By using (2.177), it follows that, this bound can be iterated on time intervals,
with the same 6. Namely, in the definition of L, Ln, we just have to consider Xs(. - r)
for an appropriate time translation r, and instead of 4, D, as initial data, we consider
U (r), U (r) respectively.
Furthermore, let us use the fact that: Xsb' "-+ L'H, to deduce that, for the large
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enough n we are considering, one has:
|u(t) - u(")(t)I|Hs < C1|<b - <bn|IHs-
Here, C = C(s, E(<b), M(<b), I|<bHs, T) > 0.
The claim now follows.
Remark 2.6.1. An Approximation analogous to Proposition 2.3.3 is also holds for
(2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) with the same proof.
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Chapter 3
Bounds on R
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Statement of the main results
In this chapter, we will study the defocusing cubic nonlinear Schr6dinger initial value
problem on R:
iUt + Au = Iuj2u, x E R, t c R
Ult=o = 4) c Hs(R).
(3.1)
Furthermore, we will study the Hartree initial value problem on R
i{t + AU
Ult=o = <b E
(V * 1u2)u, X c R, t c R (3.2)
Hs(R).
The assumptions that we have on V are analogous to the ones we had on S':
(i) V E L1(R).
(ii) V > 0.
(iii) V is even.
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We recall from [46, 84] that (3.1) is completely integrable. Therefore, if s = k
is a positive integer, one can deduce, by using a fixed finite number of conserved
quantities that there exists a function Bk : Hk - R such that for all t E R:
||U(t)||jH < Bk (<b). (3.3)
From the preceding observation, it makes sense to consider only the case when s
is not an integer. One notes that the uniform bounds for H' norms when s is not an
integer don't follow from the uniform bounds on the integer Sobolev norms if we are
assuming only that <b E Hs(R).
The result that we prove for (3.1) is:
Theorem 3.1.1. (Bound for the Cubic NLS) Suppose s > 1 is a real number. Let
a := s - [s] denote the fractional part of s. Suppose <b c H8 (R), and let u denote the
global solution to the corresponding problem (3.1). Then, there exists a continuous
function F, : Hs -+ R such that for all t c R:
|Iu(t)IIHs < Fs(<b)(1 + t|)'-.
Theorem 3.1.1 gives a solution to an open problem that was mentioned on the
Dispersive Wiki Website [113].
Unlike the one-dimensional cubic NLS, the Hartree equation doesn't have in-
finitely many conserved quantities. The following quantities are conserved under the
evolution of (3.2):
M(u(t)) f Iu(x,t)|2dx (Mass)
and
E(u(t))= JVu(x,t)|2dx+ f(V* |u12)(x,t)ju(x,t)|2dx (Energy)
We hence deduce that |Iu(t)|IH1 is uniformly bounded whenever u is a solution of
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(3.2). The bound that we prove is:
Theorem 3.1.2. (Bound for the Hartree equation) Let s > 1, and let u be the global
solution of (3.2). Then, there exists a function C,, continuous on H1 such that for
all t c R:
||u(t)IIH Cs(4)(1 + It|)s+|<D|Ha- (3.4)
Remark 3.1.3. As in the previous chapter, we can see that the focusing-type ana-
logues of Theorem 3.1.1 and Theorem 3.1.2 hold, if we suppose that the initial data is
sufficiently small in L2 . Namely, if we take ||4 |L2 sufficiently small, Theorem 3.1.1
holds for the focusing NLS on R. The continuity of the higher conserved quantities
is the same [46]. Furthermore, under the same smallness assumption, Theorem 3.1.2
still holds for (3.2) when the convolution potential is not necessarily non-negative, but
is still real-valued.
3.1.2 Previously known results
Let us note that the previously known techniques used to obtain polynomial bounds
on |Iu(t)IIH in [12, 27, 98, 99, 118] need either the assumption that s is a positive
integer, or that <b lies in a more regular space than H-. The reason for this is
that one wants to use an exact Leibniz rule for the operator D9 in order to cancel
certain terms which can't be estimated in the appropriate XS'b space. Hence, the only
bounds that one could previously obtain for ||u(t)||H., when u is a solution to (3.1)
are exponential in time. This is clearly far from a sharp bound, since the equation is
completely integrable.
Let us note that Theorem 3.1.2 would follow trivially if we knew that (3.2) scat-
tered in H9, since then all the Sobolev norms of solutions would be uniformly bounded
in time. The currently known techniques to prove scattering don't seem to apply in
this context though. Namely, the techniques from [49, 63] require for us to the have
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additional assumption that our solutions lie in weighted Sobolev spaces, and the ob-
tained bounds depend on these weighted Sobolev norms. Hence we can't argue by
density here. The methods from [56] require the initial data to belong to an appro-
priate subset of the Gevrey class. Finally, the techniques used in [85, 86] apply only
in dimensions greater than or equal to 5.
Recently in [42], it was shown that the defocusing quintic NLS on R:
iut + Au =| u|2u, x E R, t E R )
ult-o = <b C L 2 (R).
exhibits scattering in L 2. Hence, if 4 E HS(R), one obtains uniform bounds on
||u(t)||H.- More details on the persistence of regularity for scattering will be given in
the following chapter.
3.1.3 Main ideas of the proofs
Main ideas of the proof of Theorem 3.1.1
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 is to look at the high and low-frequency
part of the solution u as in [18], and to use the bound (3.3), which gives us uniform
bounds on integral Sobolev norms of u. In particular, we let N be a parameter, which
will be the threshold dividing the "low" and "high" frequencies, and we define Q to be
the projection operator onto the high frequencies. From (3.3), i.e. from the uniform
boundedness of the Ht-sJ of a solution, we can derive that for all times t:
11(1 - Q)u(t)||2. < B. (3.6)
Here B = C(4))N 2 a, where a := s - [s] C [0,1) is the fractional part of s. We
note that the exponent is then in [0, 2) and is not a multiple of s. We use the estimate
(3.6) to bound the low-frequency part of the solution.
One then has to bound ||Qu(t)||H-. For ti > 0, we look at the quantity:
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||Qu(t1)||i. -||Qu(to)||S i: ||Qu(t)||5 ,dt.
Since we are working on the real line, we can use an appropriate dyadic decom-
position and the improved Strichartz estimate (Proposition 3.2.2) to obtain a decay
factor of I-- in the above integral in time. The exact bounds we obtain are the
content of Proposition 3.3.4. At the end, we deduce that there exists an increment
J > 0, and C > 0, both depending only on the initial data such that for all to c R,
one has:
C
IIQu(to + 6) ||2 < (1 + N1 ) IQu(to)||.± B1. (3.7)
Here, B1 ,< -B.
The idea now is to iterate (3.7) for times to = 0, J,... , no, where n E N is an
integer such that n < N 1-.
Multiplying the obtained inequalities by appropriate powers of 1+ _ and tele-
scoping, we show that:
C
IIQu(no)||N. , (1+ N1)"||IQu(0)||. +B (3.8)
Since n < N 1-, we know:
(1 + n)" = 0(1).
Using the previous bound, (3.6) and (3.8), we can show that for all t c [0,n6]:
||u(t)1}|. < C||<2 + B.
Optimizing N in terms of the length of time interval [0, T] on which we are con-
sidering the solution, and noting that then B becomes the leading term, Theorem
3.1.1 follows.
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Main ideas of the proof of Theorem 3.1.2
The main argument is similar to the one given in Chapter 2. Given a parameter
N > 1, we will use the method of an upside down I-operator, followed by the method
of higher modified energies to define a quantity E2 (u(t)), which is linked to Iu(t) -
As before, our goal is to prove an iteration bound of the type:
E 2(u(to + 6)) < (1 + C )E2(U(to)). (3.9)
for all to E R, with 3, a > 0, and the implied constant all independent of to.
Due to the presence of the decay factor -, (3.9) can be iterated - N times
to obtain that E2 < 1 on a time interval of size - No. One then uses the relation
between E2 (u(t)) and Iu(t)|IHs to get polynomial bounds for ||u(t)IIH.-
The bound (3.9) is proved in a similar way as the corresponding estimate in
Chapter 2. In order to construct E2 , we need to consider the multiplier V) which is
defined by:
( 12 - (O(2))2 + (0(3))2 - (9(4))2)V( 3 + 4)
for some constant c when the denominator doesn't vanish, and @ := 0 otherwise.
Here, 0 is an appropriately smoothed out and rescaled version of the operator DS.
For details, see (3.58), (3.70), and (3.71). The key is then to obtain pointwise bounds
on such a 0. This is done in Proposition 3.4.2
We observe that the bound we obtain in Theorem 3.1.2 is better than the corre-
sponding bound in the periodic setting. This is a manifestation of stronger dispersion,
which is present on the real line. In this chapter, we will prove that on R, (3.9) holds
for a = 3-. We recall from Chapter 2 that the analogous estimate on S' holds for
a = 2-. Heuristically, the improvement is obtained by using the improved Strichartz
estimate, i.e. Proposition 3.2.2, which holds on the real line.
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Remark 3.1.4. The techniques of proof of Theorem 3.1.2 apply to the derivative
nonlinear Schr5dinger equation:
iut + Au = i( )
(3.10)
u(x, 0) = <(x), x E R, t E R.
The equation (3.10) occurs as a model for the propagation of circularly polarized
Alfvin waves in magnetized plasma with a constant magnetic field [103]. In order to
obtain global well-posedness in H', we need to have the smallness assumption:
<b||11 L < v'-r, (3.11)
From [68], we know that (3.10) is completely integrable. Hence, as for the cubic
NLS, it makes sense to bound only the non-integral Sobolev norms of a solution.
Bound for the Derivative NLS. For s > 1, not an integer, and <b E Hs(R),
satisfying the smallness assumption (3.11), there exists C(s, IIIH1) such that the
solution u of (3.10) satisfies:
|Iu(t)IIH- < 0(1 + ItI) 2s+ II4IIHs, for allt E R. (3.12)
The proof of (3.12) is quite involved. Unlike Theorem 3.1.1, we
recover uniform bounds on the integral Sobolev norms of a solution.
that we applied to the cubic NLS don't seem to work for the derivative
derivative in the nonlinearity. A sketch of the proof of (3.12) is given
of this chapter.
3.2 Facts from harmonic analysis
On R, we recall the following Strichartz estimate (c.f. [15, 106]).
||f||I ,< ||f||1,og 
.
are not able to
The techniques
NLS due to the
in Appendix C
(3.13)
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Interpolating between (3.13) and If||L2 =I |f Ixo'o, it follows that:
From Sobolev embedding, we deduce that:
||If|| ILrmL2 f o1X , +-
and:
Interpolating between (3.13) and (3.15), we obtain:
|If|IIL8L : If IX0, -
By an analogous proof as the localization estimate Lemma 2.2.1 in Chapter 2, we can
deduce the following localization bound for X,b spaces.
Lemma 3.2.1. If b C (0, 1) and s E R, then, for c < d:
(3.18)
where the implicit constant doesn't depend on u, c, d.
From [14, 31], we recall that on R, the following improved Strichartz estimate
holds:
Proposition 3.2.2. (Improved Strichartz Estimate) Suppose N1 > 0 and suppose
that f, g E X0,1+ (JR x R) are such that for all t E R:
supp f(t) G { ~ N1}, supp y(t) C {|H| < N1}.
Then, the following bound holds:
||fg||L ||f|| o,p ||1g lo,i+-
N12
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(3.14)
(3-15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
|lX[c,4 (tOf||~x->(RxR) e<. 0l flx-,b+(Rxa)
We observe the following consequence of Proposition 3.2.2:
Corollary 3.2.3. For f, g as in Proposition 3.2.2, one has:
1
||f g| 2+L2 < 1_||f | g| 0
NJ
Let us prove Corollary 3.2.3.
Proof. Let f, g be as in the assumptions of the Lemma. We observe that by H6lder's
inequality:
The last inequality follows from (3.17).
Given E > 0 small, we take:
2+
Then 0 E [0, 1] satisfies:
0. 1 1 1
- + (1 - 0). -=
4 / 2- E
By using interpolation and Proposition 3.2.2, we deduce that:
(N1--Illf||,o,34||g||l,o,l.)O(||f|| o,lg,||g||,o,l,)'-O<3N1-i llf||x,lqlxo,1|.
Since 0 = 1-, Corollary 3.2.3 follows.
In our analysis, we will have to work with X = X[to,to+s] (t), the characteristic
function of the time interval [to, to + 6]. It is difficult to deal with X directly, since this
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2
function is not smooth, and since its Fourier transform doesn't have a sign. Instead,
we will decompose x as a sum of two functions which are easier to deal with. This
goal will be achieved by using an appropriate approximation to the identity. We will
use the following decomposition, which is originally found in [31]:
Given # E C' (R), such that: 0 < # 1, f, q(t) dt = 1, and A > 0, we recall
that the rescaling #,X of # is defined by:
1 A#bA(t) := #()
We observe that such a rescaling preserves the L1 norm:
||#0||L' = ||#||L1-
Having defined the rescaling, we write, for the scale N1 > 1:
x(t) = a(t) + b(t), for a := x * N(3.19)
In Lemma 8.2. of [31], the authors note the following estimate:
||a(t)f||jo, , ,< N1"-'-|f| 11X,1+. (3.20)
(The implied constant here is independent of N1.)
On the other hand, for any M E (1, +oo), one obtains:
||b|ILy = ||x - X * 4 NN1 1 IILM < IIALM ± liX * q$1 -1 lILM
which is by Young's inequality:
<_ I|X||LM + IiXliLM1N 1-1IL1 = 2L1XlILM = C(M, X) = C(M,4)
To explain the fact that C(M, X) = C(M, <b), we note that x is defined as the char-
acteristic function of an interval of size J, and J, in turn, depends only on <D.
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If we now define:
bi (t) := |I>l(-r)|e idr. (3.21)
Since M c (1, oo), we know by the Littlewood-Paley inequality [45] that:
IblIILtM I~bIL
Then, the previous bound on IIbIILy implies:
Ib1IL C(M,D). (3.22)
We will frequently use the following modification of Proposition 3.2.2
Proposition 3.2.4. (Improved Strichartz Estimate with rough cut-off in time) Sup-
pose N1 > 0 and suppose f,g C X',"+(R x R) are such that for all t C R:
Let f1, g1 be given by:
Then one has:
1
IIfig1IL 2  __ (3.23)
NJ
The same bound holds if:
fi := If 1, 4i := I(xg)^1.
Proof. Let's consider the case when fi =I (xf)~f, i = . With notation as earlier,
let F1, F2 be given by:
F1 := |(af)~l, F2 := |(bf).
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supp f(t) 1 {|- N1}, supp y(t) C {|(|1 < N1}.
fi := |(Xf)~, S : l l
Then, by the triangle inequality, one has:
fi < F1 + F2.
Since fi, ji > 0, Plancherel's Theorem and duality imply that:
||figiH~ ll *-~ sup J ± 3 O~+ 2 ~~||c|| r +72+ 3=0 J_ +_2+_3=0
F(1,71 ) (62, 72)C (63, -r3)|d<j dr -+-
F2( I1, 71)4'1( 2, -r2)|c( 3, -r3)|d < d-rj
<; sup 1 i1T+3Oj--2~::
||SUP i1+72+73=0 jf1+2+b3=0
||cI|L2 1 J71+'r2+73=0 J(1+62+6=0
Since F1, F2, ii 0, it follows that the latter expression is ~ll. ||Fig1| IIL + IF2 91|1 |L2
Hence, it follows that:
||i1|2 < ||F191 2 + 1|F291||1 L .If191IIKt, r.$.0F191 IILt,X ± 'iX
By Proposition 3.2.2, by the frequency assumptions on F1 and vi, and by the fact
that taking absolute values in the spacetime Fourier transform doesn't change the
Xsb norms, we know that:
1|IF 191 IILtX rI -- !af| |,o,+ I|g||OI ,
NJ
We now use (3.20) to deduce that this expression is:
1
_ (No+
N11
Ix f I9 x)jIgIIXo,b+
This expression is:
1
N2
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(3.24)
f1((1,I 1)41(62, T2)|Ic( 3, T3)|d <jdry
f||IX,+ g,||g|,+1
On the other hand, let us consider c c LS. With notation as before, one has:
(F2 g1)~(1 ri)c(2, 2)djdTj
i +T2=0 J(1+ 2=0
f I (bf )~((1, r1)|1!S(62, T2) C(6 3 rsd(jdrg
37172730 E+62+63=0
J0+71+T2+73=0
b(-r)||If(61, r1 )||I(62, -T2)||Ic(3, -r)|ddrj := I
We then define the functions Gj, j = 1,..., 3 by:
G1 := If denti, it folows3 : aC
Recalling (3.21), and using Parseval's identity, it follows that:
b1(t)G1(x,t)G2(x, t)G3 (x, t)dxdt
JRxR
We choose M c (1, oo), and 2+ such that: -+ = 1. By an LM, L2+L2, L , Hlder
inequality, we deduce that:
I |b1||L ||G1G2|| ,24 |G3||L
We use (3.22), Corollary 3.2.3, and Plancherel's theorem to deduce that:
N< I1Idia1 ||f|| y ah omi xoll+ c 
By duality and by Plancherel's theorem, it follows that:
1
IIF2v1IIL2 < 1 ||f||,1 II||g|,o'1,
N? +
(3.25)
The case when fi := If 1, jj := |(Xg)~| is treated analogously. The Proposition now
follows from (3.24) and (3.25).
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Finally, let us recall the following Calculus fact, which is often referred to as the
Double Mean Value Theorem:
Proposition 3.2.5. Let f G C2 (R). Suppose that x,q, yt G R are such that [|,| I <
|xI. Then, one has:
if(x + y + p) - f(x + 9) - f(x + p) + f(x) ,< 7Ib|p||f"(x)|. (3.26)
The proof of Proposition 3.2.5 follows from the standard Mean Value Theorem.
3.3 The cubic nonlinear Schrodinger equation
3.3.1 Basic facts about the equation
The equation (3.1) has conserved mass and energy:
M(u(t)):= SIu(x, t)| 2dX (Mass) (3.27)
|Vu(x, t)|2dx + 1 Iu(x, t)|4dx (Energy)
The following local-in-time bound will be useful:
Proposition 3.3.1. Suppose that u is a global solution of (3.1). Then, there exist
J = 6(s, Energy, Mass), C = C(s, Energy, Mass) such that, for all to C R, there
exists v G X', + satisfying the following properties:
VIo[tto+51 = Ito,to+61, (3.29)
(3.30)
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E(u(t)) : (3.28)
7+ :5 CIIU(tO)IIH-IIVII'S'I
|1|V < C. (3.31)
Furthermore, 6 and C can be chosen to depend continuously on energy and mass.
The proof of Proposition 3.3.1 proceeds by an appropriate fixed-point method and
is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3.1 in Chapter 2. Furthermore, from the
proof, it follows that 6 and C depend continuously on energy and mass. We refer to
the mentioned proofs for details.
In the proof of the fact that F, as in the statement of Theorem 3.1.1, depends
continuously on the initial data, w.r.t. the H* topology, we will use the following:
Proposition 3.3.2. (Continuity of conserved quantities) Suppose n is a positive in-
teger. Let En denote the conserved quantity of (3.1), which, together with lower-order
conserved quantities, we use to bound the H" norm of a solution. Then E" is con-
tinuous on H". Moreover, one can construct a function Bn : H" -+ R that satisfies
(3.3) and is continuous on H".
The proof of Proposition 3.3.2 is given in Appendix A of this chapter.
Although we are starting with initial data 4, which we are only assuming belongs
to Hs, and hence with solutions of (3.1), which we only know belong to H', our
calculations will require us to work with solutions which have more regularity. Hence,
we will have to approximate our solutions to (3.1) with smooth ones, and argue by
density. The density argument is made precise by the following result:
Proposition 3.3.3. Suppose u satisfies (3.1) with initial data 4 G H*, and suppose
each element of (u(")) satisfies (3.1) with initial data (kn, where 4 E S(R) and
<bn _ (b. Then, one has for all t:
u(n)(t) Hsut)
The proof of Proposition 3.3.3 is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.3.3 from
Chapter 2. The proof is very similar, so it will be omitted.
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Proposition 3.3.3 allows us to work with smooth solutions and pass to the limit in
the end. Namely, we note that if we take initial data 4, as earlier, then, by persistence
of regularity, u(")(t) will belong to H (R) for all t. If we knew that Theorem 3.1.1
were true for smooth solutions, we would obtain, for all n E N, and for all t E R:
|Iu(")(t)||H. < F,(<b,)(1 +t)
By letting n -+ oo, and using Proposition 3.3.2 and the continuity of F, on HS, it
would follow that for all t E R:
||u(t)I|H| < F(<D)(1 +|t|)+.
We may henceforth work with <b E S(R), which implies that u(t) c H (R) for
all t. The claimed result is then deduced from this special case by the approximation
procedure given earlier. We will make the same assumption in our study of the
Hartree equation.
3.3.2 An Iteration bound and Proof of Theorem 3.1.1
Let u denote the unique global solution to (3.1). From the previous arguments, we
know that we can assume WLOG that for all t G R, u(t) E H (R). Our aim now is
to use uniform bounds on ||u(t)|IHk coming from (3.3) to deduce bounds on ||u(t) HS.
The key is to perform a frequency decomposition, similarly as in [18].
Let N > 1 be a parameter which we will determine later. We define the operator
Q by:
Qf(0) := XjQ Nf (0- (3-32)
We write s = k + a, for k E N, a E (0, 1). Using the definition (3.32) and (3.3), it
follows that:
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||I - Q)u(t)||H. , Nll(I - Q)u(t|Hk <
(3.33)
We will use (3.33) to estimate the low-frequency part of the solution.
The key now is to estimate the high-frequency part of the solution. This is done
by the following iteration bound:
Proposition 3.3.4. Let 6 = 6(<) > 0 be as in Proposition 3.3.1. Then, there exists
a continuous function C : H' - R such that for all to c R, one has:
|IQu(to + 6)||2 - IIQu(to)|2 N< IIu(to)||2
Before we prove Proposition 3.3.4, let us note how it implies Theorem 3.1.1.
Proof. (of Theorem 3.1.1 assuming Proposition 3.3.4)
Let us fix to C R. It follows that:
C(<b)
±N1 - |(I-Q)u(to)||28
By (3.33), it follows that:
C( ) 11(1 Q)u(to) |2 N N2cB 2(<) =: K(N4). (3.34)
If we multiply K by an appropriate constant, we can write, for all to C R:
|Qu(to + 6)||2. < (1 + N1-)) )Qu(to)|12. + K(N,<b). (3.35)
Given n C N, we take to = 0,6, 26,... , n6 and apply (3.35) to deduce the inequalities:
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< N"||u(t)||1Hk N"tBk(<b).
( <b+ ) 1 Ut 12(1+ N1- )|ut)H'S||QU(to + j)||12. <
||Qu() ||2.H
|jQu(26) ||.
IQu((n - 1)H).
||Qu(no)||H,
< (1+ )|QU(O)| 1 8 + K(N,
(1+ N-)||Qu(6)||
< (1 + N1- )||Qu((n
< (1 + N1_ )||Qu((n
H + K(N, <b)
2)J)||12. + K(N, <D)
1 )j)||2. + K(N, <D)
Let : 1+ .C() Let us multiply the first inequality by n-1, the second inequality
by 7n- 2 ,..., and the (n - 1)-st inequality by 7. We then sum to obtain:
+ N± _ )n||QU(O)|| . + K(N,<b)(1 (3.36)
Let us now consider n such that n ,< N-. For such an n, we have:
(1 + N1- ) O(R,(<D)). (3.37)
and hence:
(+ C(>))n _ 1
t R N O(N -R2(<b)).
N1-
We can take the functions R1, R2 : H1 -+ R to be continuous.
(3.38)
If we then combine
(3.34),(3.37),(3.38) with (3.36), it follows that:
IQu(no) 11. < R,1(<) IIQCD2. + R2(<b)N 2 B2(<b).
Hence, by continuity properties of Bk coming from from Proposition 3.3.2, and by
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+ _/ + - - - + _,"-1).||Qu(no)||12. < (1I
+ yn-1 _7-1 (1+ )
7 -1 (1+ ) - 1
the construction of R 1, R2, we can find a continuous function R 3 : H- -+ R such that
for all n < N 1-:
IQu(no)I|Hs R3 (<)(1 + N'). (3.39)
Combining (3.33) and (3.39), we deduce that there exists a continuous function
R4 : H5 a R, such that for all n 3 N, one has:
Iu(n6)||Hs < R4 (4)(1 + N').
Finally, by using appropriate local-in-time bounds on each of the n intervals of
size 6, it follows that there exists a continuous function R : H9 -+ R such that, for
all T < N 1-6, one has:
Inu(T)IH- R(<})(1 + N)" (3.40)
Let us now take:
T ~ N 1-J.
Then:
N ~ ).(
(This is the step in which we choose the parameter N.)
Consequently, since 6 = 6(<b) > 0 is a continuous function on H', it follows that
there exists a continuous function F, on Hs such that for T > 1:
||u(T)|IH- Fs(<b)(1+ T)a+
From local well-posedness, we get the same bound for times in [0, 1].
(3.41)
By time
reversibility, we also get the bound for negative times. Theorem 3.1.1 now follows.
El
Let us now prove Proposition 3.3.4
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Proof. We know that: Ut = iAU - ifUl 2u. Hence, we compute:
||HQu(t)||.= d S(D'"Qu(t), DSQu(t)) =2Re(DSQU, DSQNt)
= 2Re(DsQu, D'ut) 2Re(DSQu, iD'Au) - 2Re(D"Qu, iD(1U12U)) -
= -2 Im(DQu, D' (IU2 u)). (3.42)
We note that in the third equality, we used Parseval's identity and the definition of
Q to omit the operator Q in the second factor, and in the fifth equality, we argued
similarly and used the fact that
(DSQu, D'Au) = (DSQu, D'AQu) E R.
It is important to remark that this quantity is indeed finite since u(t) C H'. This
is what allows us to differentiate in time and use the previous formulae.
Hence, if we fix to E R, we obtain:
IIQU~to j)112. IIQU~t)112t+6 d I Ug)
H + | -|ftO| d|
S to 21m(DSQu, D' (Iu2 u))dt.
Thus, it suffices to estimate:
f 0+15| (D"Qu, D'(Iu 2 u))dt 1.
to+
Let v be the function we obtain by Proposition 3.3.1, if we are considering the time
to we fixed earlier. For the 6 > 0, which we obtain by Proposition 3.3.1, we denote:
X(t) := Xlto'to+'fl(t).
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Sto + ,to 
+ 6
t] (DQu,D'( I 2 u))dt - t (D'Qv, Ds(|v|2v))dt -
- j jx(t)DQvD(eve)dxdt.
With notation as in Section 2 for dyadic integers N1, N2, N 3, N4 , we define:
IN1,N2,N3 ,N4 :- X(t)D'QVN1 D'(T7NvN3, N)Ddxdt.
By definition of Q and the fact that 1 + 2 + 3 + 4= 0, ~,j Nj, we deduce that
IN1,N 2 ,N,N 4 is zero unless the following conditions hold:
N 1 > N. (3.43)
max{N 2 , N3, N4} > N1 . (3.44)
By Parseval's identity, the expression IN1 ,N 2 ,N3 ,N 4 is:
r"' i172+3+r4=0 (X(t)D'QvNj)('1, 71) ()2) T VN3 N4(2, T2) d~jdTj =
= 71+72+73+74=0 J1+ 2+ 3+ 4=0 (X(t)D4QvN=)0(6, 1i)
((2 + 3 + 4 (VN2  , 72) vCN (63, 73 (TN4 f4, T4 ) dcjdTj
So, by the triangle inequality:
|IN1,N2 ,N3,N4 1
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Then:
L71+72+ 3 +'r4=0 J,+(2+63+ 4=0
Ix(Xt)D'QvN1 (, 7)1 ( 2 + '3 -±4 2, 721
|v~ (3,73)||( )(, T4)I ddTj-
We now use a "Fractional Leibniz Rule", i.e. we note that:
(6+ 6 + )< (6 )9 + (6) + ( )
Hence, by symmetry 1, it suffices to estimate:
JN 1 ,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4
I (X(t)D'QvN1 1, i) I
./1±T-2±r3±14=0 f i+ 2 + 3+ 4 =O
J71+T2+3+r4=0 J1+ 2+3+ 4=0
Let us define:
F1(x,t) := fRU1
F2(x,t) := )
Fj(x, t) :=
(3.45)I (X(t)D'QvN1 ) , ) ei(x +tr)d dT.
j |(D'vN2f( , -)Iei(xt+t-r)ddr.
i~N( , T)Iei(x +tr)d di, for j = 3, 4.
(3.46)
(3.47)
fJR
'From the argument that follows, we see that the two other terms are estimated analogously.
The fact that the D' falls on a term with or without a complex conjugate doesn't matter in the
argument.
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((6)'J(TN2)-( 2, 72) 1) KN -7)-( 4 Tj <jdTj(6, T3)J I (TN
(X (t) D'QVN1 1(, TO1
(D-svN2-(2 , 2J CN(31 3,r31 I(N4) 4,4 T4) I d-
Hence, by Parseval's identity, since all the F are real-valued, we obtain:
JN1,N2,N3,N4 j j FF12F3F4dxdt. (3.48)
We consider the following Cases:
Case 1: max {N 2, N3, N 4} = N3 or max {N 2, N3, N4} = N4 .
Let us WLOG suppose that max {N 2, N3 , N4} =N 3 , since the case max {N 2, N3, N4} =
N4 is analogous. Here:
| JN1,N 2 ,N3 ,N4 1 - JN 1 ,N2 ,N 3 ,N4 , which is by (3.48) and by an Lt,, Lt,, L,, Lt , H5lder's
inequality:
1I|F1||Lt,||F2||1L4 || 3| || 4L =
=,F ||F|| |F|L4 ||F3||1Lt ||F4|1 L4 ,
which by using (3.14) is:
"' ||F1||,o,3+||F2||1,,t||F3|| o,3+||F4||,o,g+
By definition of the functions F, and by the fact that taking absolute values in
the spacetime Fourier transform doesn't change the Xs,' norm, it follows that the
previous expression is:
~l||X(t)D'QvN1 IX oi+ I|D~vN 2 Xo,g,+ I VN3 11Xo,3+ JIVN 4 11XO,3+
From Lemma 3.2.1 and the fact that !+ < , this expression is:
< IIDsQvNi IXo,3++IIDvN2 I X0,3+ j VN 3 IXO,3+ IIVN 4 IXO,3+
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<: ||D'QvN1 j o,,3++||D~vN2 j go, + ' UIN311X1, 3+ 0 N4 1 X0,33 +INT
< - ||1v||2 1|v|2N3  X X1' ±
From Proposition 3.3.1, we bound this by:
SC(<b)
N3 ||u(to)||HI - (3.49)
Let us observe that in this case, we have:
N3 ;> N2 , N4 and N 3 > N1 > N.
Hence, we have obtained a favorable decay factor of .
Case 2: max{N 2, N3, N4 } = N2.
Subcase 1: N2 > N3, N4 .
Since E> (= 0 and |(g ~ Nj, it follows that Ni ~ N2. Hence:
N1 ~ N2 > N and Ni ~ N2 > N3, N4 . (3.50)
In this subcase, we will have to argue a little bit harder. The main tools that we
will use will be the improved Strichartz estimate Proposition 3.2.2, and its modifica-
tion, Proposition 5.2.5.
We use (3.48) and an L 2, L2, H5lder inequality to deduce that:
|JN1,N2,N3,N41 1 ||F1F3 ||1L2|F 2F4 ||L2
By the assumption on the frequencies, (3.45), (3.46), (3.47), Proposition 5.2.5 and
Proposition 3.2.2, this expression is:
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11
< ( |D"QUNi 0Xo, l+ 0 N3 H0,i+ 1 1 ||JDUN2j go,i+ 0 UN4 j Xo, 1+ -
Nj N22
By (3.50), this expression is:
N1
We now use Proposition 3.3.1 to deduce that in Subcase 1, one has:
1JN,N 2,N3,N41 < N_ |u(to)I|2 S. (3.51)
By (3.50), we notice that in this Subcase is again a favorable decay factor
2
Subcase 2: N2 ~ N3 > N4 or N2 ~ N4 > N3 .
Let us consider WLOG the case when N2 ~ N3 > N 4, since the case N2 - N 4 > N3
is analogous. By the same argument as in Case 1, it follows that:
|JN1 ,N2,N3,N41 s8 + X1,}+
Since N3 ~ N2 , it follows that:
|JN1,N2,N3 , N4 < 1
C(<b) 2
< |Iu(to)||2.. (3.52)
N2H
In this Subcase, - is an acceptable decay factor.
Combining (3.51) and (3.52), it follows that in Case 2, one has the bound:
W JN1,N2,N3,N4 in the ~ 2icHiege (3.53)
We now combine (3.49), (3.53) and sum in the dyadic integers Nj, keeping in mind
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the assumptions (3.43), (3.44), and the assumptions of each case. It follows that:
1E JN1,N2,N3,NV4 '5 N1- 1U(tO)1Ha-
Nj
Hence, by construction of JN 1 ,N 2 ,N3 ,N4 , we deduce:
IN1,N2,N,N4I: N 1- Hu(toIHs.
Nj
The fact that C(4) depends continuously on <b w.r.t the H 1 topology follows from
Proposition 3.3.1, as well as the same continuous dependence of 6, energy, mass, and
the uniform bound on the H 1 norm of u. Proposition 3.3.4 now follows. L
3.4 The Hartree equation
3.4.1 Definition of the D operator
As in the case of the cubic NLS, we will take 4 C S(R) in order to rigorously justify
all of our calculations. The general claim follows by density and the Approximation
Lemma, i.e. Proposition 3.3.3 applied to (3.2).
The same iteration argument that we used for the cubic equation doesn't work
for (3.2), since the only conserved quantities that we have at our disposal are mass
and energy. We now adapt to the non-periodic setting the upside-down I-method
approach that we used on S' in Chapter 2.
We first define o : R -+ R by:
Bo(() : ,if |(| > 2 (3.54)
1, if |(| < 1.
We extend 00 for 1 < |I| 2 such that 0 is even, smooth on R, and such that it is
non-decreasing on [0, +o). By construction, we then obtain:
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11( 1< 100(0_
Oo(x + y) < Oo(x) + 0(y).
Suppose now that N > 1 is given. Then, we define:
OW := 0(
Hence:
(e) := (II)", if (| > 2N
1, if | N.
From (3.55),(3.56), and (3.57), we obtain:
101< 10__0_
O(x + y) ,< 0(x) + 0(y).
Having defined 0, we define the D-operator by:
Df(() :=()f
One then has the bound:
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(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)
(3.58)
(3.59)
(3.60)
(3.61)
(3.62)
||Df||JL2 < |f1. ;< N'||Df||;. (
Let u denote the global solution of (3.2). We then have the following result:
Proposition 3.4.1. Given to G R, there exists a globally defined function v : R x R -+
C satisfying the properties:
Vl [to'to+5= uI[to,to+31.- (3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
Moreover, 6 and C can be chosen to depend continuously on the energy and mass.
The proof of Proposition 3.4.1 is analogous to the proof of Propositions 2.3.1 and
2.4.1 from Chapter 2 and it will be omitted.
The point is that all the intermediate estimates that hold in the periodic setting
carry over to the non-periodic setting. Since V E L'(R), we know that V E L (R),
so one can directly modify the proof for the cubic NLS to the Hartree equation as
before.
3.4.2 An Iteration bound and proof of Theorem 3.1.2
As in the periodic case, let:
El (u (t)) := ||DU(t)||2
Then, arguing as in Chapter 2, we obtain, that for some c E R:
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3.63)
||v||1,,g 1 C(s, E(<b), M(<b)).
||Dollyo,'l :5 Cs, E(<b), M(<b))||'DU(to)||y.
-E'(u(t)) = cidt ((6((1))2 - (0( 2))2 + (0( 3))2 - (6((4))2)
V( ±3 + 4) 1 U U( d(j.
Recalling the notation from the Introduction, as in Chapter 2, we consider the
following higher modified energy
E2(U) := El(u) + A4 (M4; U). (3.68)
The quantity M4 will be determined soon.
The modified energy E2 is obtained by adding a "multilinear correction" to the
modified energy E' considered earlier. In order to find AE 2(U), we need to find
dA 4 (M4 ; u). Thus, if we fix a multiplier M4 , we obtain:
d
-A 4 (M4 ; u) =dt
=-A(M 4 ( 2 _ -$+ 2_ 4); U)
[M4 ( 123, 4 5, $)V(, i + 2)
M4 ((1,7234,1, )V (±2 + MI)±  1 64 V(6 + 4)
-M 4 (, 12, 3, (456)V(4 + (1) U U U U (3.69)
With the setup (3.67) and (3.69), we can use higher modified energies as in in the
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(3.67)
-Ii 1+(2+ 3+ 4+ 5+(6=0
periodic setting. Namely, it follows that if we take:
(3.70)
where IV is defined by:
P : F4 -+ R
if 2
- ( + '3 - (2 # 00(ote))2-wise.O(4))2 +
0, otherwise.
for an appropriate real constant c. One then has:
dE2(u) = -iA (M 6; u).
where:
M6((1, 2,3, , 5,( + '6) : M 4((12, 4, 5, 6)V( 1 + 2)
-M4 ((1, 6234,1 (5,7) (62 + 63) + M4( ( 2, 7 345, 1 de (63 + (4)
-M 4( 1, (2, (3, ( 456) V( 4 + )
The key to continue our study of E 2(u) is to deduce pointwise bounds on T. We
dyadically localize the frequencies as |J(| ~ N. We then order the Nj8 in decreasing
order to obtain: N1j* 2 N2* N3* > N*. Let us show that the following result holds:
Proposition 3.4.2. (Pointwise bound on the multiplier) Under the previous assump-
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(3.71)
(3.72)
(3.73)
1If N2* >> N3*, '1 =O 26(N*)6(N2*)).(N1*)
If N* N, = 1O((N1*6(N*)(N*)N*N*)(Nfl)3 2 34
In the proof of Proposition 3.4.2, the following bound will be useful:
Lemma 3.4.3. Suppose that |x| > ly|. Then, one has:
I( (x))2 - (O(y)) 2 j (IX 
(O(X))2
lxi
We prove Proposition 3.4.2 and Lemma 3.4.3 in Appendix B of this chapter.
Using Proposition 3.4.2 and arguing as in Chapter 2, we deduce that, whenever u
is a global solution of (3.2), one has:
E2 (u) ~ E1 (u). (3.76)
Arguing as in Chapter 2, the key is to deduce the following bound:
Lemma 3.4.4. For all to E R, one has:
|E 2 (u(to + j)) - E 2 (u(to))l < N3_ E 2 (u(to)).
We see that Theorem 3.1.2 follows from Lemma 3.4.4:
Proof. (of Theorem 3.1.2 assuming Lemma 3.4.4)
By Lemma 3.4.4, there exists C > 0 such that for all to E R, one has:
E 2(u(to + j)) <; (1 + N )E2(U(to)). (3.77)
Using (3.77) iteratively, we obtain that 2 VT> 1:
2 Strictly speaking, we are using (3.66) to deduce that we can get the bound for all such times,
and not just those which are a multiple of 6.
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tions, one has:
(3.74)
(3.75)
E 2(u(T)) < (1+
Let us take:
For such a choice of T, one has:
3) F 3- E2(p
T~N 3-. (3.78)
E2 (u(T)) < E2(<b). (3.79)
Using (3.63), and (3.76), it follows that:
||u(T)||IH. < N"E 2(u(T)) < NE 2 (<b) < N'l114 1|HS
(3.80)
Since for times t c [0, 1], we get the bound of Theorem 3.1.2 just by iterating the
local well-posedness construction, the claim for these times follows immediately. Com-
bining this observation, (3.80), recalling the approximation result, and using time-
reversibility, Theorem 3.1.2 follows. 0
We now prove Lemma 3.4.4.
Proof. Let us WLOG consider to = 0.
(3.72), we write:
E2(U(6)) - E 2 (u(0)) =
The general case follows analogously.
1 d 1E2 (u(t))dt = -i A6(M6 ; u)dt.
We recall (3.73), and we use symmetry to deduce that it suffices to bound:
Jo 6 M4 ( 1 23 , 4, 5,6)V ( l + W(J(1 U 2 _( 4)Wu (W~d dt.
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By
f ,+-+ 6=0
< A+II(DIIH- < (I+ T)1+114,11HS.rNd r%'
Let v be as in Proposition 3.4.1, and let X = X(t) = Xlo,s(t). The above expression is
then equal to:
jo6 M 4(1 23, 4, 5, )V(61 + 2 5 X 6
((V *|V12)V)~( 1, 71)-( 2, _2)9( 3,_3) (x))~(4, r4)d jdrj.
Let Nj,j= 1,... 4, be dyadic integers. We define:
IN1,N2,N3,N4 := j1-I2+6+64=0
((V * |v12)v)~N1  1 (4,T4)ddjdj
We want to bound IN1 ,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4 . Let us define by N; the appropriate reordering of the
Nj. We know:
N* ~ N2*, N* > N. (3.81)
We have to consider two Big Cases:
Big Case 1: N2* > N*.
Big Case 2: N2* ~ N3*.
Big Case 1:
From Proposition 3.4.2, in this Big Case, we have the bound:
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J ,+-+ 6=0
= f1+---+T4=0 J 1+ 2+63+ 4=0
M4(11,2 63, 614)
M4(67 1, 63 W4
N1*)0(N2))-
We consider several Cases:
Case 1: N* ~ N1 (and hence N2* ~ Ni).
Let us assume WLOG that:
N* N2,N N3,N* N4.
The other cases are analogous.
By using (3.95), we deduce:
|IN1,N2,N3,N4 I 1Nf2 O($1 ±'2 + (3)6(N2*)
|V,7)|(62, Tr2)||F(6, 73)||DN2 (4, -r41 N3 ( 5, 75) 1(X -N4 ( 6, 76) 1<j -
From (3.61), we know that:
0(1 + 2 + 3) . 0(61) + 0(2) + 0((3).
By symmetry, we need to bound:
INvN2,N3, N4
I ((1)6(N*)
Jr+.--+r6 =O L1+-- 6 =O,1 1 +2+ 3 |~N1 (N*)2
( 1, |(6, 72)||i(6,73)|| N2 ( 4, T4 N3 ( XV) N4 (6, 76)jdjdTj <
/ / 12|(Dv)~((1 T)
nr+---+-o 11+-+ 6=0,it1+62+bslN (N*)217T I
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M4 = O((N1)0( (3.82)
f,+---+76=0 1 1+-+ 6=o,1 1+62+6sl~N1
|( 2,1 T2)|| 0(6 3,73)||I(E)~N2 ( 4, T 4)1 N3( 5, T 5)k1 ( N4 (06, 6 d~jd j-
Now, |1i + (2 + 13 ~ N, hence:
max{|i l ,| 2|1, 163|} N1.
We have to consider several subcases:
Subcase 1: 1Ki I N1.
The contribution toINi,N2,N3,N4 in this subcase is:
75) 1)
// 1< ,*2 >I(V)Ni (61, T1) UN3 
(65,
n7++7-6=0 11+-. + 6=0(N*
(|(DM)~N2 (04,74 I XD) N4 {06,7-6) 1)102,T21 U(03,3 TO jdiTj
= FlF 2F3F4F5F6dxdt.//fR(N*)2
For the last equality, we used Parseval's identity for the functions Fj, which are chosen
to satisfy:
i = (Do)~>Ni -N 3 13 I (Dv) N2 1 Xv4  ( V) N4 -, T5
We now use an L , L , L' Hblder inequality, Proposition 3.2.2, Proposition
5.2.5, and (3.16) to see that this expression is:
1__ 1 1
N1 1N || o,g ||vI|2o,g)(N2 Doll vl| o,g)||iv|2
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(N*)3- X 7
< (N1 E2(u(O)).
r'(Nfl)3 - (3.83)
Subcase 2: |2 > N 1.
The contribution toN1,N2,N3,N4 in this subcase is:
ff 21 |(DV)~(1, 71)||(V)~N1 (2, 72)1
J1+-.+r=0 J1+.-+6=O (N*)
(I (DfJ)~N2 ( 4 , 741 (XV) N,4 ( 6, 76)1 31 -r3) N3 ( 5, 75) Id~j dTj
We argue similarly as in the previous Subcase, but we now use an L 4, L , L 2, LO, LO
H6Lder inequality and Proposition 5.2.5 to deduce that the previous expression is:
(N*)2|DN N2 |
< , E2 (u(O)).
(N*)- (3.84)
(We note that we used the fact that IIv>N1IIXo,+ 1, -l IVII,,+)
Subcase 3: |(3| > N1 .
Subcase 3 is analogous to Subcase 2, and we get the same bound on the wanted
contribution.
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(N*) "-||2 l X ||v||
Case 2: N3* ~ N 1 or N2 ~ N 1. Let us WLOG consider the case N* ~ N 1. (the
case N4* ~ N 1 is analogous) Let us also WLOG suppose:
N>* ~ N 2, N* N 3 , N4 .
Arguing similarly as earlier, we want to estimate:
I O(N2)O(N3)
nI+---+Nr=0 f1+-..+ 6=0,it1+e2+61|N1 (N*)2
e(2, 2)||(6, 731N ( 4, 74 N3 (6, 75 X5 N4 (6, 76 Tj
We write:
V v(N*)4 + V>(N*) *
We consider the following subcases:
Subcase 1: es1ti e 1 < (N*)2.
We have to estimate:
1
N 2(N 2)9(N 3)(N*)2
|<N*<(6 $, Tr2)1 <i* (3 73 N ( 4 , T4) UN3 (6, 75)1 (XV N4 (6 76 Oi
1 <(N 1,1 )I71) N 2 ( 4, T4)
+- O 1+---+e6=0,e1+e2+3|~N1 (N*)2 <( 71
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/ 7+---+,r6=0 1,+ -- +(6=0,l(1+b2+b3|~Ni
(I (DO N,, (6, 7011 (XVTN4 (6, 10 1) 1 V i ( 2, -r2) I d -rj<<(N*) 71 (6) 7-01 li2 7(N I*)
We apply an L[, L -, L, Lo Halder inequality, Proposition 3.2.2, and Proposi-
tion 5.2.5 to deduce that the above expression is:
1 1 1
(N*)2 (N ||v||,o,p+IDvI|,y O) ( 1 Do o,p||v||yo,y)||+l
(N<*)3_ ||DvI2 v|
< (N1 E2 (u(O)).
r'(N;*)3- (3.85)
Subcse 2: max{hn, 16|1 ,|3| > (Nl*)2.
We consider WLOG when |1| > (N*)'2. The other two cases are analogous.
Hence, we have to estimate:
( 2 (N2)0(N3)
nr+.--+'r=0 1 1+-+ 6=o,1 1+ 2+(s|~N1 (NI* )2
|,(N*}) 17 677-110 02,U2$3, -3) I JN2 (04, -4) [Ns, (05, -5)1I XV N4 ( 6,7-6) ~jdiTj
f f 1(N;) 2 1>(N, ) (61, T1)I I (DfN 2 (C4, 74)1n r+---+'r6=0 f 1+---+Cts=0,1C1+ 2+Ct|~N1 (i)~1
((DV)~N3 (5, T5)II XSO N, ( 6,7T6) I 02If), 72)11(03,73 Id jd j
We use an L'2, L 4, L LO, L" H6lder inequality, and Proposition 5.2.5 to deduce
that this expression is:
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1
g+ Xo,+1 x (N3 )~ 9+ 2 p)||v l
(N*)3-||Dol|12 I+ y||V||
Here we used the fact that |v 1 ( ) III,+-
H c the ci f this Su
Hence, the contribution from this Subcase is:
(3.86)
Combining (3.83), (3.84), (3.85), (3.86), it follows that the contribution to INi,N 2 ,N,N 4
coming from Big Case 1 is:
(3.87)
Big Case 2: We recall that in this Big Case N2* - N3*
From Proposition 3.4.2, we observe that in Big Case 2, one has:
1
= O(( (N*)(N*)N*N*)M4 4) 0( (N;*)3 ON (3.88)
In Big Case 2, we argue in the same way as we did for the Hartree equation on
S' in Chapter 2. The same argument in this chapter implies that the contribution to
INi,N 2 ,N,N 4 coming from Big Case 2 is:
1
O((N1) E2 (u(O))). (3.89)
We refer the reader to the proof in Chapter 2 Let us note that in the periodic
setting, we could only get a decay factor of 1 .
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1 x
< (13 E 2(U(0)).
O ( 3 E2(u (0))).(N*)3-
We use (3.87),(3.89),(3.81), and sum in the Nj to deduce Lemma 3.4.4 for to = 0.
By time-translation, the general claim follows. 0
Remark 3.4.5. If we use the method of proof of Theorem 3.1.1 for the Hartree
equation (here we just use mass and energy as conserved quantities), we can obtain
the bound ||u(t)|Hw < C(1 + |t)(S-1)+, which is a weaker result than Theorem 3.1.2
when s is large.
3.5 Appendix A: Auxiliary results for the cubic
nonlinear Schrodinger equation
In Appendix A, we prove Proposition 3.3.2
Proof. By continuity of Energy and Mass on H1 , both of the claims clearly hold for
n = 1. For higher n, we will need to work directly with the higher conserved quantities
of (3.1). One can explicitly compute these quantities by means of a recursive formula.
The formula that we use comes from [46, 84]. Let u be a solution of (3.1). Let us
define a sequence of polynomials (Pk)k>1 by:{P1 :=||2 (3.90)
Pk+1 := -iii-2(f- - PPkl, for k > 1.
Then, for all k > 1, f Pk dx is a conserved quantity for (3.1).
For the details, we refer the reader to [46], more precisely to Page 53, where it
is noted that formulas (4.19),(4.20),(4.34) in the textbook still remain valid for our
equation. Let us now explicitly compute:
P 2  -AU-U.P2 x
(9X2 2
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03
P 4 = in U - ilu|2Ox3  Ox
The conserved quantity corresponding to Pi is:
J P1 dx- J Iu2dx - Mass.
For the conserved quantities corresponding to P2, P3 , we integrate by parts to obtain:
P 2 dx = J( X u - u u)dx ~ Momentum.
P3 dx J u|2dx + JuI4dx Energy.
So, we recover the well-known conserved quantities this way.
We argue by induction to deduce that:
n-1
Again, by induction, we obtain that each lower-order term contains in total at most
n - 3 derivatives. It follows that the conserved quantity we want to study is:
En(u) := P2n 1, dx = c u|2dx ± l.o.t.
Here, each lower-order term is the integral of a polynomial in x-derivatives of u, U
containing in total at most 2n - 2 derivatives. If we integrate by parts, we can arrange
so that at most n derivatives fall on one factor, and that at most n - 2 derivatives
fall on all the other factors combined. By using H6lder's inequality 3 and by Sobolev
embedding, there exists a polynomial Q = Qn(x) s.t.
En(u) ;> C(IU||2n - Qn (IuHn-1)I UIIHn)- (3-91)
3we estimate the factor with the most derivatives, and an arbitrary other factor in L2 ; the rest
of the factors we estimate in L'
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Similarly, if we also use multilinearity, it follows that there exists a polynomial R"
in (x, y) s.t.
JEn(u) - E(V)| < (||ulIHn + JIV0IHn) Iu - VIIH--
Rn(||uIIHn-1, HVIH-1 )Iu - VIIH- (3.92)
The fact that E, is continuous on H" follows immediately from (3.92). This proves
the first part of the claim.
Furthermore, if we define:
E(U) := En(U) + IIuI|2,
then, by (3.91), it follows that:
E,(u) > C,(|||H" - Qn(jUIIH"-1)0IIujHn)-
This bound in turn implies:
UIIlIIn (Qn(IJUIU Hn-1) + ( HQn(IIuIIHn-1))2 (3.93)
We finally define:
Bn(<b) := (Q(B._1(<b)) + (Qn(Bn_1(D)))2 + (3.94)
We combine the fact that E, is continuous on H", conservation of mass, (3.93), and
argue by induction to deduce the second part of the claim if we define Bn as in (3.94).
0
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4
+ C E~(U) .
E f (<b) 
.
3.6 Appendix B: Auxiliary results for the Hartree
equation
We first prove Proposition 3.4.2 assuming Lemma 3.4.3.
Proof. Let us first recall that:
Vc L. (3.95)
As before, we consider Jj I ~ Nj for dyadic integers N1, N 2, N3 , N4 . We order the N
to obtain N, for j = 1, ... , 4, s.t. N* > N2* > N* > N*. Let's recall the localization
(3.81). By symmetry, let us also consider WLOG N* ~ N1 .
We consider the following cases:
Case 1: N2* > N3*.
We must consider several subcases:
Subcase 1: N2 ~ N2.
Since 1 + 2+3 +(4 = 0, we obtain:
| - (n + Su - ca= 2|,1 + 2)((1 + e4)|. (3.96)
In this Subcase, this expression is:
~N*|1 +2|-
By Lemma 3.4.3, we know:
((1))2 < 6(N*)(N2*2| N*
Similarly, assuming WLOG that |3| ;> |(41, we use Lemma 3.4.3, and the fact that
(0b))2 < (O(>2 )2 if |(3 > N, and (9( 3))2 _ (9( 4))2 = 0, if |31 < N to deduce that:
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(6((1))2 - (6( 2))2| <
- (( $(N* N1 *)(N2* ) - (N*) (N*)((6b3n -- l (as4t2| t + b4oud N1* = 6 + 6 N1*
Combining the last three bounds and (3.95), we obtain:
(3.97)
Subcase 2: N2* ~ N3 .
In this subcase, we don't expect any cancelation in neither the numerator nor the
denominator. So, we just estimate the numerator as O(O(N*)O(N2*)), and we estimate
the denominator as ~ (N*)2 . Consequently:
0 = 1 O(N*)6(N*))-(Nf)2
Case 2: N2* ~ N3*.
As before, we consider two subcases:
Subcase 1: N* >> N4*.
It suffices to WLOG consider when N2* ~ N2, N3* ~ N3, N4* ~ N4 .
We have:
|(2 -- (2 + (2 - (42l = 2| ((1 + (2) ((1 + (4)| N1*|1 + 2|
We argue now as in Subcase 1 of Case 1 to obtain:
IV = O((N1)2(N*)60(N*))-
Since N3* - N*, in this subcase, we obtain:
S2 N = N 1 (N-*)N(N*)N3-
Subcase 2: N1* ~ N2* ~ N3* ~ N4*.
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(3.98)
(3.99)
0( = O(N*2(N*)6(N*)).
We know:
|1 2 - $2 + 2 _ til~ 2 1)6+ |
We must consider several sub-subcases.
Sub-subcase 1: 16 +61 < 1, 16 + 61 < 1.
Since 61 + 2 + 6a + 4 0, we get:
+ (6 +6) -
6+(6 + )= -62
6+ (6l +6 ) + (6 + W)= 6.
From the previous identities, the Double Mean Value Theorem (3.26), and (3.60), we
obtain that:
l(6(,))2 - (0(2))2 + (O(6))2 - (o(4))2
=(0(6+ (6li+i 2) + (6 +)))2 _ ((6+ ( + )))2+ (6(+ (6+ 2)))2 _ ((4))21
<$I C,+ 21 I +±1 (2) ('3)I < IC + 21 I , + 4 1k312
9(N1*)9(N)
So, in this sub-subcase, we obtain that:
S= O(( ~f26( Nl*)O(N*)) =
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- 0( (*4(N*)6(N*)N*N4)(N;*) 4
Sub-subcase 2: |1 + 4| > 1.
Here:
|2 _ ( + ( - ( | 2|1 + 62|6 + (4| >|1 + 62 =1| + 14|.I
Hence, by Lemma 3.4.3:
0(((1)) - (O( 2))2
= O0(O((1))2) 
=
+ |(6(3))2 - (6((4))2)
1 + (4|
O( (N*)6(N*))=
1
O((N1)36(N*)6(N*)N*N*)(N;*)3 2 3
Sub-subcase 3: |1j + (2| >.
We group the terms in the numerator as:
((O(W1))2 - (o((4))2) + ((O( 3))2 - (6(2))2)
Then, we argue as in the previous sub-subcase to obtain:
0( 1
(N*)3 N*)0(N2 )N3N)
Let us now prove Lemma 3.4.3.
Proof. We have to consider five cases:
1. N < ly|, 2N < IxI.
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(3.100)
(3.101)
(3.102)
2. N < lyI < lxi < 2N.
3. |yl < lxi < N.
4. |yl < N, 2N < lxi.
5. yl < N <; x < 2N.
We consider each case separately:
1. |(O(x)2 - (6(y)) 2l <_ (lxi - lyl) sUp[IYx] l(02)'(z)l < (lxi - ly) sUP[N,IxI| 1(02)I(Z)l
By using (3.59), this expression is:
< (x - lyl)
(1Xl -1Yl
(O(z))2
sup ( )IN,II Iz
s zi 2s-1
2N, IxI N2
< x| - lyl)
- (lxi- lI) iN|2s-1N2s
(9(z))2
sup ( ) =
[2N,ixjl i Zi
-(OIl- 1Y(9(X)j2lXI
2. |(9(x))2 - (0(y)) 21 <; (lxi - ly) sUp[,1,1X1I |(02)'(z)| < (lxi - lyI) supiix (((Z))
For z E [iy|,| xi], one has:
(6(z))2 (0(N)) 2  (0(x))2
Hence, we get the wanted bound in this case.
3. In this case: (0(x)) 2 - (0(y)) 2 = 0.
4. |(N(x))2 - (T(y))2 | = |$ - (0(N)) 2 |, and we argue as in the first case.
5. |(0(x))2 - (0(y)) 2I = |(9(x))2 - (9(N)) 2 1, and we argue as in the second case.
Lemma 3.4.3 now follows.
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3.7 Appendix C: The derivative nonlinear Schr6dinger
equation
In this Appendix, we give a brief sketch of the proof of (3.12).
We don't consider derivative nonlinear Schr6dinger equation directly. Rather, we
argue as in [61, 64, 65], and we apply to (3.10) the following gauge transform:
gf(x) := e-iflI 2df(x) (3.103)
For u a solution of (3.10),we take w : u. Then, it can be shown that w solves:
iWt + Aw = -imhiv - .IwI4w
w(x, 0) = wo(x) = G4(x), x e R, t E R.
(3.104)
The equation (3.104) has as a corresponding Hamiltonian:
E(f) := J &f Oxfdx - Im J f fOf dx. (3.105)
Although the problem is not defocusing a priori, in [31],[32], it is noted that the
smallness condition (3.11) guarantees that the energy E(w(t)) is positive and that it
gives us a priori bounds on I|w(t)||H1.
It can be shown that the gauge transform satisfies the following boundedness
property:
Gauge transform bound. For s > 1, there exists a polynomial P = P(x) such
that:
IGfIH* Ps(Ifj H11fIHa,
||G-1f||H" < Ps(Ilf jH1j JHs--
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From the bi-continuity of gauge transform, and the uniform bounds on Iw(t) IH1, it
suffices to prove for solutions of (3.104) the bounds that we want to hold for solutions
of the derivative NLS.
One can show that a local-in-time estimate, analogous to Proposition 3.4.1, holds
for (3.104). The key is to use the following:
Trilinear Estimate. Let s > 1, b E (, ], b' > ', then for vi, v 2 , v 3 : R x R -+ C, the
following estimate holds:
Iviv2(v3)|IIX.,b-1 < lvi IIX1,b' 1V2 Ix1,'I11 lx.,b'
+|vI||xlbIIV2||x.,bI|Iv3|IX1,b1 + viIIX.,b'1V2 l x1,b' IIv3 lx1,g. (3.106)
This estimate is the analogue of Proposition 2.4. in [104], where the identical
statement is proved in the context of low regularities. The proof for s > 1 is similar,
with minor modifications.
We now argue as in Theorem 3.1.2, by using the technique of higher modified
energies. We define El as before. We consider the higher modified energy E2 given
by:
E2 (w) := El(w) + A4(M4 ; w). (3.107)
Using the equation (3.104), it follows that a good choice for the multiplier M4 on
the set F4 is:
M4 ~ (6((1))2(3 + (( 2))2(4 + (0(3))2(1 + (((4))22 (3.108)
We define the ordered dyadic localizations Nj as before. With this notation, one
can show the following:
Multiplier bound. On F4, one has the pointwise bound:
IM41,< 1(N*)6(N*) (3.109)
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By construction of M4, we obtain:
d
-E 2 (w(t)) d)
A6 (- 6; w) + A6(M6; w) + As(Ms; w).
Here:
0-6 ( ())2 2 (O(W )2 + (9(3))2 __ ((4))2 ± (O(W )2 _ (g( 6))2.
M6 ~ M4(6123,7 4,1 6, (6)(2 + M4 (61,(2341, 3,6)(3
+ M4 (61, 62, 345 ,(s)(4 + M4 (6)1, 2,63, 456)( 5
M8 ~ M4(612345), is (7, 7s) - M4(61, 623456,1 7, i8)
+ M4( (2, 34567, 1) - M4 (61, 2 , $, 456 r) .
(3.110)
(3.111)
(3.112)
(3.113)
Using (3.110) and (3.109), we can argue similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.2
to deduce that:
|E 2(w(to + j)) - E2(w(to)) ,< 1 E 2(w(to)).
The bound for the derivative NLS follows from (3.114). O
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(3.114)
= E (w) +
Chapter 4
Bounds on T2 and R2
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study the 2D Hartree initial value problem:
iUt + AU = (V *|u1 2)u,
ul=o = <b E H5(T 2), or
x C T 2 or x E R2, t c R
4 e Hs(R 2 ), S > 1.
The assumptions that we have on V are the following:
(i) V E L(T2), or V E L1 (R 2), respectively.
(ii) V > 0.
(iii) V is even.
The equation (4.1) has the following conserved quantities:
M(u(t)):=
E(u(t)) :=
Iu(x, t) |2dx, (Mass)
J Vu(x, t) 12 d x + 1 J(V * lu12)(x, t)|u(x, t)| 2dx, (Energy).
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(4.1)
The region of integration is either T2 or R2 , depending whether we are considering
the periodic or the non-periodic setting. As in the one-dimensional case, the fact that
mass is conserved follows from the fact that V is real-valued. The fact that energy is
conserved follows from integration by parts, by using the fact that V is even [28].
By using the two conservation laws, and by arguing as in [52], we can deduce
global existence of (4.1) in H' and a priori bounds on the H' norm of a solution, in
the non-periodic setting. By persistence of regularity, we obtain global existence in
Hs, for s > 1. Hence, it makes sense to analyze the behavior of Iu(t)IIHs. A similar
argument holds in the periodic setting, whereas here, we need to use periodic variants
of Strichartz estimates [9].
4.1.1 Statement of the main results
The first result that we prove is:
Theorem 4.1.1. (Bound for the Hartree equation on TU2) Let u be the global solution
of (4.1) on T 2. Then, there exists a function C., continuous on H"(T 2) such that for
all t e R :
||u(t)IH.(r2) 5 C(<b)(1 + tI),+ I4Hs(T2). (4.2)
Similarly, in the non-periodic setting one has:
Theorem 4.1.2. (Bound for the Hartree equation on R2 ) Let u be the global solution
of (4.1) on R2 . Then, there exists a function C,, continuous on H"(R 2) such that for
all t c R:
||u(t)|Hu(R2) Cs(CD)(1 + itI)4 ,+jj4 IHs(R2). (4.3)
Heuristically, we expect to get a better bound in the non-periodic setting, due to
the presence of stronger dispersion.
In the non-periodic setting, let us formally take V = J. Then, (4.1) becomes:
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iut + Au =u|2u, x T2 or x E R2, t E R
uIt-o - 4) H5(T 2 ) or <b E Hs(R 2), S > 1.
The Cauchy problem (4.4) is also known to be globally well-posed in H' [51]. We will
see that the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 holds when we formally take V = 6. Hence, we
also deduce the following:
Corollary 4.1.3. (Bound for the Cubic NLS on R2 ) Let u be the global solution of
(4.4) on R2 . Then, there exists a function Cs, continuous on H1 (R2) such that for
all t E R:
|Iu(t)IIHS(R2) C9(4))(1 + ItI)!s+|b4||Hs(R2). (4.5)
Corollary 4.1.3 improves the previously known bound |Iu(t)IIHs a3 ( s+ItI)251 I1 Hs,
for all s E N. The latter bound was proved in [30]. However, after the submission of
our paper, Dodson [44] proved that the equation (4.4) scatters in L 2 (R2 ). From this
fact, one can deduce uniform bounds on IIu(t) IIHS.
We can also take V = J in the periodic setting.
Corollary 4.1.4. (Bound for the Cubic NLS on TV2) Let u be the global solution of
(4.4) on T 2. Then, there exists a function Cs, continuous on H'((T2 ) such that for all
tER:
IIu(t)||H- (T2) 5 Cs (<D)(1 + It I)s+ 14IHs (2). (4.6)
We note that essentially the same bound was proved for s E N in [118].
4.1.2 Previously known results
We note that the growth of high Sobolev norms for the cubic NLS on T2 was previously
studied in [118]. The presented methods can be applied to (4.1). The bounds are
essentially the same as we obtain in Theorem 4.1.1. However, the approach from [118]
applies only to the case when s is a positive integer, whereas our method works for
all real s > 1.
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If we knew that (4.1) scattered in Hs, we would immediately obtain uniform
bounds on |Iu(t)IIH. However, in the periodic setting, no scattering results have ever
been proved, and one doesn't expect them to hold due to limited dispersion. In the
non-periodic setting, there are several known scattering results [49, 55, 54, 56, 63, 85],
but none of them are strong enough to imply scattering in Hs for (4.1) on R2 . For a
detailed explanation, we refer the reader to Remark 4.4.6. It is not known whether
the methods presented in [44] apply to the (4.1).
Let us finally mention that the problem of Sobolev norm growth for the cubic NLS
on T was also recently studied in [39], but in the sense of bounding the growth from
below. In this paper, the authors exhibit the existence of smooth solutions of the
cubic defocusing nonlinear Schradinger equation on T2, whose H" norm is arbitrarily
small at time zero, and is arbitrarily large at some large finite time. One should note
that behavior at infinity is still an open problem. If one starts from a specific initial
data containing only five frequencies, an analysis of which Fourier modes become
excited has recently been studied in [25] by different methods.
4.1.3 Main ideas of the proofs
As in the previous chapters, the main idea is to define D to be an upside-down I-
operator. Similarly as before, we will use higher modified energies, i.e. quantities
obtained from |jDu(t) 12 2 by adding an appropriate multilinear correction. In this
way, we will obtain E 2 (u(t)) I|Du(t) 122, which is even more slowly varying. Due to
more a more complicated resonance phenomenon in two dimensions, the construction
of E 2 is going to be more involved than it was in one dimension. In the periodic
setting, E2 is constructed in Subsection 4.3.3. In the non-periodic setting, E2 is
constructed in Subsection 4.4.3.
We prove Theorem 4.1.1 and Theorem 4.1.2 for initial data <b, which we assume
lies only in Hs(T2 ) and H"(R 2 ), respectively. We don't assume any further regularity
on the initial data. However, in the course of the proof, we work with <b which is
smooth, in order to make our formal calculations rigorous. The fact that we can
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do this follows from an appropriate Approximation Lemma (Proposition 4.3.2 and
Proposition 4.4.2).
4.2 Facts from harmonic analysis
4.2.1 Estimates on T2
By Sobolev embedding on T2, we know that, for all 2 < q < oc, one has:
;$JIq "%- U11H1 (4.7)
From [58], we know that on T2:
(4.8)
(A similar local-in-time estimate was earlier noted in [9].)
By Plancherel's Theorem, one has:
(4.9)
From Sobolev embedding, it follows that:
(4.10)
If we take the 4+ in (4.8) to be very close to 1, we can interpolate between (4.8) and
(4.9) to deduce:
4- <||n||Xg_ (4.11)
Similarly, we can interpolate between (4.8) and (4.10) to obtain:
(4.12)
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11U11L4 < 11U11XO+'1+t'X r%'.4
11U11Lt'X - 11U11XO'O
IJIL r< ||allX1,g
4+ < IJUIIXO+,4+11U11Lt'X ell j
Lemma 4.2.1. Let c < d be real numbers, and let us denote by x = x(t) X[cd(t).
One then has, for all s E R, and for all b < 1:
|XuI~xs,b(axA) $ lUjx.,b+(RxA)-
Here, A denotes either T2 or R 2 .
The proof of Lemma 4.2.1 is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 (see also
[24, 36]). From the proof, we note that the implied constant is independent of c and
d. We omit the details.
We can interpolate between (4.9) and (4.10) to deduce that, for M > 1, one has:
(4.13)
Furthermore, from Sobolev embedding in time, we know that:
lull|L-L2 < s ,i+ (4.14)
We can interpolate between (4.9) and (4.14) to obtain:
(4.15)
An additional estimate we will use is:
(4.16)
The estimate (4.16) is a consequence of the following:
Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose that Q is a ball in Z 2 of radius N, and center no. Suppose
that u satisfies supp U C Q. Then, one has:
(4.17)
Lemma 5.2.6 is proved in [15] by using the Hausdorff-Young inequality and H6lder's
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2U 11 L4 < N-Ijjujj,0,1+.tx r%.# T
||allLM r<. ||I|| ,i+ ,
||UI||L 2 0JIX ,i+
||UIlr < 3 ||U ~ +,i,
inequality. We omit the details.
To deduce (4.16), we write = EN UN. By the triangle inequality and Lemma
5.2.6, we obtain:
N N
1 3
< I+ IUNII+,+ I+,+
N
We can now interpolate between (4.8) and (4.16) to deduce:
IIUIIL, < IUIIX.i,bi (4.18)
whenever 1< b1 < !+, si > 1 - 2bi.
By using an appropriate change of summation, as in 115], we see that (4.18)
implies:
Lemma 4.2.3. Suppose that u is as in the assumptions of Lemma 5.2.6, and suppose
that bi, si E R satisfy .< b1 < !+, si > 1 - 2bi. Then, one has:
|| L, < N# l|U|lXO,bl. (4.19)
4.2.2 Estimates on R2
We note that all the mentioned estimates in the periodic setting carry over to the
non-periodic setting. However, there are some estimates which hold only in the non-
periodic setting, which express the fact that the dispersion phenomenon is stronger
on R2 than on T2. Such estimates allow us to get a better bound in Theorem 4.1.2
than the one we obtained in Theorem 4.1.1.
The first modification is that, on the plane, (4.8) is improved to:
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||UIL|| 4 ||u|| 1o,+.. (4.20)
Consequently, one can improve (4.11) to:
l 4~- < ||a ll -_. (4.21)
On the plane, we will use the following estimate:
2llL+ I ||ul|xo+,o+. (4.22)
(4.22) follows from (4.20), the fact that ||Ullg,- ~|u||xo,o, and interpolation.
Furthermore, a key fact is the following result, which was first noted by Bourgain
in [14]:
Proposition 4.2.4. (Improved Strichartz Estimate) Suppose that N 1, N2 are dyadic
integers such that N1 > N2, and suppose that u, v G Xo,2+(R2 x R) satisfy, for all t:
suppi(t) 9 {||- N1}, and supp2J(t) C {j|~ N2}. Then, one has:
1N 2||UVl|L| 2 -<lu N llv||x~+. (4.23)
N {+
An alternative proof (in the ID case) is given in [31].
Let us note the following corollary of Proposition 4.2.4.
Corollary 4.2.5. Let u, v E Xo,-+(R2 x R) be as in the assumptions of Proposition
4.2.4. Then one has:
1
||uvL N+L2 uo,i+ Xo,+ (4.24)
NJ
Proof. We observe that:
||uv<L _|L2  ||u||'Og||V||Log $ N< |lu||LLcN 2V||LOL2.
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(4.25)
In order to deduce this bound, we used Bernstein's inequality, and the non-periodic
analogue of (4.14).
For completeness, we recall Bernstein's inequality [106]. Namely, if 1 < p < q <
oo, and if f c LP(R 2 ) satisfies suppf C {|(I - N}, then one has:
(4.26)
We interpolate between (4.23) and (4.25) and the Corollary follows.
O
As in the previous chapter, we will have to work with the Fourier transform of
X = x[to,to+1](t), the characteristic function of the time interval [to, to + 6]. We treat
this issue as before. Let us briefly recall that, given # E Co (R) with 0 < 4 <
1, fR 4(t) dt = 1, and A > 0, we define: #x(t) := 4). Given a
write:
x(t) = a(t) + b(t), for a := X * $N-1-
scale N > 1, we
(4.27)
We recall Lemma 8.2. of [31], by which one has the estimate:
||a(t)fI|,o,p± < N +|fI| og. (4.28)
(The implied constant here is independent of N.)
On the other hand, for any M c (1, +oo), one obtains by Young's Inequality:
||b1|Ly < C(M,<b).
If we now define:
bi(t) := Llb(r) le itdr.
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(4.29)
1 1
< NJ N JUI04 jJullo I|o|,ly.
2 2
q p q
11f 11LX el-4 11f IILPX-
One also has, as before:
||bi||ty < C(M,<b). (4.30)
We will frequently use the following consequence of Proposition 4.2.4
Proposition 4.2.6. (Improved Strichartz Estimate with rough cut-off in time) Let
u, v C XOA+(1R2 x R) satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 4.2.4. Suppose that
N1 > N. Let u1 ,v1 be given by:
I7 : |(xn)^ 9i := | I|.
Then one has:
1
2il < (4.31|Uiv|_ ||ull o,|v|04, . )
NJ
The same bound holds if
| ,9i := |(xv)^.
Proposition 5.2.5 follows from Proposition 4.2.4, Corollary 4.2.5, the decomposi-
tion (4.27), and the estimates associated to this decomposition. We omit the details
of the proof. An analogous statement is proved in one dimension in [96]. The only
1
difference is that on R2 , the coefficient on the right-hand side of (4.23) is 4, instead
i N171
of -1-, and hence we obtain the coefficient -Nq- on the right-hand side of (4.31).
NI" N17
We also must consider estimates on the product uv, when u and v are localized
in dyadic annuli as before, but when we no longer assume that N1 > N2.
By using H8lder's inequality and (4.20), it follows that:
||uv||L, < ||U||L,\|V||4, < ||ulloglVlI,| 04, (4.32)
We note that (4.25) still holds. We now interpolate between (4.25) and (4.32) to
deduce:
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(4.33)
An additional form of a bilinear Strichartz Estimate that we will have to use will
be the following bound, which was first observed in [38]:
Proposition 4.2.7. (Angular Improved Strichartz Estimate) Let 0 <
dyadic integers, and suppose 0o G (0, 1).
N1 5 N2 be
Suppose v E Xo,i'+,j 1,2 satisfy:
suppv^ C I{|- Nj}. Then the function F defined by:
F(t, x) := e it(TF1±T2)±i(x41+b2) Xl cosL( l, 2)I 9oV1 ( 17 T1)V2( 2, T2 )dc~id 2dri dT2
obeys the bound:
1 (4.34)
For the proof of Proposition 4.2.7, we refer the reader to the proof of Lemma 8.2.
in [38].
We record the 2D version of the Double Mean Value Theorem:
Proposition 4.2.8. Let f G
I, IlI < |xI. Then, one has:
C2(R). Suppose that x,r1, y C R2 are such that:
(4.35)
The proof of Proposition 4.2.8 follows from the standard Mean Value Theorem.
4.3 The Hartree equation on T2
4.3.1 Definition of the D-operator
As in our previous work [97, 96], we want to define an upside-down I operator. We
start by defining an appropriate multiplier:
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O+N20+ IIUIIXO,,+ I IV IIxO'1+IIUVIIL +L2 < N1t I rl%.d 7 7
If (X + rn + P) - f (X + r/) - f (X + P) + f (X)| < |r||p|||V2f(X)|| 11
Suppose N > 1 is given. Let 6 : Z2 -4 R be given by:
0(n) := (i?2l ) if |nl > N (4.36)
1, if In| < N
Then, if f : T- ± C, we define Df by:
Df (n) :=- 0(n)f (n). (4.37)
We observe that:
1I1f||L2 $ 1f ||UH <s NS||Df|1L2. (4.38)
Our goal is to then estimate |IDu(t)| 1L2 , from which we can estimate |lu(t)|IH. by
(4.38). In order to do this, we first need to have good local-in-time bounds.
4.3.2 Local-in-time bounds
Let u denote the global solution to (4.1) on T2. One then has:
Proposition 4.3.1. (Local-in-time bounds for the Hartree equation on T 2) There
exist 6 = 6(s, E(), M(C)), C = C(s, E(<D), M(D)) > 0, which are continuous in
energy and mass, such that for all to G R, there exists a globally defined function
v: T 2 x R -* C such that:
VI[to,to-+4 = Ut[o,to+*1. (4.39)
lv l1i+ C(s, E(<b), M(<b)) (4.40)
PDolositi C(s,4E(<b),M(<b))||oDU(t-)|i. (4.41)
Proposition 4.3.1 is similar to local-in-time bounds we had to prove in Chapters
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2 and 3. Since we are working in two dimensions, the proof is going to be a little
different. Our proof of Proposition 4.3.1 is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.7. in
Chapter V of [15]. For completeness, we present it in the Appendix of this chapter.
As before, Proposition 4.3.1 implies the following:
Proposition 4.3.2. (Approximation Lemma for the Hartree equation on T 2)
If 4 satisfies:
iUt + Au = (V * |12)u, (4.42)
u(X, 0) = 4(x).
and if the sequence (u(")) satisfies:{ " + AU( ) = (V * Iu(")|2)u(n), (4.43)
u(")(x,0) = <bn(X).
where 4n E C'(T 2 ) and <bn - <b, then, one has for all t:
u (n) (t) H, U(t).
The mentioned approximation Lemma allows us to work with smooth solutions
and pass to the limit in the end. Namely, we note that if we take initial data <bn as
earlier, then U(n) (t) will belong to H00 (T 2 ) for all t. This allows us to rigorously justify
all of our calculations. Now, we want to argue by density. For this, we first need to
know that energy and mass are continuous on H' The fact that mass is continuous
on H1 is obvious. To see that energy is continuous on H 1, let 1 = f + L. Then, by
H6lder's inequality, Young's inequality, and (4.7), we obtain:
(V * (ulu 2))u 3u 4dxl liV * (uiu2)||LiI+Iu3u4ILM
I |V||L11lloillL2+||U2||L 2+IU31IL2M IIU41 L2M
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SU||1||H1HU2HH1 U31IH1 U41IH1-
Continuity of energy on H1 follows from (4.44).
Now, by continuity of mass,energy, and the Hs norm on Hs, it follows that:
M(<b.) -+ M(4), E(4b) -+ E(<b), ||<b|HS -+ II4 IIHs .
Suppose that we knew that Theorem 4.1.1 were true in the case of smooth solu-
tions. Then, for all t E R, it would follow that:
||u(")(t)||H. < C(s, k, E(<b), M(4)))(1 + It) 2s+1n4)n Hs,
The claim for u would now follow by applying the continuity properties of C and
the Approximation Lemma. So, from now on, we can work with <b G C (T2).
4.3.3 A higher modified energy and an iteration bound
As in [97, 96], we let:
El(u(t)) := ||DU(t)||2
Arguing as in [97, 96], we obtain that for some c E R, one has:
d
-E(u(t)) = icdt 1
nl~n2 +l3 +l4=0
((6(ni))2 
- (O(n2))2 + (9(n3))2 
- ((6(n4))2)
P(nl3 + n4)U(ni)U(n2)U(n3) n4)
As in the previous works, we consider the higher modified energy:
E 2(u) := E'(u) + A4(M4 ; u)
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(4.45)
(4.46)
(4-44)
The quantity M4 will be determined soon.
The modified energy E2 is obtained by adding a "multilinear correction" to the
modified energy E1 we considered earlier. In order to find -jE 2 (u), we need to find
TA4 (M 4 ; u). If we fix a multiplier M4, we obtain:
d
+A 4(M 4;u) =
-iA 4(M4 (Inl 2 - 1n222 +|r 3 |2  n4
-i [M4(n 123 , n 4, n 5, n 6)(ni + n 2 )
nl+n2+n3+fn4fn5+fn6=0
-M 4(ni, n 2 34 , n 5 , n6)V(n 2 + n3) + M4 (ni, n2, n345, n6)V(n 3 ± 14)
-M 4 (ni, n2, n3, n456)V(n 4 + n5)] uu(n2)n u u u (4.47)
We can compute that for (ni, n2, n3, n4) E 14, one has:
In,1 2 _ In212 +| n3|12 _ 11412 2n12 -n14 (4.48)
We notice that the numerator vanishes not only when n12 = n14 = 0, but also when
n12 and n14 are orthogonal. Hence, on F4, it is possible for in,12 _In2 12+ n1|2 _ 12 to
vanish, but for (O(n1,))2 - (O(n2))2+ (Q(n3))2 - (9(n4))2 to be non-zero. Consequently,
unlike in our previous work on the 1D Hartree equation in Chapters 2 and 3, we
can't cancel the whole quadrilinear term in (4.45). We remedy this by canceling the
non-resonant part of the quadrilinear term. A similar technique was used in [38].
More precisely, given #O < 1, which we determine later, we decompose:
F4 = nr LU Qr.
Here, the set Qnr of non-resonant frequencies is defined by:
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Qnr {(ni,n 2,n3 ,n 4) E F 4 ;n1 2,n 14 / 0, |cosi(n 2,n14)| > Lol (4.49)
and the set Q, of resonant frequencies Qr is defined to be its complement in F4.
We now define the multiplier M4 by:
M4 (ni, n2, n3 , n4) :=
cCC I) -n2 j 2jnC"*yjn 22 V(na+ n4 ), if (ni, n2, n3, n 4) E Qnr
0, if (ni,n2 ,n 3,n 4) E Q,
(4.50)
Let us now define the multiplier M6 on F6 by:
M 6 (ni, n 2, n3 , n4 , n 5, n6) := M4(n 123, n4, n 5, n6) V(n1+n 2)-M 4 (ni, n 234 , n5 , n 6 )V(n 2+n 3 )+
+M 4 (ni, n 2 , n34, nV)(n 3 + n 4 ) - M4(ni, n 2 , n 3 , n 45 6 )V(n 4 ± n5 ) (4.51)
We now use (4.45) and (4.47), and the construction of M4 and M6 to deduce that
d
-E 2
S
fll+fl2±f3140,COS(Z 1 2,n14)1 6,0
((6(ni))2 - (O(n2))2 + (9(n3))2 - (9(n4)) 2 )V(ns + n4)
U(ni )U(n2)U(n3)U(n4)+
n1±f2+f3 ±n4 +5+f6=0
M-(ni, n2, n(, n4, n5, n4)u(n1).(n2)4(n3).(n4).(n5)2n)
=:I+ II (4.52)
'Since (0(ni))2 - (0(n 2)) 2 + (0(n 3)) 2 - (0(n4 ))2 = 0 whenever n 12 = 0 or n 14 = 0, the terms
where n 12 = 0 or n 14 = 0 don't contribute to the first sum. We henceforth don't have to worry
about defining the quantity cos(O,.)
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Before we proceed, we need to prove pointwise bounds on the multiplier M4.
In order to do this, let (ni,n2,n3 ,n 4 ) E F4 be given. We dyadically localize the
frequencies, i.e, we find dyadic integers Nj s.t. Inj| - Nj. We then order the Nj's
to obtain:
0(Nj, 0).
N* N2 N3* > N4. We slightly abuse notation by writing 0(Nj) for
Lemma 4.3.3. With notation as above, the following bound holds:
1 1
M4 = O(- Nl 2 (Nl*)6(N*)).
Proof. By construction of the set Gn,, and by the fact that IVI < 1, we note that:
)2 - (0(n4))21 (4.54)I4| < I(O(n1))2 _ (0(n2))2 + (0(n3)In12|In 14|/o
Let us assume, without loss of generality, that:
nI > In21, In3 ,1n4|, andn12 | > In14|-
We now have to consider three cases:
Case 1: InI | In12j I|n 14
In this Case, one has:
(4.55)
1 ((nl))2
M4 = O(- N )i 2
Case 2: IniI ~ In12I> Inul4
We use the Mean Value Theorem, and monotonicity properties of the function
(O(n))2 to deduce:InI
((n1-))2 - (0(n4))2 = (0(n1))2 _ (0(nu n1 4 )) 2= ((n1))22=O(|nuI )n:
(0(n 2))2 - (0(n 3))2 = (0(n 3 + n 14 ))2 - ((n3)) 2
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(4.53)
(4.56)
=o (*26(N*) 0(N*))
O(|n14| uI (S(z))2 = O(In14| 2).N<z;<|ni ni
Using (4.54), (4.56), (4.57), and the fact that In12| ~ nil, it follows that:
(0(n1))2M4 = O( i|2!3e
(4.57)
(1*)26(N*)0(N*))-
'o (N,
Case 3: In1| > In12|, nI4 |
We write:
(0(ni))2-((n 2))2+((n 3))2 - (0(n4)) 2  2-(6(ni-n12))2+(6(ni-n12-n14))2-(6(ni-n14))2
By using the Double Mean- Value Theorem (4.35), it follows that this expression
is 0(6O('CP2 In12 llm4l).
Consequently:
-0( 1  1M4 = o (N*)2 Nl*)O(N*))-
The Lemma now follows.
Let us choose:
1
N0~g (4.58)
The reason why we choose such a #O will become clear later. For details, see Remark
4.3.6.
Hence Lemma 4.3.3 implies:
N
M4 = O((N*)2 6(N*)6(N*)). (4.59)
The bound from (4.59) allows us to deduce the equivalence of El and E2.
have the following bound:
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We
Proposition 4.3.4. One has that:
E1 (u) ~ E2 (u).
Here, the constant is independent of N as long as N is sufficiently large.
Proof. We estimate E2 (u) - E'(u) = A4 (M4; u). By construction, one has:
n
nl +f2±fl3+4=0
|M4(ni, n2, n3, n4)| U(ni) IU(n2)||IG(n 3) Ui (n4)|
Let us dyadically localize the nj, i.e., we find N dyadic integers such that In I~
Nj. We consider the case when N1 > N2  N3 > N4. The other cases are analogous.
We know that the nonzero contributions occur when:
Ni ~ N2 > N (4.61)
Let us denote the corresponding contribution to A4 (M4 ; u) by INi,N2,N3 ,N4 - We use
Parseval's identity and (4.59) to deduce that:
n
ni+n2+n3+n4=O,InjlVNj
N
N J N i (ni) I UN2 (n 2) I U'N3 (n 3) I l-N4(n4)
Let us define F :j= 1, . .. ,4 by:
F1 := IDuNiF2 :- PuN2 F3  N3 F4 : IN 4
By Parseval's identity, one has:
|IN1,N 2,N3,N4 <I N F 1F2 F3 F4 dxN1 2
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(4.60)
|A4 (M4; U) ,< r"- 1
|INi.,N2,N3,N4
which by an L2, L2, Lo, LI H6lder's inequality is:
N
Furthermore, we use Sobolev embedding, and the fact that taking absolute values in
the Fourier transform doesn't change Sobolev norms to deduce that this expression
is:
I ||IF1||L |F2||L||F|IIHI+F4||Hi1+, 2 UN1U L2 Im±N21 L2 1 UuN3 H11 N H
N N
Here, we used the fact that IIUIIHi $ 1-
We now recall (4.61) and sum in the N to deduce that:
N1
The claim now follows.
Let 6 > 0, v be as in Proposition 4.3.1. For to E R, we are interested in estimating:
E 2(u(to + )) - E 2(u(to)) = J to+6to - E 2(u(t))dt =dt
The iteration bound that we will show is:
Lemma 4.3.5. For all to E R, one has:
E2 (u (to±j))E 2 (U(to))| < 1 E 2 (u(to)).
Arguing as in Chapter 2, Theorem 4.1.1 will follow from Lemma 4.3.5.
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dE 2(V(t))dtI t0+6to
Let us
prove Lemma 4.3.5.
Proof. (of Lemma 4.3.5)
Let us WLOG consider to = 0. The general claim will follow by time translation,
and the fact that all of the implied constants are uniform in time. Let v be the
function constructed in Proposition 4.3.1, corresponding to to = 0.
By (4.52), and with notation as in this equation, we need to estimate:
j 6( E
nlitrn2tn3-rn4=U, ICos(n12,n14) IiPO
((6(ni))2 - (6(n2))2 + (Q(n3))2 _ (9(n)) 2)V(n3 + n4)V(nl)V(n2)V(n3)V(n4)+
+ M6(ni, n 2 , n3, n 4 , n5 , n)(
l±n2f3+fn4fn5+fn6=0
= Idt + JoIIdt =: A +B.
We now have to estimate A and B separately. Throughout our calculations, let
us denote by x = x(t) = Xio, 6 (t).
Estimate of A (Quadrilinear Terms)
By symmetry, we can consider WLOG the contribution when:
inil > In2 |, ln3 |, In4 , andln 2| > In4|-
We note that when all InjI < N, one has: (9(ni))2 -(O(n 2))2 +(O(n 3))2 -((n 4))2  0.
Hence, we need to consider the contribution in which one has:
Inil > N,|jcosZ(n12, n14)| < P0-
We dyadically localize the frequencies: Ing| ~ N;j = 1,... , 4. We order the Nj to
obtain Nj ;> N2 > N3* > N*. Since ni + n 2 + n3 + n4 = 0, we know that:
N* ~ N2* > N. (4.62)
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!t =-
Let us note that N ~ N 2. Namely, if it were the case that: N1 > N2, then, one
would also have: N1 > N4, and the vectors n 12 and n1 4 would form a very small
angle. Hence, cosZ(n 12,n14) would be close to 1, which would be a contradiction to
the assumption that |cosZ(n12,n14 )| 5 #0. Consequently:
N1 ~N 2 N* > N. (4.63)
We denote the corresponding contribution to A by AN1,N 2 ,N3 ,N4 . In other words:
AN 1,N2 ,N3,N4
fl n1+n 2 +n 3 +n 4 =0,CoSZ(n1 2 ,n14 ) |I o
((6(n1))2 - (O(n2))2 + (9(ns))2 - (9(n4)) 2 ) V(n3+ n4)
VN1 (n1)-N 2 (n2)N n3)3N 4 (n4)dt.
Arguing analogously as in the proof of Lemma 4.3.3, it follows that for the n1 that
occur in the above sum, one has:
(((n1))- (-(n))2 ((n3))2 ((n)) 2 ) V(ns+ n4) = O(|n12||n14| *(NJl
(4.64)
By (4.63), it follows that In3 , In4| 5 N*. Consequently:
1n12| = In34| < |n3 ± |n4| $ N3*
One also knows that:
n14| 5 Inil + n4| N*.
Substituting the last two inequalities into the multiplier bound (4.64), and using
Parseval's identity in time, it follows that:
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|AN 1,N2,N3,N4
n1+n 2+n 3 n4=0, COs(n12,n14) 0 T1+T2+T3T4=0
, (N*)6(N2)
3* 1 (N *)2
ivN1(ni,71)1 N2(n2,72)11UN3 (n3,-r3)1(X)-N4 (n4, T4) IdT
1 E
edN* nln o3n= fi+T2+73 +T4= 0
I (Dv)~N (fi,Ti) I (DO) TN2 (n2, T2) N (Vvv 3 (3, T3)1 (XVTN 4(4, T4) Id7
Let us define F;j 1,...,4 by:
F1 := |(Dv)~Nil, F2 I (DV)N21, F3 := |(Vv)~N31, F4  I (Xv~N41
Consequently, by Parseval's identity:
|AN1,N2,N3,N4| - F1F2F3F4dxdt
By using an Lt,, LtI L+, L - Hlder inequality, the corresponding term is:
1< ||1F1||L || F2 || ||F 3 || L 1F4||14,x
By using (4.8), (4.12), (4.11), and the fact that taking absolute values in the spacetime
Fourier transforms doesn't change the Xs,b norm, it follows that this term is:
1< N1*||DVN1 0 X+,}+ DVN21 X+,}+ OVNs 1I1+,}+ 1 (XV)N4 0 Xo+,b-
By using frequency localization and Lemma 4.2.1), this expression is:
(N*) 1 -| X 7v|27+ rv+ i (N*)2- E1(CD).
In the last inequality, we used Proposition 4.3.1.
and by recalling (4.60), it follows that:
By using the previous inequality,
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|ANi,N 2 ,N3 ,N4 < (N*)- E 2(b)(Ng6) te
Using (4.65), summing in the Nj, and using (4.62) to deduce that:
JAI < N E12(<b).
(4.65)
(4.66)
Estimate of B (Sextilinear Terms)
Let us consider just the first term in B coming from the summand M 4 (n 123 , n 4 , n 5, n6 )
in the definition of M6 . The other terms are bounded analogously. In other words,
we want to estimate:
S
2n1 ±f2+fl3±f4+fl5+6=0
M 4 (n 12 3 , n4 , n5, n6)(vfv) (n1 +n 2 +n 3 V(n 4 )Ui(ns)~'(n 6 )dt
We now dyadically localize n123, n 4, n5 , n6 , i.e., we find N; j = 1,. .. ,4 such that:
Let us define:
0 nl+n2+n3+n
4 +n 5 +n 6 =0
M4 (n 1 2 3 , n 4 , n5 , n6 ) (vvv)N1 (n1 ± n2 ± n3)VN 2(n4)VN3(f5)bN4 (n6)dt.
We now order the N to obtain: N1* > N* > N* ; N*. As before, we know the
following localization bound:
N* ~oa d N2* > N. (4.67)
In order to obtain a bound on the wanted term, we have to consider two cases.
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B(1 := f
BNi N2,N3,N4
|n123| ~-N1,|Jn4| ~ N2, lns| ~ N3, lnel ~-N4.
Case 1: N1 = N1* or N1 = N2*-
Case 2: N1 = N3* or N1 = N*
Case 1:
It suffices to consider the case when N1 = N*, N 2 = N2*, N3 -= N*, N4 = N4*. The
other cases are analogous. We use (4.59) and Parseval's identity to obtain that:
|BN,N 2,N3,N4 -
n
nli+..+6=0 il±.N.+T 6 =0O(N$*) 2 o(N*)O(N 2*)I(viv)~Ni (n1 +-n2 ± n3, 71 + +T2 + 73)
lvN2 (n4, T4) 1(XV) N3 (n5, 75 1VN 4 (n6, 76) drj.
Since I(vvv)~N1  < (vfiv)l, and since O(N*) ~ 0(n1+n 2+n 3) < O(ni)+(n 2)+O(n 3),
by symmetry, it follows that we just have to bound:
KNi,N2 ,N 3 ,N 4
2 O(ni)|(ni, -1)II (n 2, T2 )|i (n3, T3)|
ni+- -+n6=0 f71+---+T6=0 
(N*)2
O(N2)|N2 (n4 ,T4 J(XVY N3 (n5,751 N4(n4,4) IdTj <
N I(Dv)^(ni, Ti)|I I(n2, T2)1 |(n3, 73)|
ni+---+n 6=0 71+---+T6=0 (N*)
|(D)~N2 (n4, T4 I(Xv N3 (n5, 75) N (n4, 74 ) 1dTj
Let us define the functions Fj; j = 1,...,6 by:
S := |(Dv)~, TF2 = F3 := |E|, 4 := I(D)vN 21F5 := I(XV) N3 1,FT :- IN 4I
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For M > 1, we use an L, L, LM, L +, L4;, LM Hlder inequality to deduce
that:
KN1,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4
< N F1||i |4+|| 
-|1|F6 ILM-Nl TI )I 2. IX11l2 1 LtM 11 .F 3 I 1IF 411 I F 5 1 ii i
By using (4.13), (4.12), (4.11), and the fact that taking absolute values in the
spacetime Fourier transform leaves the X",b norm invariant, it follows that the previ-
ous expression is:
N
(N*)2||'DVolXo,o||V||g,p||IVl,,||DTvN2 go+,liIXVN31 Xo+,1) IN4 I1,71+
We use frequency localization and Lemma 4.2.1 to deduce that this is:
N
l(N1*)2||Dv||xo,o|l ig (N20+||Dvl o,7) IIVN IIXo+,'+ -I(N;*)2 7
N(N) IV I2 I l|4, < N(N1*)2 - E(<b).
In the last inequality, we used Proposition 4.3.1.
Case 2: Ni = N3* or N1 = N4*.
Let us assume that:
N 3 > N2 > N1 > N4.
The other cases are dealt with similarly.
Arguing similarly as in Case 1, it follows that:
BNN 2,N3,N41 :
N 2|(n1, 71)| | (n2 , T2 ) j ||(n 3, T 3)I
nl..a+6= r+...+76=o (N*)2
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(4.68)
(DV)~N 2 n4, T4)1 XDv) N3 (n5, T5) IN4(n6, T6) IdTj
We now use an L, LM, L , L4,, L ,-, L2 H6lder inequality and argue as earlier to
see that this term is:
( N I2II 1||DVN2 I o+ ,+l(XEv)Ns X0o+,- IIVN4 IUXo,o
N N< -. 1E)III. 1+1V14 1 + <El 4))(4.69)
(N*)2- ||Do || X (N*)2_E()
From (4.68), (4.69), and (4.60), it follows that:
N|BN1,N 2,N3 ,N41 < 2 E2(D) (4.70)(N*)2
We now use (4.70), sum in the Ng, and recall (4.67) to deduce that:
BI < N E2(4) (4.71)
The Lemma now follows from (4.66) and (4.71).
4.3.4 Further remarks on the equation
Remark 4.3.6. The quantity po was chosen as in (4.58) in order to get the same
decay factor in the quantities A and B. We note that the quantity O0 only occurred
in the bound for B, whereas in the bound for A, we only used the fact that the terms
corresponding to the largest two frequencies in the multiplier (9(n1 ))2 - (6(n 2))2 +
(0(n 3 ))2 - (g(n 4)) 2 appear with an opposite sign. As we will see, in the non-periodic
setting, the quantity Po will occur both in the bound for A and in the bound for B.
For details, see (4.104) and (4.112).
Remark 4.3.7. Let us observe that, when s is an integer, or when 'Q is smooth,
essentially the same bound as in Theorem 4.1.1 can be proved by using the techniques
of [118]. The approach is more complicated due to the presence of the convolution
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potential, but the proof for the cubic NLS can be shown to work for the Hartree
equation too. The reason why one uses the fact that s is an integer is because one
wants to use exact formulae for the (Fractional) Leibniz Rule for Ds. By using an
exact Leibniz Rule, one sees that certain terms which are difficult to estimate are in
fact equal to zero. We omit the details here.
Remark 4.3.8. The equation (4.1) on T 2 has non-trivial solutions which have all
Sobolev norms uniformly bounded in time. Similarly as on S', given a c C and
n E Z2 , the function:
U(x, t) := afe-i70)ad * e "' "n~x 2t
is a solution to (4.1) on U2 with initial data <= a"ei(nx). A similar construction was
used in [21] to prove instability properties in Sobolev spaces of negative index.
4.4 The Hartree equation on R2
4.4.1 Definition of the D-operator
Let us now consider (4.1) on R2. The proof of Theorem 4.1.2 will be based on
the adaptation of the previous techniques to the non-periodic setting. We start by
defining an appropriate upside-down I-operator.
Let N > 1 be given. Similarly as in the periodic setting, we define 0 : R2 -+ R to
be given by:
L i 11> 2N
6(e) := ( (4.72)
1 if| < N
We then extend 0 to all of R2 so that it is radial and smooth. Arguing similarly as
in the 1D setting in Chapter 3, it follows that, for all ( E R 2 \ {O}, one has:
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I(I)
IIVO(()| r<0 (4.73)
V1,20 j 0) (4.74)
Then, if f : R2 -+ C, we define Df by:
Df(() := O()f (0). (4.75)
We also observe that:
IIDf11L2 <, ||fI~m 1. NSI|Df|IL2. (4.76)
4.4.2 Local-in-time bounds
Let u denote the global solution of (4.1) on R2 . As in the periodic setting, our goal
is to estimate IIu(t)||L2.
We start by noting:
Proposition 4.4.1. (Local-in-time bounds for the Hartree equation on R2 ) There
exist 6 = J(s, E(<1), M(D)), C = C(s, E(D), M(D)) > 0, which are continuous in
energy and mass, such that for all to E R, there exists a globally defined function
v : R2 x R -+ C such that:
vklto'to+sl = ullio'to+81- (4-77)
11v l1,,p+ : C(s, E(<D), M(<b)) (4.78)
11Doll Io,p 1 5 C (s, E (<b), M(<b)))||1DU(to)|| IL2. (4.79)
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Furthermore, we have:
Lemma 4.4.2. If u satisfies:
iut + Au =_ (V *|U|2) (4.80)
UL(X, 0) = (x).
and if the sequence (u(")) satisfies:
i ")+ = (V* Iu(")| 2)U(n), (4.81)
u(*)(x, 0) = <bn(X).
2 Hswhere <bn G C'(R2) and <b , -+ < ', then, one has for all t:
U(") (t) Hs +U(t).
The proofs of Propositions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are analogous to the proofs of Propo-
sitions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The main point is that all the auxiliary estimates still hold
in the non-periodic setting. As before, we can assume WLOG that <b E S(R 2). We
omit the details.
4.4.3 A higher modified energy and an iteration bound
As in the periodic setting, we will apply the method of higher modified energies. We
will see that we can obtain better estimates in the non-periodic setting due to the
fact that we can apply the improved Strichartz estimate (Proposition 4.2.4), and the
angular improved Strichartz estimate (Proposition 4.2.7).
We start by defining:
E(u(t)) := ||DU(t)||2h
As before, we obtain that for some c E R, one has:
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(((W1))2 - (0(2))2 + (0(3))2 - (8((4))2)+E(u(t) = icdt J(1+(2+ 3+ 4=0
(4.82)V(3 + (4)U((1):(2)'(3)d
As in the previous works, we consider the higher modified energy:
E 2(u) := El(u) + A4(M4 ; u)
The quantity M 4 will be determined soon.
For a fixed multiplier M4 , we obtain:
d-
-iA4(M4(|1|12 - |(2|2 +|163|2 _ 42);U
(1+(2+63+ 4+ 5+(6=0
(4.83)
[M4(6123,164, 5, (6 1 + 2)
-M 4(1, 234, 5, 6)V( 2 + ) + M 4 ( 1, 2, 345, 6)V( 3 +
-M 4 ( 1 ,72, 3,( 4 56)V( 4 + U (U( (4.84
As in the periodic setting, we can compute that for (612, 3, 4) E F4, one has:
I1|i2 - |212+|13|2 _ 2 =- 2(12 - (14 (4.8
As before, we decompose:
[)
F 4 = Qnr U r.
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5)
Here, the set Q,, of non-resonant frequencies is defined by:
nr : {((1, (2, 3, 4) E F4;12, 14 :/0, |cosZ(612,6i4)| > 31o} (4.86)
and the set Qr of resonant frequencies Q, is defined to be its complement in F4.
We now define the multiplier M4 by:
c((9 (0)) 0( (3))2 -(t4))2) V( 3 + (4)
0, if (1 (3,(4) C Qr
if (61, 2, 3 64) E cnr
(4.87)
Let us now define the multiplier M6 on Fr, by:
MA 12 (6 3,7 (4,1(6,(s) : M4(6123,7 4, 5,6 1 ( 2) - M4(61, 6234, 15 6 6 2 -V ( 3 )-I-
(4.88)
+M 4( 1, 2, 345, (6 3 + 4) - M 4( 1, (2, 3, (456 )V ( 4 + (3)
We now use (4.82) and (4.84), and the construction of M4 to deduce that 2
dt~E2(u) =
((6(( 1 )) 2-((2)) 2 + ((3 2- (6(4)) 2) (1(
f +2+ M=0((1,(2,2,143,(4,0( 6, )UV92)URW U)92 9 )' U
+ l+2+3+ 4+(s+ 6=0 M 676767 ,W' 
)!
=: I+ II (4.89)
As before, we need to prove pointwise bounds on the multiplier M4. Given
(, 2, (3, (4) E F4, we dyadically localize the frequencies, i.e, we find dyadic inte-
gers Nj s.t. |g ~ - Nj. We then order the N1 's to obtain: N* N2* > N3* N4*. We
2As in the periodic setting, we recall that (6((1)) 2 - (6( 2))2 ± (6( 3))2 _ (O(g4))2 = 0, whenever(12 = 0 or (14 = 0, hence the corresponding terms again don't contribute to the quadrilinear term.
Therefore, we don't have to worry about defining the quantity cos(0, .).
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again abuse notation by writing O(N') for O(N, 0). One then has:
Lemma 4.4.3. With notation as above, the following bound holds:
(4.90)
The proof of Lemma 4.4.3 is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.3.3 and it will be
omitted.
In the non-periodic setting, we will see that we can choose a larger po from which
we can get a better bound. Let us choose:
(4.91)
Here, we take a E (0, 1). We determine a precisely later (see (4.116)). For now, we
notice:
1
N
(4.92)
We observe that Lemma 4.4.3 and (4.92) imply:
(4-93)M4= 0( N2_(N*)6(N2*))-(N*)
The bound from (4.93) allows us to deduce the equivalence of E' and E2 . We have
the following bound:
Proposition 4.4.4. One has that:
El(u) ~ E2 (U). (4.94)
Here, the constant is independent of N as long as N is sufficiently large.
The proof of Proposition 4.4.4 is analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.3.4. We
omit the details.
Let J > 0, v be as in Proposition 4.4.1. For to E R, we are interested in estimating:
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1 1
M4 = O(~ 26(N*)6(N*))-
#0 (N*)22
#30 ~.. N 
.
E 2 (u(to + )) - E 2 (u(to)) = Jto+8- d
-dE 2(U(t))dt
t 0 dt
The iteration bound that we will show is:
Lemma 4.4.5. For all to G R, one has:
JE2 (u(to + 6)) - E2 (U(to))| < E 2 (u(to)).
Arguing as in the case of (4.1) on T2 , Theorem 4.1.2 will follow from Lemma 4.4.5.
We now prove Lemma 4.4.5
Proof. It suffices to consider the case when to = 0.
E2 (u(6)) - E2 (u(0)) equals:
J 0
As on T2 , we compute that
(ji + 2+ 3+ 4 =0, IcosL( 12, i4) Is#0
+ + 2+3+C4+6+6=0
- Idt + jIIdt =: A-+B
o 0
We now have to estimate A and B separately.
Estimate of A (Quadrilinear Terms)
By symmetry, we can consider WLOG the contribution when:
HenIe, w2 61| ,|c3d4e, and c i2| > |e4 h
Hence, we are considering the contribution in which one has:
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to+6
E 2(v(t))dt
(4.95)
( (1)2-_(0 ((2)) 2 + (6(3) )2-_(6 ( 4)) 2)9(3 )(1
V V- V V-( 4)V(6)'V-(6)4j dtM6 4 7 5 7
1(il > N,1cosZ(612, 614)| < N0-
We dyadically localize the frequencies: |j -~ N; j = 1,... ,4. We order the Nj to
obtain N* > N2 > N* > N*. As in the periodic setting, we have:
N1 ~ N2 ~ N* > N (4.96)
We denote the corresponding contribution to A by AN1 ,N2 ,N3 ,N4 . In other words:
AN 1,N2,N3 ,N4 :
2- (6(2))2 + (9((3))2 - (6((4)) 2 )p(3 ± (4)/ + 2+ 3 +(4 =0,cosZ((12, 14)|I30
VN1 (1O7N2 (e2)VN3 (3)zVN4 (4djdt
As in the periodic setting, we have:
((())2- ((2))2 + (O(3))2 - (o((4)) 2)p(3 ± 4) = ( ( N
Using Parseval's identity in time, it follows that:
(4.97)
| AN1,N 2,N3,N4I <
(Xo)~N1 ( 1, T1) N21 (6, T2) 11 i s (6, 7F31 IN4 ( 4, T4) ijd-rj
We now consider two subcases:
Subcase 1: N 4 - N1
We observe that:
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3 6(N* 6( N*)
f71+'2+T3+T4=0 (1l+(2+ 3+(4=0,|cos/( 12,C14)|50-,0 N* ON
NjT i1±T2+T3+4=O j1 l+ 2±c 3 + 4 =O
(V)~N3 (6,73)1) N4( 4, Tr4) Idij dTj
Let us define Fj; j = 1, ..,4 by:
T1 :=|(D)~Ni 1, F2 := |(Xv~N2|, F3 :(Vv)~Ns|, F4 I iN4I (4.98)
Consequently, by Parseval's identity:
IAN1,N 2,N3,N4 | -- F F2 F3 F 4 dxdtN* . 2
We use an L 4, L - L i 4 Halder inequality, and argue as earlier to deduce
that, in this subcase:
|AN1 ,N2 ,N3,N4 I N I (Dv)N, 11X0+,j+ 11 (XDv)N2 1, 1 - 11 v)N 11o,}+ 1 vN4 I OJ+
1 I V 1 '
(N1*)1-||Do ll g |v||x,g ( ||1 ,g)
1
(Nf*)2- ||D+| U|vl +
1
<(Nf*2 - l<) (4.99)
In the last step, we used Proposition 4.4.1.
Subcase 2: N1 > N4
In this subcase, we need to consider two sub-subcases. Let 7 E (0, 1) be fixed. We
will determine -y later. (in equation (4.114))
Sub-subcase 1: N3 < NI
Let the functions Fj;j = 1,...,4 be defined as in (4.98).
Hblder inequality, and we argue as before to deduce that:
We use an L , L2
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|AN1,N 2,N3 ,N4j I$ DoMV N1 (61, T1 (XD N2 (62, T2)1
1|AN1,N2,Ns,N4|to . thFF3|| || exrF2F4| is:
We use Proposition 4.2.4 and Proposition 5.2.5 to deduce that this expression is:
1
Xo'+ N1 ||DVN2 IXO, +
N2
1
1N2< -(Y3JDVNi J Xo,'1+ JvVNs
1N,
(N*)2_ N1 |DvI|2 , + (Nf*)2- 2 (4.100)
Sub-subcase 2: N3 > N"
In this sub-subcase, we have to work a little bit harder. The crucial estimate
will be Proposition 4.2.7. We suppose that (61,2, 3, W4 is a frequency configuration
occurring in the integral defining AN1 ,N2 ,N3 ,N4 . We argue as in [38]. We note the
elementary trigonometry fact that in this frequency regime, one has: Z(1, 14) =
Furthermore, one can use Lipschitz properties of the
cosine function to deduce that:
N3IcosZ((1,( 3)| 6 #0o + N-3 (4.101)
We now define:
)did(2did-r2
We now use an L , 7L , Hdlder inequality, and recall (4.98) to deduce that one
now has:
1I AN1,N2,N3,N4 I N F1*||F|| |F2F4||1L
which by using Proposition 4.2.7 and Proposition 5.2.5 is:
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F(x, t) :=
JJVN4 IIXO,'+)
O('), /(63,64) = O( 4).
e i(n-1+T)+ig2,1 +62) Xco IOSZ( 1,6) 1 ,0+:"T c - 'O1)3 (62, T2
||v111l +v1,g|o <
1N4 N2N * 1(#o, F 0 Is||F 3 IXO,±+ (N D 2 XO, + I I UN4 11 Xo, +
< N *) - |D UNiu I o, + I UD N211X ,1+11N301X,i+1VN41gIX ,+1
+(Nf)( -||DNi IXo,i+ IIDN2 X0i 0 VN 3 IX1,±i+ V N4 hX1,i+
+-IhJDVNi hJXo,1± IhDVNjJ Xo,l± i VN31"X",1 hhVN 4 IX1,1±
1
< ( N
ed(N*)2
1
+ 3N,_)E(<D))(N*) -
We combine (4.99), (4.100), and (4.102) to deduce that:
|AN1,N2,N3 ,N4
1
rO(N*) 1- (N*)22+2- 2-2_ ((N*)2 2 (4.103)
We then sum in the Nj, use (4.96), and Proposition 4.4.4 to deduce that:
1
N2- ( I + _)E2(<)N2+2- N (4.104)
Estimate of B (Sextilinear Terms)
Let us consider just the first term in B coming from the summand M 4 ( 123, 4, 5, 6)
in the definition of M6 . The other terms are bounded analogously. In other words,
we want to estimate:
The bounds that we will prove for B(') will also hold for B, with different constants.
We now dyadically localize 123, 4, 5, 4, i.e., we find Nj; j = 1,..., 4 such that:
|'123| N1, \4| N2, \16| ~N 3, |6| ~ N4.
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(4.102)
0B(1): '5f +(2+63+ 4+5+(6=0
v v V- ( 6)<jdtM4( 123) 4i 5) 6)(Vi)V)( l+ 2+ 3)' 2'( 4) 5)'i '
Let us define:
jO f+2+3+ 4+ s+(6=0
(Vf))N1 ±2 +6 +3)VN2 ( 4) VN3( 5)'N4(c6)ckjdt
We now order the Nj to obtain:
following localization bound:
N* > N* > N > N*.
N* ~ N2* > N
As before, we know the
(4.105)
In order to obtain a bound on the wanted term, we have to consider two cases.
Case 1: N1 = N* or N1 = N.
Case 2: N1 = N3* or N1 = N4*
Case 1: As in the periodic case, we consider the case when:
N1 = N*, N2 = N*, N3 = N*, N4 = N*.
The other cases are analogous.
We use Parseval's identity together with the Fractional Leibniz Rule for D, and
argue as in the periodic case to deduce that it suffices to bound the quantity:
KN1,N 2 ,N 3 ,N 4
2|(DV)~((1, T1)||N( 2, T2)||ii( 3, 73)1
f71+---+'r6=0 (1,+---+ 6=0 PO0(N1* )2
I(DO )~N2 ( 4, T4)I IXV) N3 (5, 75)IVN4 (4, T4) d -jdj
We must consider several subcases:
Subcase 1: N > N3
Let us define the functions F; j = 1,... ,6 by:
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M4(6123, 4, (5,i G)
F1 : |(Dv)~, F2 =F3 := |J, F4 := I(Dv)~N21, F5 := |(xv)~N31, F6 := |N4
We first use an L,, L, LM, L , L 4 H6lder inequality to deduce that:
1
KN1,N2,N3 ,N4 $ #(NI*)2||F 4F5||L ||F2||LM||F3||LM||F1||L | +
By Proposition 5.2.5, (4.13), (4.20), (4.12) adapted to the non-periodic setting, by
the fact that taking absolute values in the spacetime Fourier transform, and since
N1 - N2, it follows that this expression is:
<3g(Nf*2 N IIDVllo,+ IVN3 ,0 I+V II1,+ IIvIX1,i+ IIDVjIXo,j± IIVN 4 I+XO,}+
We use localization in frequency to deduce that this is:
r.I.; XO'+ IIX 1 '1#o (N*) - ||till 7+|4.|s
which by Proposition 4.4.1 is:
(4.107)< 1 lE'(4).#l o (N*)2'-
Subcase 2: N3 - N 1
We use an L L, M, L, Li4, Li-, L4+ H6lder inequality, and we argue as in the
periodic case to deduce that:
1
KN 1,N2 ,N3,N4 < io(Ny*)2 ll og jv| v p I|v|X1,| + IIDvIIo, IIX| N3 IXO, IVN4 IgO+,}+
1 1
- #O(N*) 2 ||Dvii + i|V|| N 3 |v
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(4-106)
< El(<D). (4.108)
p3 (Nf*3
Case 2: N1 = N* or N1 = N*.
We assume as in the periodic case that Ni = N3*. Let's also suppose that N3 =
N*, N2 = N2*. The other contributions are bounded analogously. Arguing as in the
periodic case, we have to bound:
// 1LN1,N2,N3,N 4  J-r+---+l= (1+ --+6=o #O3(N*)2
TO((1, i)|( 2, TO2)||5(63, T3)||I(XDU)~ N2 ( 4, 74) 1V N3 (6, T51 I N4 (6, )6 d~
We consider two subcases:
Subcase 1: Ni* > N4
We know that: N2 > N4
Let us estimate LN1 ,N 2 ,N3,N 4 - We define Fj,j = 1, ... ,4 by:
F1 := |2, := (XDV)~N2 I,F := (D VN3 1,F4  N4 I
We use an L', LM, L, Lb,+, L , H6lder inequality, (4.13) adapted to the non-
periodic setting, Proposition 5.2.5, and (4.22) to deduce that:
1
1 2
#Eo(N*)2 ||Uv|3 N2 IVN2 11 Xo0 I+ 1 VN4 11oX+) IIDVN 3 11Xo+,1+
I~oN Io~ vI I Ii X1v, J+ - 01 1
< ~~~ 
_ 11 DU Xo0 + 1,} 14+ 11 VN4 X 1, 1+
#o (N*)2 x
<51 ||90||2 | < El(<b) (4.109)
#(NJ*)- X #o(N*
For the last inequality, we used Proposition 4.4.1.
Subcase 2: N4 ~ Ni*
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We argue similarly as in Subcase 2 of Case 1 to deduce that:
LN1 ,N2 ,N3 ,N4  o(N1*)3
We use (4.107), (4.108), (4.109), and (4.110) to deduce that:
B(1) rl 1 El (4D)|BNl,,N2 ,N3 ,N4  .(l(-#o (N*)2
We sum in Nj. Using (4.105) and (4.111), it follows that:
|B(1)1 < I El(<D))
#oN!Y~
By Proposition 4.4.4, and by construction of B), we deduce that:
|BI < 1 E2(<D))
#3oN2-
4.4.4 Choice of the optimal parameters
By (4.95), (4.104), and (4.112), it follows that:
N -
JE2(u(5)) - E2 (u(0))| <3Wenowcoose's~t. Henc1+ + ± 21 +N±2 1 _)E#ON2 (4.113)
We now choose -y s.t. + 2 = 2 - 2. Hence, we choose:
1 (4.114)
One then has that:
3+ 
-y 2
2 2
-2- = (4.115)
Let us now choose Po. We recall that by (4.91), one has: o - , a E (0, 1).
1
In order to have -4- " -4-, we should take: a;>
N7~ NT-
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(4.110)
(4.111)
(4.112)
In order to have -- r- , -4-, we should take: a < j
3oNU- NT-
Consequently, we take:
1 3
E2' 4] (4.116)
From the preceding, we may conclude that:
jE2 (u(6)) - E2(u(0))I ,< - E 2(u(O)) (4.117)
N4
Lemma 4.4.5 now follows.
4.4.5 Remarks on the scattering result of Dodson
Let us briefly explain why the L2-scattering result of Dodson [44] for the defocusing
cubic NLS on (R2 ) (4.4) can be used to deduce scattering in H' of the same equation,
assuming that the initial data <b lies in Hs. In other words, we want to justify the
persistence of regularity phenomenon for scattering. We note that a similar argument
is given in [37].
Let u be a global solution to (4.4). In [44], it is shown that whenever <b E L 2 , U
satisfies the spacetime bound:
11||L4, (R2xR) < 00. (4.118)
It can be seen that (4.118) implies scattering in L2 . Given s > 1, and assuming that
<} c HS, we are interested in obtaining:
|| t|L,.(R2xR) < 00. -19
In order to prove (4.119), we start with T E R and we observe that for all t E R, one
has:
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u(t) = S(t - T)u(T) - i
Taking Ds on both sides, it follows that:
D'u(t) = S(t - T)D'u(T) - i ft
J S(t - r)(Iu 2u)(r)dr.
S(t - Tr)D'(|U12 U)(r)dr.
We suppose that I is an closed interval in R whose left endpoint is T and whose right
endpoint can be +oo. By Strichartz estimates, we deduce:
|ID'uIIL4,(IxR2) I |D'u(T)|IL2 (R2) + |ID'2(IuI2u) I x 
By using the Fractional Leibniz Rule and Hdlder's inequality, this implies:
||D~u~l|L,,(x 12) 1||D'u(T) |L2(R2) + ID' uIIL4,,(IxR2) IIL(xI12 2).
Given e > 0, by (4.118), we can make the interval I small enough so that:
(4.121)
(4.122)
Choosing E small enough, (4.121), and (4.122) imply:
|ID ' u|Lt,X(IxR2) ||D'u(T) |IL2(R2) =|u(T) IIH(R2) (4.123)
We now cover R by such intervals I, with a small modification when we take the left
endpoint of the interval to be -oo. The bound (4.119) now follows.
Let us now observe why (4.119) implies scattering in H'.
small, we can find T(6) > 0 such that:
ID ' uIIL([T(6),_oo)xR2)
Namely, given J > 0
(4.124)
We use (4.120), Strichartz estimates and we argue as before to obtain that for all
t > T(J), one has:
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(4.120)
IIUIILt'X(IxR2) < E.
I|D'u(t)-S(t-T())D'u(T(6)) IL L2([T(),+oo)x R2) $ I|D'uH L4U([T(3),+oo)xR2) IIUI124([T(3),+oo)xa2).
Using (4.118) and (4.124), it follows that, for all t > T(6):
ID'u(t) - S(t - T(6))D'u(T(6))|IL-L2([T(),+oo)xR2) < 3 (4.125)
We now let 6 k -- 2 -k -+ 0, and we choose T(Sk) as above such that T(ok) -+ +oo.
Using (4.125) and the unitarity of S(t) on L 2 , it follows that (S(-T(k)u(T(6 k))) is
Cauchy in H'. By completeness, there exists u+ c Hs such that S(-T(6k))u(T( 6 k) ) Hs
u+. By using (4.125) again, we note that:
S(-t)u(t) -' u+, ast - +oo.
By unitarity, it follows that, for the obtained u+ E Hs, one has:
Iu(t) - S(t)u+IIHg(R2) -+ 0, as t - +00. (4.126)
An analogous argument shows that there exists u_ E Hs such that:
IIu(t) - S(t)u_|IIH-(R2) -+ 0, as t -+ -00. (4.127)
Hence, the Hs scattering result for the cubic NLS (4.4) follows, thus implying uniform
bounds on |Iu(t)IIH. whenever <D c H8 .
4.4.6 Further remarks on the equation
Remark 4.4.6. Let us observe that Theorem. 4.1.2 would follow immediately if we
knew that the equation (4.1) on R2 scattered in H8 . To the best of our knowledge, this
result isn't available, and it can't be deduced from currently known techniques used
to prove scattering. Some scattering results for the Hartree equation were previously
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studied in [55, 54, 56]. In [55, 541, the asymptotic completeness step was proved by
using techniques from [87], which work in dimensions n > 3. In [56], the one and
two-dimensional equations are studied. In this case, scattering results are deduced for
a subset of solutions with initial data which belongs to a Gevrey class.
Further scattering results for the Hartree equation are noted in [49, 63]. In these
papers, one assumes that the initial data lies in an appropriate weighted Sobolev space.
The implied bounds depend on the corresponding weighted Sobolev norms of the initial
data. Hence, uniform bounds on appropriate Sobolev norms of solutions whose initial
data doesn't lie in the weighted Sobolev spaces can't be deduced by density. Also, the
techniques used to prove [85] and similar results are restricted to dimensions n > 5.
Let us finally note that the techniques used to prove scattering for the defocusing
cubic NLS on R2 in [44] rely on the construction of a Morawetz functional. It is not
clear if this construction can be modified to (4.1). This would be an interesting problem
to examine. We expect scattering for (4.1) to be harder than for the defocusing NLS
since the nonlinearity is non-local.
4.5 Appendix: Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
Proof. The proof is based on a fixed-point argument. Let us WLOG look at to = 0.
With notation as in Chapter 2, we consider:
Lw := xs(t)S(t)4 - ix6(t) ] S(t - t')(V * \w612)w(t')dt' (4.128)
Let c > 0 be the constant' such that ||X 6S(t)<b||x.,b < c 1 P .IIH. Such a constant
exists by using arguments from [71]. We then define:
1-26 1-2bB := {w; IIwIIx1,b < 2 c& 2 IIIIH1, IIWIIX.,b 2cJ 2 1 HIIHs}
Arguing as in Chapter 2, B is complete w.r.t || - IIX1,b. For w E B, we obtain:
3This time localization estimate, and all the other similar estimates that we had to use in previous
chapters carry over to the torus.
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(4.129)I|Lw||xsb < c6 2 2 IIIH. + C15l |\2b 11(V * Iws| 2)w6|xs,b-1
Similarly, we obtain:
||DLwI|xo,b < C6 1bD|IIL2 + c15 ||D((V * |w812)wS) 1|xO,b-1 (4.130)
We now estimate ||(V* w612)w61xs,b-1 by duality. Namely, suppose that we are given
c = c(n, T) such that:
EZf dTrc(n,T)12 -1.
We want to estimate:
_
nj fl 2 + 3 n 4 =0
I c(n4, r4)| (1 + In4|)S"|@^5(ni,T1)I
Jrl-7+3 -- 4=O (1 + 74 + In4| 2 1-1
'i(n2, T2)||w^6(n3, T3)HV(ni + n2)Idrj
Since V E L (Z2 ), this expression is:
nJ -T2+T3 T40
Ic(n4, r4)| (1(1 + I74 + |n4|21)1- + In4I)"|1''-(ni, 71)|
i'i6(n2, T2)||I''i(n3, 73 )Idrj
Let us write:
= U Dk; Dk = {n E Z 2 - In 2k}
k=O
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Let Iki,k2 ,k3 denote the contribution to I with nj E Dkj, for j = 1, 2, 3. Let us consider
WLOG the case when:
ki 2 k2 2 k3. (4.131)
The contributions from other cases are bounded analogously.
Following [15], we write:
Dki C JQa
a
Here, Qa are balls of radius 2k2 . We can choose this cover so that each element of
Dki lies in a fixed finite number of Q,. This number is independent of k1 and k2.
If ni E Qa, then since n4= ni - n2 + n3 , In2j, In3| < 2 k2 , it follows that n 4 lies in
Qa, a dilate of Q,. Thus, the term that we want to estimate is:
Jki,k2 ,k 3 := 2 k 1 s
a n1EQa n2EDk2,n3EDk3 ,n4EIa,ni -n2+n3-n4=0 1 -'7P2+3-T 4 =0
6(ni, r 1)| |(n2,72)|(n3,73)| _(n, dr(1 +|r4 + n4|121)1b
We now define:
F,(x, t) :=
nE5
Ga(x, t) :
dr ± c(n, T) I ei((n,x)+rt)(1 +|r +InI2I)1-b
1zJ
7ZEQa,
H (x, t) := Z f
nEDk,
By Parseval's identity and H6lder's inequality, we deduce:
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(4.132)
(4.133)
(4.134)
dr| ,-5(n, -r)|e i(n,x)+-rt)
d-r|I@,s(n, -r)|e i(n,x)+-rt)
kR fS 2FGH2H3dxdt
ki" ( ||lFc||L4 Gcx||L4 I||H2||1L4,||H3||L4.
Now, from Lemma 4.2.3, with si, b1 as in the assumptions of Lemma 4.2.3, we
have:
I|H2 ||L4 < 2k2(1 d-r(1 + Ir + In|2 )21 2(n,T)2
nEDk
2
j k2s 1 (W6) 2k2 IIXO,b1
Here ('W6)M is defined by: ((W)M 6XD, and we note that localization in
t and in n commute. This is a slight abuse of notation, but we interpret w6 as
a localization in time if 5 > 0 is small, and we interpret WN as a localization in
frequency if N is a dyadic integer.
By interpolation, it follows that:
II(w6)2k2 IIXO,bi 1 I(w6)2k2 Ixo,oI (W6)2k2 IIXOb
Here:
(4.135)
By construction of 0j, we obtain:
Ww)2k2 xolo 0 (4)2k2 t Ls = ise)2k26siL i
We now use H6lder's inequality and (4.15) to see that this expression is:
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Jk1,k2,ks < 2 1is
0 := 1 - -
< 5 (w )2k2 IL 4L2 II L6  4 2wk2 11 0, 1 + 4 6 2k2 11 XIOb
Consequently:
IH2||1L < 2k2 s a II(w)2k2 1 XOb
<2k2i + ± w2k2 Ixo,1 (4.136)
In the last inequality, we used appropriate time-localization in Xb.
Analogously:
IIH3|IL ,< 2 k3 S16+- w2 k3 IxO,b (4.137)
Given an index a, we define (w6),, and wa to be the restriction to n E Qa of w,
and w respectively. We note that this is a different localization than the ones we used
before. Since each Qa has radius 2 k 2 , Lemma 4.2.3 implies that:
||Ga||Ltz < 2k291( E dr(1 + n 121)211 )12)2
nEQ,
< 2 k23 1S (wS)a iIXobi
Arguing as in (4.136),(4.137), we obtain:
IIGa||L 2 pk2si6 + WXOb (4.138)
Furthermore, each Q,. is of radius ~ 2k2. Let ca be the restriction of c to n E Qa.
Let us also choose b1 such that:
b1 < 1 - b. (4.139)
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From Lemma 4.2.3, and the previous definitions, we obtain:
lFa||Ltx $ 2k231 |IFx||XO,bi < 2k2 s 1 ||F|II|01-b
< 2k291|C| (4.140)
From (4.136), (4.137), (4.138), (4.140), it follows that:
Jk1,k2,ks 3(1- ~ ~ 2 k1s gk2 s1 2 ks)s1 2 W 2 k2 lIXO,bU 1w2k3 IXo,b I I l Xo,b I Ca IIL2
We apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in a to deduce that the previous expres-
sion is 4:
< e5 3(1 2 b) ki sk 2s1 k3sl I 2 1IXO,b 1IW2k2 IIXO,bIIW 2 k3 IIXO,b IIC2k1 IIL2
We write 8 k 2 s1 = (8 k 2 3 1 )O-( 8 k2 s 1 )1+, 2 k3S1 - (2 k 3 s 1 )0-( 2 k3s 1 )1+, and we sum a geo-
metric series in k2, k3 to deduce that:
E Jkl,k2 ,k3
kj satisfying (4.131)
+ 3(1-2b) 1W211 IXS,bIIC 2 1I L2 IIWIlX3-1+,bIIWIIX1+,b
ki
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in ki, this expression is:
3 J0 3(1-2b)O3 4 2 ||w||X.,b||C|IL2 |I|w|X3.1+,b IIWIIX.1+,b
4Strictly speaking, we are making the annulus |nj ~ 2"1 a little bit larger, but we write the
localization in the same way as before.
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34+3(1-2b)
Let us take si = !-. Then, the assumptions of Lemma 4.2.3 will be satisfied if we
take bi= + =-(.) Since b= '+, (4.139) is then satisfied. By our
in (4.135), one has: 0 1 - $ > 1. H ence, po :=30 + 3(1 - 2b) > 0.TT 4 .Hnepo=4+(12)0
construction
Thus, by (4.129), and by definition of B it follows that for w E B:
|L|b c20 + 2(1-2b) X 21,
c6W ||f || s + c3 2 -H + 3 (1-2b) 114)112
Similarly, for v, w c B, one has:
|iLy - Lwlxl,b < c164+2(1-2)(|viilx1,b + iiwilx1,b) o -- wIix,b
< c2g+3(1-2) 11|i)1||v - wi|x,b
We now argue as in Chapter 2 to obtain a fixed point v E B. We then take D's of
both sides and use (4.130). Now, we have to estimate:
|ID((V * v612)v6)||xo,b-1.
Arguing as before, it follows that this expression is:
PO Ii |Dv|| XO,b V l,b
Namely, in the analogue of J 1 ,k 2 ,k3 , we can replace the 2k 1S by 2k1 , which is
equal to ! if 2ki ;> N, and 1 otherwise. One then argues as in Chapter 2, and
(4.40), (4.41) immediately follow.
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(4.141)
We now check uniqueness, i.e. (4.39). Namely, we suppose that:I t + Au (V* 1U12)U,x G T2, t E R
ivt + Av= (V *v1 2)v, x E T2, t C R
ult=o = vlt~o C HS(T 2), S > 1.
(4.142)
We are assuming that u is a well-posed solution to (4.1) on T2 , and hence |Iu(t)IIH-
satisfies exponential bounds, as was noted in the Introduction. Furthermore, since
v E Xs+, by Sobolev embedding in time, it follows that v E L Consequently,
there exist A, B > 0 such that, for all t E R, one has:
IJu(t)||H-, IvI(t)IHS < AeBit | (4.143)
We observe:
u(t) - v(t) = -i 10 S(t - t')((V * 1u1 2)n - (V * v 2)v)(t')dt'
We take L 2 norms in x and use Minkowski's inequality to deduce:
|Ju(t) - v(t) IL| | 1 |(V * |u12)u - (V * Ivl2)v|ILdt' (4.144)
In order to bound the integral, we need the two following bounds, which follow
5
from H6lder's inequality, Young's inequality, and Sobolev embedding
I(V * (u1u2))U3||g ||V * (z )iU2)||L- u3||L < ||VIL~g|Ui L I||U2||L llU3|L|
(4.145)
Also:
5Note that we are considering s > 1.
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< ||U1||Hx-0U2||H.1 jU3jjg
I(V * (ulu2))u3IL2 < | * (U1a2)||L|jU3|IL-o L IVji IIU1U2IIL2 IU3 Lo
||V|ILIjlu1iL2||||u2||L- U3IILo < IU1IIL2jHU2jIHxIIZU3jIH (4.146)
Substituting (4.145) and (4.146) into (4.144), and using (4.143, it follows that:
t t0 JIL r.O f I
By Gronwall's inequality, it follows that on [0, t], one has || - VlL2 = 0, hence
u = v. The same argument works for negative times. (4.39) now follows.
Arguing as in Chapter 2, we note that all the implied constants depend on s,
energy, and mass, and that they are continuous in energy and mass.
This proves Proposition 4.3.1.
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Chapter
Bounds on R3; the Gross-Pitaevskii
Equation for dipolar quantum
gases
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we shall consider the initial value problem of the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation for dipolar quantum gases:
iJt + Au = pilu12u +
ult = < H"(R 3)
p2(K * |1u2 )u, x E R3 , t E R
Here, we take: K 1-3 cos2 , where # = 4(x) is the angle( 1 )I
fixed dipole axis n' (0, 0, 1). One can check that then:
K(x) = X1 + x - 2x 2K~x)- 1x2
We are assuming that:
(5.1)
between x E R3 and the
(5.2)
Pi > 4#2 > 03-
(5.3)
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This corresponds to the stable regime for (5.1). This condition is discussed in detail
in [1, 26]. Furthermore, we are assuming that s > 1 is a real number.
The Cauchy Problem (5.1) was used in [115, 116] to model the time evolution of a
dipolar quantum gas (with appropriate scaling constants). A rigorous mathematical
treatment regarding global well-posedness was given in [26]. This line of study was
continued in [1] in which the authors prove the existence of solitons in certain unstable
regimes.
The equation has the following conserved quantities:
M(u) := IU2dx (Mass)
and
E(u) := IVuI 2dX + 'P1 J IuIjdX+ IL2  (K * I| 2)uI2 2dx (Energy)
A key feature of the convolution potential K is the fact that we can compute K
explicitly and we find that this is a bounded function. More precisely, in [26], it is
shown that:
47r 2 _1
K(s) = -(3 cos2 - 1) (5.4)3
Here, #b = (() is the angle between E R3 and the dipole axis n = (0, 0, 1). In
particular, we obtain:
K E L (R3). (5.5)
and
47r
K( ) ;> 3-- *(5.6)3
As in [26], we let p := JU2 , and we observe that then:
||,7U ||29 2E- p1||||1U1ps KrUu 2 2dx = 2E- 163 p+2( ))|I ()|12d<L2 ILI11 U 1 '4 -JL21 3 ft [2
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< 2E- 1 3 J (p1 - p)I ()|zd1 < 2E (5.7)
167r3 3
Here, we used 5.3 and 5.6). It is proved in [26] that (5.1) has a global solution u, with
Inu(t)IIH1 C(<b).
5.1.1 Statement of the main result
Let u denote the solution to (5.1). As in previous chapters, it makes sense to study
the growth of |Iu(t)IIHs. The result that we prove is:
Theorem 5.1.1. Let u and s be as above. There exists C = C(4)) > 0 such that, for
all t 2 R:
|Iu(t)IIHS s (1 + tI)s±II4)IIH. (5.8)
Remark 5.1.2. We note that the growth of high Sobolev norms of solutions to (5.1)
has not been studied so far. The scattering results for the defocusing cubic NLS on
R3 proved in [35] rely on the existence of a Morawetz action functional. It is not
immediately clear how one could modify this construction to the equation (5.1).
Remark 5.1.3. From the proof, we note that the same bounds hold for solutions of
the defocusing cubic NLS on R3:
iut + Au = |u|2u, x E R3, t c R
(5.9)
ult=o = 4) C HS(R3)
However, from the scattering result in [35], one can obtain uniform bounds on |Iu(t)IIHS.
5.1.2 Main ideas of the proof
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 5.1.1 is to modify the methods in the previous
chapters to three dimensions. We again use the upside-down I-method. Namely, in
(5.33), we construct an operator V such that ||Du(t)I|L is equivalent to ||u(t)IIH.-
We then show that the quantity ||Du(t) 112 2 is slowly varying. The main reason why
we can use this approach is the fact that K is even, and K E L'(R 3 ). Let us remark
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that before, we assumed that the convolution potential V was in L'. This was just
needed in order to ensure that V c LO.
5.2 Facts from harmonic analysis
A key tool will be the following variant of Strichartz Estimates, [69, 101, 106]:
Proposition 5.2. 1. Suppose that 2 < q, r < oo, and 2 + 1= 1.
llll L L(RxR3) $ l Xo, (RxR3)
In particular, we can take q= r = 1 and deduce that:
3
ull (RxR3) Xo'i+(RxR3)
From Sobolev Embedding, we know:
IU||Ioc,(RxR3) <. IJUlyX+,3+
We note that, if k = j, then:
k 1-k 1
- 00 10
Then, one has:
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
Hence, we can interpolate and deduce that:
tul ,(xR3 6 lX1+,4+(RxR,3)
and
||Ul|L 0,~(R xR3) ti "U X1,i+(R xR3)
Similarly, interpolation between (5.11) and (5.12) allows us to deduce that:
||UI|L*(RxR3) <lUllX0+,'+(RxR3)
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
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Furthermore, we can interpolate between (5.11) and the fact that ||Ullt(RR)~
IIUIIxo,o(RxR3) to deduce that:
(5.16)
We can also interpolate between the following consequence of Sobolev embedding in
time (i.e. Proposition 5.2.1 with q oo, r= 2):
IIUIIL-L2(RxR3) $ IUIIO'1±(RxR3)
and the fact that |1u|IL (R x R3 ) ~ IUIxo,o(RxR3) to deduce that:
(5.17)
The following estimate will be useful:
Lemma 5.2.2. Let c < d be real numbers, and let us denote by X = x(t) = x[c,d(t).
One then has, for all s G R, and for all b < }:
||xuI|xs,b(RxR3) IuIx-,b+(RxR3) (5.18)
The proof of Lemma 5.2.2 is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 in Chapter 2
(see also [24, 36]). From the proof, we note that the implied constant is independent
of c and d. We omit the details.
5.2.1 An improved Strichartz estimate
We recall the following result, which was first proved by Bourgain in [14]:
Proposition 5.2.3. (Improved Strichartz Estimate) Suppose that N1, N2 are dyadic
integers such that N1 > N2, and suppose that u, v G Xo, +(R2 x R) satisfy, for all t:
suppi(t) 9 {||- N1 }, and supp'i(t) C {\|- N2}. Then, one has:
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T jL-(R xR3) X'7-(R X R3)
4L2(RXR3) el-..HUht x " IIUIIO,'41+(,,X,,3)
|J ||u||o,y ||vl|,+
N 2
(5.19)
An alternative proof (in the 1D case) is given in [31].
We want to obtain a similar estimate in L 2+L2. Let us observe that: = -0+ -
and -+ -0 = .6 2 6 4
We now interpolate between (5.11), (5.12), and the estimate: |Iu|ILtoL2 < ||u|lX|.1+
to deduce that:
||UllL 4+L < I IX1+,l
Proposition 5.2.4. Suppose that u, v are as in the assumption of 5.2.3.
has:
2 N2 101||UV||L +L2 < 1 u1X0'1+11 X7 r- X XI~vI2 N Ir-1.4lv~~,~ 1 IUOlul o±llvlIx1"±
NJ N,
Proof. We use H6lder's Inequality and (5.20) to deduce that:
|UV||roLpostion f low L b +L4 ir L +L X (5.22) and(.19)' .
< NI N2||UJ||,o4y||v llgo'p
The Proposition now follows by interpolating between (5.22) and (5.19).
(5.20)
One then
(5.21)
(5.22)
O
Finally, we are interested in a version of the improved Strichartz Estimate with a
rough cut-off in time. As before, given # E Co (R), such that: 0 < q < 1, fR #(t) dt =
1, and A > 0, we recall that the rescaling dA of 4 is defined by:
H i dt) := ( )t
Having defined the rescaling, we write, for the scale N > 1:
X(t) = a(t) + b(t), for a := X * #N-1 - (5.23)
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N2
||*ollL2 < 1 ll'U||,o'7
N?7
We recall Lemma 8.2. of [31], the authors note the following estimate, which holds
in all space dimensions:
(5.24)
(The implied constant here is independent of N.)
On the other hand, for any M E (1, +oo), one obtains:
||b1|Lr < C(M,<b).
If one defines,
bi(t) := fib(T)Ie"tdr. (5.25)
then, one also has:
(5.26)
Hence, we can prove:
Proposition 5.2.5. (Improved Strichartz Estimate with rough cut-off in time) Let
u, v G Xo ,+(R3 x R) satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 5.2.3.
N1 > N. Let u1, v1 be given by:
61 := I(xu)~|iN := FU|.
Suppose that
Then one has:
(5.27)
The same bound holds if
i11 = I(xv)~|.
Proof. Let's consider the case when 1 =(xu)~, 1 = |:|. With notation as earlier,
let F1, F2 be given by:
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||a(t)f||xo,p+ < NO+||1f| o10p.
||bilMt < C(M, <}).
N,
F1 :(au)~|, F2  (bu)^].
Then, by the triangle inequality, one has:
iu < F1 + F2 .
Since 1,1 2 0, Plancherel's Theorem and duality imply that:
sup J f
ICII2 -1+v2+r3=O (1 +-2 +-3=0
i1+T2+3=0 J(1+ 2+3=0
Since F1, F2, i1 > 0, it follows that the latter expression is ~1-' ||Fiv1 I|L2
,,(61, 1)61(2, T2)Ic(3, T3)|d~jdTj
Hence, it follows that:
||i1||Lg 1 ||Fiv1||L, + IF 2 vIIL2
By Proposition 5.2.3, by the frequency assumptions on F1 and vi, and by the fact
that taking absolute values in the spacetime Fourier transform doesn't change the
Xs,b norms, we know that:
N 2
NJ
We now use (5.24) to deduce that this expression is:
N?Since (NO+||u N tig)|xv|| is
N12
Since N1 > N, this expression is:
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I IU1V1I~IL2
sup
11C||L2
sup
||c||t,2 =1 r+7-2+T3=0 f 1+ 2+ 3=0
F((1, 1)1(62, T2)|c( 3, T3)|dIjdTj +
2( 1 , T) 1( 2, T2) |c( 3, Ts)|djdr
+ |IF2v1||L2 .
N2< ullo,t ivllo,l, (5.28)
Nj
On the other hand, let us consider c E L,. With notation as before, one has:
(F2V1)~(1, ri7-)C(62,72)d(; d-rj
Jr1+72=0 J1+2=0
(bu)~((1,ri-)191((2, T2) C(63, 73)drg
/+7- 2+73=0 J1 +2+36=0
I j+ 2+0 Ib(To)Ii((1, r1)|11 ( 2 , 72)|Ic( 3, 3)Id(jdr := I
We then define the functions G1 , j 1,..., 3 by:
G1 := Jil, G2 := i, ,G3 := ICI
Recalling (5.25), and using Parseval's identity, it follows that:
I < bi(t)G1(x,t)G2(x,t)G3 (x, t)dxdt
We choose M E (1, oo), and 2+ such that: -+ = 1. By an LM , L 2+L2, L H6lder
inequality, we deduce that:
I < ||b1||t lG1G2||L+L2||G4||
We use (5.26), Proposition 5.2.4, and Plancherel's theorem to deduce that:
<N2I < III,OJ+ II II O + l Icllr .
NB
By duality and by Plancherel's theorem, it follows that:
llF2~llL1 liulIIo,"+IlvIxo,.7+
NJ
(5.29)
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The case whenEi := Jil, 9i := |(xv)~l is treated analogously. The Proposition now
follows from (5.28) and (5.29).
5.2.2 A frequency localized Strichartz estimate
We will need to use the following Strichartz estimate, which assumes that the function
which we are estimating satisfies appropriate localization in frequency. A similar
result was proved in two dimensions in [15], and we had to use its modification in
Chapter 4:
Lemma 5.2.6. Suppose that Q is a ball in R3 of radius N, and center $o. Suppose
that u satisfies suppui C Q. Then, one has:
|lull ,< N'llu|o,p± (5.30)
Proof. Suppose that u is as in the assumption of the Lemma. Suppose that b'> .
Then, one has, by the Hausdorff-Young Inequality in space and time:
( |E~~~t,) rd)
(1+r +(|)~((,Tr)| (1 ±| ||34 r(
(jj(1 IT± Hullb 10<
We use an L5, L2 H6lder inequality in -r to deduce that this is:
(1 +r + 2 + 7 + ± + 112j-o'dr) db 7
Since b' > ,this expression is:
< ( (1 + j-r + |(|2)2l 2dr) d 0
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(I (+|Ir +|(|1226 12ddr)i) d- 1=(f ((j( I IT  7) 27<Q R
By an L 2, L' H6lder inequality in (, this expression is:
< (J (1 + |r + l| 2)2b' T) 12d-r ) ( Q<)5
,< Ni lluI|XO,b'
since we are working in three dimensions.
We can now interpolate between the bounds (5.11) and (5.30) to deduce:
Proposition 5.2.7. Suppose that u is as in the assumption of Lemma 5.2.6. Suppose,
furthermore, that b1, si c R satisfy: } < b1 < !+, and s1 >
lull| < N 1 ||ulX|o,b]l
5.3 Proof of the Main Result
5.3.1 Definition of the D operator
We start by defining an appropriate multiplier:
Suppose N > 1 is given. Let 0 : R3 -+ R be given by:
6( ) := (9)",I if |(| ;> 
N
1, if || <; N
Then, if f : R3 -+ C, we define Df by:
'bf() :=()(.
We observe that:
1 - 2b1 . Then, one has:
(5.31)
(5.32)
(5.33)
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||Df||1L2 <s ||f||1H- <s N"||'Df||JL. (5.34)
Our goal is to then estimate ||Du(t)11L2 , from which we can estimate Iu(t)||H. by
(5.34). In order to do this, we first need to have good local-in-time bounds.
5.3.2 Local-in-time bounds
Let u denote the global solution to (5.1). One then has:
Proposition 5.3.1. (Local-in-time bounds) There exist 6 = J(s, E(<b), M(4)), C =
C(s, E(<b), M(b)) > 0, which are continuous in energy and mass, such that for all
to c R, there exists a globally defined function v : R3 x R --+ C such that:
VI[to,to+I = ullto,to+6I- (5.35)
||vlly,p+ < C(s, E(4), M(4)) (5.36)
||Dolly,,+ :5 C(s, E(<b),M(<b))||DU(to)||o.- (5.37)
We prove Proposition 5.3.1 in the Appendix of this chapter.
Remark 5.3.2. We note that mass and energy are continuous on H± . To note that
energy is continuous on H,+, we use the fact that:
||(K * (W1w2))W3w4I|i < ||(K * (w1w2))||L2I W3W4IL2 < IIW1W2IIL2 IW3W4IIL2
Hence, we can use smooth functions as initial data (and hence work with smooth
solutions), and use density to deduce the general solution as in the previous chapters.
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5.3.3 Estimate on the growth of ||Du(t)jl2
We use the equation to deduce that:
(Dut)((1)(DU)^( 2 )dj + (DU)^(1) (DUt)^()d<j
: (I) + (II)
We observe that then:
(I) = (DiAU - iD(lu|2U) - iV((K * IU|2)u))^((1)(DU)^( 2)dj
U- U
= i .i{1+2=
-i ((K *d
(1+ 2 =0
= i ( 2)d -i
1+ 2=0 (1+(2+3+4=0U
U1+ (2)U( 2) ( 3) (6(4)) 2U(4) d(
- j j+ 2 =0 O~' 2 /1±++3+ 4=0
1 2 (4 (2)U(6 (4) j
- i J 1+ 2 + 3 + 4=0
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-i
d IEU(t)||2y~
tz x
(|U|2U)^((1)(6( 2))2 U(62)d<j
(p( 2))2+p( 4))2) U -'(6 ) U- ( 4 )4j
(3 + 4)(062)) 2U(1 (2)U(6 (6)j
1 ,+ 2+b3+ 4=0
K($3 ± ' 4) ((O( 2D) 2 + (0 )2)
2f 1+2+3+4=0
Here, we used the appropriate symmetrization (2 ++ 4 and the fact that K is even,
and hence K is also even, so we have: R(( 1 ± '2) K( 3 + (4).
Analogously:
(II) = i)2iU( 1)U((2)d~g+
1+ 2=02
+ f41+ 2+63+4=0 K( 3 + 4) ((O((1))2 + (6( 3))2)u((1)U( 2)u( 3)u( 4) d~j
From (5.38), (5.39), we deduce that, for some fixed c c R, one has:
d I'I Du(t) 112 - cidt 1±~2+~3±~4=0
+ci
= ciA4((9( 1)) 2 - (0(2))2 + (6( 3))2 - (6( 4))2; U)
i(((())2 _ (9( 2))2 + (9( 3))2 - (o(4)) 2)R(3 ± 4); u)
- A4 (M 4; u)
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2
(5.38)
(5.39)
(5.40)
= i f (6((1))2(-d2)q(1U( 2)d(_ -
1+(2=0 2 J~i+(2+ 3+(4=0
J ,+ 2+ 3+ 4=0
((O( ,))2 )2) U U- ( 4)d j+ (0 U
((O( 1))I_(O( 2))2+(O( 3))2_(O( 4))2),( 1)'( 2),( 3),!'-( 4)d j
$((3+(4)((6(((O(1))2- (6( 2))2+(6 3)2-(6( 4))2)U(1(2)(3(4dy
Here, m 4 : 1'4 - C is given by:
M 4(1, 2, (3, ' 4) := ic ((1)) 2 - (6( 2))2 - (O( 3))2 - (( 4 )) 2 )K( 3 ± (4) (5.41)
Let 6 > 0 be as in Proposition 5.3.1. Let to E R be given. The quantity we want to
estimate is:
|Du(to + 6)||12 - ||Du(to)Ig (5.42)
The bound that we prove is:
Lemma 5.3.3. The following bound holds for all to C R:
1||Du(to + 6)||12 - ||Du(to)I| 11 ' N 1 -| IDu(to)|I11
The implied constant is independent of to.
As in previous chapters, we see that Lemma 5.3.3 implies Theorem 5.1.1.
We now prove Lemma 5.3.3
Proof. Let us consider WLOG the case when to = 0. The proof in the general case
is the same. Let v be the function obtained by Proposition 5.3.1 when we let to = 0.
By (5.40), we then have to estimate:
A4 (M4; u (t)) dt =A4(M4; V(t))dt
We now use a dyadic localization. We suppose that |(j| ~ Nj, where Nj are
dyadic integers. Let us WLOG suppose that N1 > N2 > N3 > N4 . The other cases
are bounded in an analogous way. By construction, we know that M4 = 0 unless one
has:
Ni ~ N2;N 1 > N (5.43)
We henceforth consider only such cases.
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Furthermore, by construction of 0, and by (5.5), we note that 1:
M4 =O(0(N 1 )0(N 2)) (5.44)
Let x := X[o,sj(t). By the triangle inequality and by (5.44), we have to estimate
the following quantity:
(5.45)
LT+T±r++r 4 =0 ji+ 2 + 3 + 4 =0
We consider two cases:
Case 1: N3 - N1
Let us define the functions F, j = 1,.. ,4 by:
F1 := (xv)~N1 , F2 := vN2, F3:= |vN3 , F4 := lvN 41
By Parseval's Identity, one then has:
IN1,N2,NN4 J RR3 0(N 1 })(N 2)F1F2F3F4dxdt
10 10c 10
We ~ ~ t ca now us1n0- ~L, ~ H6lder Inequality to deduce that:
|IN1,N2,N3,N41
which by (5.16), (5.15), (5.11), and (5.14) is:
O (N1)6(N2)||lF1|| 0,j |F| o. |F|x~+|4||x1,J+
Since taking absolute values in the spacetime Fourier Transform doesn't change the
'Here, we are slightly abusing notation by writing O(Nj) instead of 6(Nj, 0). We recall that 6 is
a radial function, so this doesn't matter.
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IN1,N2,N3,N4:=
O(Nl)O(N2)1(XV)N ( 1,Tl)lli)N2( 2,T2)11 N3( 3,T3) VN4( 4,T4)ld jdTj
O(N,)O(N2)IIFll lo 10 JIF
- JIF211 311 10 1IF41IL10-L-T L -r + L-4- txtx tx tx
Xsb norm, it follows that the preceding quantity equals:
< (N1)6(N2)||(XV)N 10 ,3- 11N2 11X0+,i+ 11VN3 11X0,1+ 11VN4 11,1,1+
1
~ (xDV)Ni 1,op (N20+ IIDVN 2 IIXo,0+) (- 1 vN3 11X1,1+) 11vN 4 11X1,1+
which by using Proposition 5.2.2, localization in frequency, (5.45), and the assumption
of Case 1 is:
1
B N 11 e u f b||th|
By using Proposition 5.3.1, and the uniform bounds on ||UMt)|H1, this expression is:
(5.46)
Case 2: Ni > N3
In this case, we let:
:= |UN21,3 IN3 I, G4 : = |N4I
By Parseval's Identity, it follows that:
IN1,N2,N3,N4 ~(N1)G(N2)G1G2GG dxdt
JR3
We use the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality to deduce that the previous expression is:
< (N1)0(N2) |1 G1G3 |1L,| |G2G4 |L|,
By the frequency assumptions, we know that:
N1 > N3 , N2 > N4 ,N1 ~ -N 2 > N.
Hence, we can use Proposition 5.2.5 and Proposition 5.2.3 to deduce that the above
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1 11 4,1
D<I>2
G, : = I (XV) Ni, G~2
expression is:
< O(N1 )9(N 2)( |3 JG, 1,o,1||G3||o, )( |N4 |G2||o, ||G4||,0,g)
N, N2
which by frequency localization is:
1N ||DvN II 0,1+ IVN2 X1,+ IIDvN3  II 0,i+ IN4X1,1+
11 N1 - || | 7 X|v|
N<1 X 1
By Proposition 5.3.1, this expression is:
" N11-||D||2 (5.47)
We combine (5.46) and (5.47), and we sum in the N keeping in mind the condition
(5.43) to obtain the Lemma.
0
5.4 Appendix: Proof of Proposition 5.3.1
Proof. The proof is based on a fixed-point argument, and is a modification of the
proof of the similar result in two dimensions which is given in Chapter 4. The latter
proof is a slight modification of a proof from [15]. Let us WLOG look at to = 0. The
general proof is analogous. As before, we take: X, #, E G CS (R), with 0 < x, #, b < 1,
such that:
x= i on [-1, 1] , X= 0 outside [-2,2]. (5.48)
I= 1 on [-2,2] , 0 on [-4,4]. (5.49)
1 on [-4,4] , # = 0 on [-8,8]. (5.50)
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We let:
(5.51)
Then:
X6 = 1 on [-6, J] , x6 = 0 outside [-2J, 26].
46 = 1 on [-2J, 26] ,046 - 0 outside [-46,46].
O = 1 on [-46, 46] ,6 4' 0 outside [-86,8].
(5.52)
(5.53)
(5.54)
Similarly as in Chapter 2, we denote by wj the function d,5w, and we consider the
operator L defined by:
Lw := x 6 (t )S(t)(b - ixy(t) j S(t - t') (tL1 |ws| 2 W6(t') + p2( K * |W612)wS(t')) dt' (5.55)
Let c > 0 be the constant 2 such that ||xbS(t)<b11xsb < cJ2bII(IIH.- Such a constant
exists by using arguments from [71]. Let us take b := !+. We then define:
B := {w; IWIIX1,b < 2c |b||4IH1, IIWJIX.,b _ 2c! 22b 11I 11 H* }
Arguing as in Chapter 2, B is complete w.r.t II - ||X1,b. For w E B, we obtain:
IILwI|xs,b < c6 2 24IIH + C16211 W6 IIX.,b-1 + c16 2II(K * |w|12)w6IIxab-1
(5.56)
Similarly, we obtain:
|ILwIIxo,b < CJ12 2b1D)L2+c16 2 ID(IwS12ws) IIXo,-1+c1 6 2 DII((K*IWS12)wb) IIwxob-1
(5.57)
2A11 previous localization estimates in time carry over to R3 .
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We now estimate II(K * |ws|2)ws||xs,b-1 by duality. The term Iw| 2WI|xs,b-1 is
estimated in the same way. We suppose that we are given c = c( , T) such that:
R2IIRc(, _T)|12drd = 1.
We want to estimate:
SI: c(4, 4)| (1 +
1- 2+63- 4= 0 J1-72+7-3-r4=0 (1 + |T4± I4I2I)1-b S4|)sii'-(61, 1
Ii(3( 2, r2)||1@^ (63, 3)IK((1 + C2)Idr- d(j
Since K C L (R3 ), by (5.5), this expression is:
< z II(4 -)
E f 1-2+T3-T4 =O (1 + 4 + 4 |2 11-b(1- 2+ 3- 4=0 1 2+3 4=
1 ±|K4|)|w'(1@ , ri)I
|i( 2, T2)| I (3, - 3)|d-rjd
Let us write:
R3 = U Dk; Dk = {E R3 ; |I ~ 2 k}
k=O
Let Iki,k2 ,k 3 denote the contribution to I with (, E Dk,, for j = 1, 2, 3. Let us consider
WLOG the case when:
ki > k2 > k3. (5.58)
The contributions from other cases are bounded analogously.
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Following [15], we write:
Dki C UQa
Here, Qa are balls of radius 2k2. We can choose this cover so that each element of
Dki lies in a fixed finite number of Qa. This number is independent of ki and k2.
If i E Qa, then since 4= - (2 + 63, |6| ,3 < 2k2, it follows that (4 lies in
Qa, a dilate of Q,. Thus, the term that we want to estimate is:
Jki,k2 ,k3 :- 2 k1 s E j EQa,, 2EDk2 , 3EDk3 , 4EdaQi-e2+Q3-i4=o f1-T2+T3-4=0
I|C(64, r4)j 
-j<
(1 +|-r4 + | 4 12 1)1-b
We now define:
( 0 -|2 31 i((x )+ r)drd(J(1 + IT( , 1i)
|r( , -r)1ebax0+'r)drd
|%(,)|ei((x, +t&)drd
for j = 2,3.
By Parseval's identity and H6lder's inequality, we deduce:
Jk1,k2,k3 ^ 2k I f
ai
F~GaH2 H3dxdt
(5.62)<; 2ki" |Fa|| ||Ga||4||H2 ||H3||10L.
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F (x, t) :=
Ga(x,t):=
H(x,t ) := Z:
EDk
3
(5.59)
(5.60)
(5.61)
Given a dyadic integer M, let us define (wj)M by: ((w)Mf WXD, and we
note that localization in t and in ( commute. This is a slight abuse of notation, but
we interpret wj as a localization in time if J > 0 is small, and we interpret WN as
a localization in frequency if N is a dyadic integer. We similarly abuse notation by
writing (wS), for the inverse Fourier transform of WXQa.
We first note by Proposition 5.2.7, with si, b1 as in the assumptions of the Propo-
sition:
Lw'X
By interpolation, it follows that:
|(WS)a||1XO,bl < | (w6)t 11'zo,o 11 (ws)| |II-00
Here:
00 := 1-- (5.63)b
By construction of O$, we obtain:
II(ws)a||xo,o ~ ||(W )||L2 = I(W a 1!L
We now use H6lder's inequality and (5.17) to see that this expression is:
11 |(Ws)a||lLt L211,1L4 < a j(W )jXo,1 :5 a 1( , lXo,b-
Consequently:
||Ga|j < 2kS4161 (WS)a IIXO,b
4 2IIkaIsl
o 202315+9|||x0,b (5.64)
In the last inequality, we used appropriate time-localization in Xb.
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Analogously:
IIH2 || l 2k2s1+4 2IIW 2k2 IIXob
Lt,x
In order to estimate IIH3|IL10,, we recall by (5.13) that:
||H31L10o< 1|H3||xip( ~ (2 3)1+ H3||xo
~-(2 k3)1+ 1 (Wb)2k3 IIxo,b
, (2*)+ l W2ksOoa
Finally, we want to estimate 11 Fa|| 1o. In order to do this, let ca denote the localization
of c = c((, r) to Qa. We use Proposition 5.2.7 with si, b1 as in the assumption of this
Proposition to deduce that:
IFa|| 11 < 2k251. 1 ((1 + c1-r) xo,LV~I (1 +I-r+I2)1-b)~ob
Here, F-1 denotes the inverse Spacetime Fourier transform. Consequently, if the
condition:
bi < 1 - b (5.67)
one has:
(5.68)||Fa|| < 2k2sl||Ca IL
We now combine (5.62),(5.64),(5.65),(5.66), and (5.68) to deduce that, assuming
the condition (5.67), one has:
|Jki,k2,k3 . 2 2 3(1-2) 2k1*8k2s 1 (2k 3 )+||ka| IIXO,b I W2k2 I Xo,b 1W2k3 XO,b l|ca 1 L2
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(5.65)
(5.66)
< JL+ 3(1- 2b)-k0+ k30IW< 6+3 2 (2 -k2 )0+(-~k3 )O+ Wa IXS,b||WIIX3.1+,b|lwIIx1,blIca||L2
which by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in a is:
L< 3(1-2b)-k0+ k30
' (+0 2e>-k 2)o(-k)o+0 I W2k1 IIXs,b IjWdIX3s1+,b IWIIX1,blIC 2ki IL2
Here c2ki denotes the localization to the region obtained by the union of the Q". The
notation is justified by the fact that on this region, one has | 2k1.
We now sum a geometric series in k2 and k3, and we use the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality in ki to deduce that:
(5.69)
We now choose si := 1- such that:
3s1+ = 1 (5.70)
By Proposition 5.2.7, we can take b1 := 2 + = (., !+). We must check
now that 60 as defined in (5.63) belongs to (0, 1), and that the condition (5.67) holds.
We note indeed:
0= 1- 1
b !+ 42
hence 00 E (0, 1) and:
111 -b= > -+ = b12 -3
By the preceding arguments, it follows that:
|| (K * |ws| )w6||xb-1 < 5+j b 2 2
An analogous bound holds for |||W|12W,11X,b-1. Consequently, by (5.
that for w E B, one has:
||Lw|x.,o& co?%||H + c261+3(1-2b) 1H.
56), it follows
(5.71)
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fa+ 3(1-2b)
I Jklk2,k3i < J 2 2rslo 11W llxsb JJW lIX3.1+,b JJW IIXIb
0 1We note that z + 3(1 - 2b) > 0, if b = j+ is sufficiently close to j
The argument works for s = 1, and we obtain:
IlLwIIxIb < CJ ll4lIH1 + C26 2 3( 2 ) H 11( H1 (5.72)
Furthermore, the same arguments that we used to obtain (5.71) and (5.72) imply
that, for v, w c B, one has:
lILo - Lwixl,b <_ c36+ 2 (1 -2 )(i|vilx1,b + I|WI|X1,b liv - wlix1,b
< c46+3(1-2b) 1Ii -- Wi|11,(
We now choose 6 > 0 sufficiently small so that: c262 2  Hi < c, and c 4 6+3(12b) H1
1. (5.71), (5.72), and (5.73) will then imply that L is a contraction on (B, d), where
d(v, w) := |iv - wilx1,b. We recall that in Chapter 2, we proved that (B, d) is a Ba-
nach space in the ID periodic setting (cf. Proposition 2.3.2 in Chapter 2). The proof
was based on the use of Theorem 1.2.5. from [28]. The same proof works in the 3D
non-periodic setting. Hence, we can apply the Banach fixed point Theorem to deduce
that there exists a fixed point v E B of L.
For this fixed point v E B, we have:
v := xs(t)S(t)(b - ix,(t) j S(t - t') (|vg| 2v6(t') + (K * |vg| 2)v(t'))dt'
We take D's of both sides, and argue as before to deduce that:
IiDvIIxo,b c||D4iiL2 + cJ2 H+3(12) i DvIxob
We choose 6 > 0 possibly even smaller than the one we found earlier such that:
coo+3(1-2b) 2 12
Let us note that this doesn't affect any of the previous estimates. Since ||DolIxo,b <
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||vI|x.,b < oo, it follows that:
IDv||xo,b < 2c6' ID4IIL2
We now have to check uniqueness. Let us note that we are considering the solution
u of (5.1) which satisfies exponential in time bounds, i.e., for s > 1, there exists
C = C(s), K = K(s) > 0 s.t. for all t c R, one has:
|Iu(t)IIH < CeKt|
. Let us now suppose that:
iUt + Au I 1 2u + p2 (K * |1 2)u, x ER 3 , t C [0, ]
iVt + Av =I1|vI2v + p2 (K * |v12)v, x C R3, t C [0,6]
ult=o = vlt=o = (b C Hs(R3 )
(5.74)
We want to argue that u = v on [0, J]. To do this, we note that, for all t E [0, 6], one
has:
u(t)- v(t) - j S(t - t')(p1(|uIsu -| v|2 v)(t') + p2 ((K * |u12)u - (K * |v 2)(t')))dt'
and hence, by Minkowski's inequality and unitarity:
IIu(t) - v(t)|IL2 (|(IU2u - Iv 2v)(t')|IL2 ±|(K * |u12)u - (K * |v| 2)v(t')||L2)dt'
(5.75)
We note that:
(5.76)
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IIW1W2W31IL2 < IIWIIIL-IIW21IL-IIW31IL2X X X
< | 1| Hlll,) I 1 3+ I 31IL2
II(K * (wlw2))w3|IL2 < I|K * (w1w2)||L IIW3 IL2
< ||K * (w1w2)||HI + IW31IL2 < Iw121 H,
IIW i 3+1W 211 3+ IlW31IL2
Here, we used the boundedness of K and the fact that H22 (R3) is an algebra.
I|K * (wlw2)w3|IL2 ||K * (w1w2)|L2 1W3 11L-
II|w1w2||L2||Ws||L- II 11L2 2 L- 31 L-
I |W|iIL2IW2|| 3+11w31I H+
(5.77)
(5.78)
We use (5.76), (5.77), and (5.78) and recall (5.75) to deduce that, for all t c [0, ],
one has:
t||X ^. ||IU t') - V t')|| IL2 (||1U(t')|| H1 ++ 2 V(t 1
0oX 17H
Hence, from previous arguments, there exists a non-negative continuous function
f : [0, J] -+ [0, +oo) such that for all t E [0, J], one has:
- v(t')IIL2 f (t')dt'
By Gronwall's inequality, it follows that on [0, J], one has ||u(t) - v(t) IL2 = 0. Hence,
u = v on [0, J]. Uniqueness on [0, J] now follows. Uniqueness for [to, to + 6], give
to C R is proved analogously.
We note that all the implied constants that we obtained depend continuously on
Iu(t)||, and hence depend continuously on energy and mass.
The Proposition now follows.
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||UMt - V(t)
t
JIU(t) - V(t)JIL2 < 110 1)X 
- fo
5.5 Comments and further results
5.5.1 The unstable regime
It makes sense to consider (5.1) in the unstable regime. We consider the case when:
47r
pi < 47p 2, and p2 : > 0.
It is shown in [26] that in this regime, there exist global solutions in H1 (R3) if one
assumes that |IV(b|L2 is sufficiently small, depending on ||<DIIL2, i, p 2 . The key is to
observe that the energy and mass again control ||u(t)|IH1. The bounds as in Theorem
5.1.1 then also hold with the same proof.
5.5.2 Adding a potential
One can also add a potential real-valued potential V - V(x) to consider:
iUt + Au = Vu + p1|U| 2u + p2 (K * u12)u, x c R3, t E R
(5.79)
ulIto = <D C Hs(R3)
The energy then becomes:
E(u) := IVu| 2dx + V (x)|u(x)I2dx + p1 f Ju|dx + p12 J(K * U12)Iu 2 dx
A formal modification of the arguments Chapter 2 can give us that the result of
Theorem 5.1.1 still holds if we take V E S(R 3) and V > 0. This sort of potential
is not of the same sort as the one used in [26]. Namely, the potential used in [26] is
assumed to be quadratic:
V - WiX2 + W2 X 2 + L 3 X2
for some W1, W2 , W3 > 0, which are not all equal to zero. Physically, the term obtained
by adding the V corresponds to adding a trapping potential. The presence of the
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potential V forces us to work in weighted Sobolev spaces, i.e. we have to assume that
x4k E L2 (R3) in order to be able to define the energy and to obtain a global solution.
Our methods don't seem to apply in this setting, and a different approach would be
needed here.
5.5.3 Higher modified energies
With notation as in Section 2, let us suppose that M4 is a function on F4. We want
to compute -A 4(M4 ; U). One can compute that:
d
-A 4(M4; u) = -iA 4(M4(|(1| 2 - |212 + |3|2 - I42); u) - iA6 (M6; u)dt
(5.80)
-i 1±+2±63±4O
where:
MA(,.. 3 := M(6123, (4,(6)3, (1 +K(1+(2)) M((l1,234,(3,(s )(1+K( 2+ 3))
+M 4(1,(2,&34,(6 )X1 ±) R(I 3 + (4)) M4(1,2,C3,C456)(1 + K( 4 + C))
As in the two-dimensional setting, we can compute that for (1,$2, 3,C4) E F4,
one has:
|1|u2 - |2|+| 32 _ 2 41 = 2612 - 14 (5.81)
As before, we decompose:
4 = iu,
Here, the set Qn,. of non-resonant frequencies is defined by:
, {((1,(2,3, 4) E F4 ; 1 2 , 1 4 $ 0, |cosZ(612 , 614) > Mo} (5.82)
and the set Q, of resonant frequencies Q, is defined to be its complement in F4.
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M4( (2, 64)W[ (VU)^(1)U(62)U(63) U((4)
We now define the multiplier M4 by:
f (0 + '(O4)3 ,if 4 it c Q nr
M4 ((1, (2, (3 4) := c((1((1)) ((2) 1(32 1 4 2V 
( 3  (4) , if 71(2 (3 4) E Gn
0, if (,(4) E Qr
(5.83)
Let us now define the multiplier M 6 on F6 by:
M6 1,72, (3,4,i ,7 ) := (5.84)
M4( 123 , 4 ,6,( 6 ) + M4 ((1, 234 , 5 ,(6 ) + M4 ((1 , 2,( 345,(6 ) + M4 (1, 2 , 3 , 456)
Furthermore, let us define:
E2 (U) := 1V1UI12 2+ A4(M4; u).
We now use (5.40), (5.80), and the construction of M4 to deduce that 3:
d
~-E2(u
± I(( 6 (1 ) (2))2+( ( 3)2-( (4)) 2) ((1,+ 2+ 3+ 4=0,lcosZ( 12, 14)|5#,0 V6 )'6i
+ Mc 1,(2 (3,(, U (e U-(922)3(4)U3( )
+ (2+63+ 4+65+(6=0M6(l7676 4 515'
=: I+ II (5.85)
If we now argue as in the two dimensional setting, we see that, in order to bound I,
we have to essentially bound 4:
3 We recall that (6((1)) 2 - (0(62))2 ± (0(63))2 _ (0(64))2 = 0, whenever 612 = 0 or 614 = 0, hence
the corresponding terms again don't contribute to the quadrilinear term. Therefore, we don't have
to worry about defining the quantity cos(0, .).
4Ignoring the fact that the integral is over a finite time interval and the fact that all of the
estimates in Proposition 5.3.1 are local in time.
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N0( N1}0( N2)j~N1 (01, T1 iN2 {02, T2)iN3 (031, T3)iN4 (04, 74 ) j
J-ri+-r2+-3+'r4=0 J 1+2+03+ 4=0 N1
10 10 10
where N1 > N 2 > N3 > N4. One would want to use an Lt, Lt, Lt, L 0X H6lder
inequality to deduce that:
|IN1 ,N2 ,N3,N41 UNi I L21 IIDUN2 1IL2 J, VUN3s0 IIU uN4 IL10
1
< 1 I-nU1201 U2N1 - x Xi
rI. N1 - 04+
Hence, in this way, we don't seem to be getting a better decay factor than r
Similarly, if we group other Strichartz norms, we can't get a better decay factor.
5.5.4 Lower dimensional results
Two dimensional results
Let s > 1 be a real number, and let us consider:
iUt + Au= U12 U + (K2 * 12)u, x E R2 , t E R
ult=0 = 4 Hs(R 2 )
(5.86)
Here, we are assuming that K2 = K 2 (xi, x 2) is real-valued, and K2 E L* (R2). The
conserved mass and energy for (5.86) are then the same as before. Let us note that
in 2D, one has:
11(K2 * lul2)Iu2 IL < 1|K2 * |UI2IIL2II U12IIL2
Hence, if ||<}jIL2 is sufficiently small, it follows that conservation of mass and energy
gives us uniform bounds on |Iu(t)IH1. By using the same construction as in the
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previous subsection and the arguments as in Chapter 4, we obtain:
Proposition 5.5.1. Suppose that |4 |IL2 is sufficiently small that (5.86) has a global
solution. Let u denote the global solution of (5.86). Then, there exists C C(s, <b) >
0 such that for all t E R, one has:
|Iu(t)|IHs < 01 + w) IH. (5.87)
The equation (5.86) occurs in [26] when one wants to find specific solutions to
(5.1) by dimension reduction. The specific convolution potential K 2 is given by:
K 2 (xi, X2) := fR K(xi, X2, X3 )d(X3 )dX3 , where K is the convolution potential used in
(5.1), and where # c S(R) is an appropriate real-valued Schwartz function. One
can then check that K 2 satisfies the wanted conditions. Strictly speaking, from the
solution of (5.86), we can construct a function which is close in L2 on a finite time
interval to an exact solution to (5.1) with the same initial data (for details, see Section
6 in [26]). Hence, by this method, we can't deduce that a nontrivial solution of (5.1)
satisfies (5.87).
One dimensional results
The method of higher modified energies works for:
i{ t + Au = IU|2 u + (Ki * 1u12)u, x E R, t ER
(5.88)
UIt-o =4 Hs(R)
Here, we are assuming that s > 1 is real, and that K1 = K1(xi) is real, and
K1 E L (R). One can obtain global existence for sufficiently small initial data
in H 1. This sort of model also arises in a particular dimension reduction in [26] by
taking: KI(xi) := fR2 K(xi,x 2 ,X3 )#(x 2 ,X3)dX 2 dX3 , where #P E S(R 2 ) is a real-valued
Schwartz function. We can again use solutions to (5.88) to obtain approximate solu-
tions of (5.1), which are only close to the exact solution in the L 2 sense.
By a modification of the arguments of previous chapters, we use the higher mod-
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ified energies to deduce:
Proposition 5.5.2. Suppose that ||<bIH1 is sufficiently small that (5.88) has a global
solution. Let u be the global solution to (5.88). There exists C = C(s, 4) > 0 such
that, for all t C R, one has:
|Iu(t)I|Hs < 0(1 + ItI)!+II4IIH3. (5.89)
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